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Abstract 

Negative attitudes towards foreign cultures among certain categories of people in majority Islamic 

countries are often the result of their representations of the Other, their conception of alterity, of their 

identity and the relation between them, their vision of the implications of the confrontation with/or 

coexistence of different cultures in the same physical space or through mediated spaces. These 

representations have become a culture in its own right, giving birth to a categorisation of people within 

the same society and of peoples of the world. This paper will attempt to reveal the way this culture 

dichotomy operates and will analyse the mode its ideological base defines the dichotomy of 

alterity/identity. It will also suggest directions of reflexion towards the possibilities of forging a 

counter-culture which can stand as a new form of liberating discourse.  
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Identifying Alterity and Altering Identity 

With the development of Zavalloni’s concept of subjective culture, i.e. “a cultural group’s 

typical ways to perceive and conceptualise its environment” (quoted in Abdallah-Pretceille, 2004: 26), 

it is admitted that in matters of representation, mainly self-representations as well as representations of 

the other, it is “the viewpoint which creates the object” (Abdallah-Pretceille, 2004: 26). This idea leads 

to two main conclusions as far as dealing with foreign cultures is concerned: 

1.An individual describes his culture, which in their mind is the national culture they share with all 

their fellow citizens, not necessarily as it really is, but rather according to their own viewpoint, which 

varies according to their own position and role within their society. Their description is then, at worse, 

wrong, and at best, only a part of the whole truth. Real culture is subjective culture, dynamic and 

pluralistic. Contrary to what is sometimes claimed, immediate experience of a foreign culture may not 

be the best way to know the other, especially if this experience has been unsatisfactory. Studies 

(Sherif, 1971; Tapia, 1973; Byram, 1989), conducted on intercultural experiences of ethnic groups that 

coexist within the same society, have shown that direct physical contact is not enough to eradicate 

false representations, prejudices and stereotypes, which often are the basis for all sorts of negative 

attitudes and behaviours such as racism and discrimination. Intercultural relations have usually 

required the interference of mediating institutions, what Tapia (1973) names regulating institutions, 

such as the school.  

2. Any modifications or alterations in a culture are and can be undertaken through the change of the 

viewpoint, i.e. the change of representations. The fact that ideologies, as was the case with Orientalism 

in Europe and is with Arab pseudo-nationalism and Islamism, do influence the construction of 

representations, stereotypes and prejudices through discourse, other types of discourse may also 

counteract these ideological discourses by allowing people to be aware of the existence of other 

viewpoints which necessarily suggest different approaches to the other, and different interpretations of 

the other’s discourse and behaviour. 

The viewpoint through which members of an ethnic group perceive members of another group is 

also the same through which they view themselves, i.e. their self-representation. Representation and 

the ideological arsenal that affects it determine not only the view of the other but the conception of 
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identity as well. Contrary to Piaget’s theory of personality which established three successive stages of 

development (autism, egocentrism, and social consciousness) (Abdallah-Pretceille, 2004: 37), 

meaning that self-identity grows separately and prior to the awareness of alterity, intercultural 

experiences show that alterity is part and parcel of self-identity. As Wallon (1959: 284) put it: “Socius 

or the other is a perpetual partner of the self in the psychic life”. This entails that representation of the 

other is inextricably linked to self-representation, and thus an individual views himself or herself and 

the other through the same viewpoint.  

One of the main implications of such an idea is that any work on representations of the other, 

and the negative attitudes they induce, is to take into account self-representations, i.e. the group’s 

conception of its existence as a group sharing common values and fate which distinguish them from 

others. Alterity and identity are then part of the same mechanisms, osmotic mechanisms (Rodriguez 

Tomé, 1972), which are operated in intercultural relationships and which are based on the very 

definitions, according to each particular ethnic group, of the self and the other. Hunfeld pertinently 

pointed at this when writing that one “cannot teach an understanding of the foreign as long as the 

familiar has not become foreign to us in many respects” (quoted in Kramsch, 2001: 234) 

Many studies on immigration (Rist, 1978; Sayad, 1978) and the way foreigners are viewed have 

shown that discourse on the other has actually constantly been discourse on the self. In his analysis of 

how the Swiss perceived the peoples of the ‘Third World’, Sayad (1978: 2) concluded that: “While 

every society thinks it deals with the others and their problems,… while it pretends ‘going out’ of 

itself, it actually poses its own problems. Thus its discourse  on the cultural personality of immigrants 

reveals its own tendencies.”  

The integration of self-representation in a study that purposes to find remedies to the spreading, 

by ideologies, of false representations of the other as the only basis to approach alterity, instead of real 

scientific methods and sources, entails the reconsideration of the status and definition of culture itself, 

and of the difference between cultures. This difference is to be re-evaluated as a social one, and not as 

an ontological one. Cultural differences being thus not ontological, this entails that there can exist no 

cultural norms which could be universal and superior, nor can it be asserted that admitting cultural 

change is a denial of the past, but it is rather recognising the natural evolution of human variables, 
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such as culture or identity, which are in constant mutation. Culture and identity, along with the relation 

to the other, are constructions which “are always subject to the continuous interpretation and re-

interpretation” (Said, 1995: 332) 

Cultures often tend to elevate themselves to what Fairclough (2001) refers to as common sense, 

a state where legitimacy is attributed to traits and facts by the “misrecognition of [their] arbitrariness” 

(Bourdieu, 1984). By obliterating the arbitrariness of certain cultural facts and traits, they are 

naturalised (Fairclough, 2001: 76), i.e. given the status of natural attributes, and consequently the 

culture is erected as the norm, against which all other cultures are ‘ab-norm-al’. This puts any 

questioning of these facts and traits in the position of a heretic discourse which goes against the 

natural course of things.  

When differences that define alterity and identity are naturalised, these latter are represented not 

only as fixed but also as distinct and delimited. Alterity and identity are actually intertwined inasmuch 

as what is considered in a certain context as the other may be part of the self, i.e. sharing the same 

identity. Depending on the criteria used to define alterity and identity (ethnic, religious, national), an 

Algerian can be represented by other Algerians as the other, while a French can be represented by the 

same people as somebody who possesses an Algerian identity. On the basis of religious criteria, an 

Algerian Christian is represented in Algeria as the other, while a French Muslim of Algerian origin is 

represented as Algerian. The case of French footballer (of Algerian origin), Zinedine Zidane, is a vivid 

illustration of this point. The frenzy that this sportsman induced among millions of Algerians, who 

showed great support for him, and for the whole French football team in the 2006 FIFA World Cup, 

and all along this player’s long career, poses real questions as to the meaning of alterity and identity. 

Although Zidane has always claimed his Frenchness, this has never deterred Algerians from 

considering him as Algerian, and consequently, show him the same love, admiration, fervour and 

idolatry they would show to any successful Algerian athlete, such as footballer Rabah Madjer, or 

middle-distance runners Noureddine Morcelli and Hassiba Boulemerka. The representation of Zidane 

as Algerian, i.e. as somebody who shares the same identity as the Algerians, and thus not considered 

as the other, is held by the very people who are most careful about national identity, most concerned 

by establishing categories and distinguishing individuals on the basis of nationalistic grounds, such as 
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politicians. The Algerian president Abdelaziz Bouteflika himself expressed it, in a letter to the 

sportsman, as he clearly stated that Zidane was “not only an Algerian, but also the best player in the 

world” (“Le message du Président à Zidane”, El-Watan, July 12, 2006).     

Alterity and identity cannot be circumscribed within inherently definable characteristics, and a 

real step towards a serious reconsideration of self-representations and representations of the other 

would certainly require a process about which Byram (1989: 26) commented: “Otherness within our 

national geographical boundaries on the other hand requires a re-definition of national identity which 

can be painful and may therefore be ignored for as long as possible.” 

Claiming universality has never been a proper characteristic of a particular culture. History 

shows that all societies have assumed at some time or another superiority of their values and 

correctness of their representations, and consequently the right to impose them on the rest of the 

world. Religions, most particularly, like most ideologies, are grounded on this idea of universality, 

especially when they are politicised.  Universality is often based on two contradictory postulates: 

a. that a given culture contains exceptional and superior values that should be extended to other 

cultures for their own benefit; 

b. that this superior culture is considered as a systematic and pure set. 

The second postulate results from an approach to cultures called, in culture studies, cultural 

relativism. Cultural relativism considers cultures as closed and coherent systems, free from outside 

influences, thus discarding all natural processes of acculturation or interculturation. By so doing, 

cultural relativism, or culturalism, “confines itself in a fixist, rigid and mosaic conception of cultures 

where systems grow in parallel without any inter-penetration or inter-comprehension” (Abdallah-

Pretceille, 2004: 89). It is a quite paradoxical development of cultural relativism as this scientific 

approach to cultures first developed in opposition to the ethnocentric evolutionist approach of the 

second half of nineteenth century anthropology, which rather established certain cultures as norms and 

evaluated the other cultures according to these norms, thus instituting a cultural hierarchy.  

By questioning the cultural relativist approach, it is not my intention here to advocate a 

comeback to cultural evolutionism. It is rather, first, an observation, or a praxis based on the reality of 

the approach to cultures in majority Islamic countries. Second, it is a critique of the yoke ideologies, 
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whatsoever, tend to exercise on intercultural relations. In fact, cultural relativism has met a quite 

successful response in these countries. This has mostly been the case with anti-foreign ideologies such 

as Islamism for which this theory offered the scientific argument for its claims. On grounds of 

culturalism, Islamist ideologues advocate the purity of ‘Arab-Islamic’ culture, which is, according to 

them, not only self-sufficient but should be protected from outside influences, from the so-called NOPQRSا 

UVWXا (cultural invasion). A lot of customs and traditions, whatever their negative impact on some 

categories of the society,  are kept, and even sacralised, in the name of cultural relativism. Such 

customs as excision, forced marriage, disinheritance of women are thus tolerated in the name of 

respect for traditional culture. Such examples are, of course, by no means peculiar to ‘Oriental’ 

cultures. Numerous voices are heard all around Europe denouncing, for instance, the cruel treatment of 

animals in bullfighting, still kept as an ancestral tradition.  

Such a protective and exclusive approach to foreign cultures is probably an obstacle to 

developing, at least, a neutral and objective attitude which would allow positive and fruitful cross-

cultural experiences. There is a need to dis-ideologise intercultural contacts in order to cease to view 

individuals only through the spectacles of the dichotomy of self/other. Ideologies certainly require 

having and sustaining it since power, and precisely political power, as Apfelbaum put it: 

… works as the active principle of the differentiation process … . Power cannot be exercised 

unless there is effectively two distinct groups, unless there is distinction between ‘we’ and ‘them’. 

Distinguish to better spot a group of individuals and assign them a separate, distinct place 

constitutes the fundamental procedures of power. Branding is the first instrument. (Quoted in 

Abdallah-Pretceille, 2004: 64)   

 Accentuation of difference is the ‘fast track’ to isolating the group and neutralising influence. 

As Europe did it with the ‘Orient’, through Orientalism, by representing it as exotic, primitive, only 

worthy of aesthetic appreciation and museum exhibition (Rist, 1978: 394), Islamism tends to represent 

the ‘West’, the other, only as depraved, materialistic and exploitative. Probably highlighting 

similarities between peoples, as much as singling out differences, is likely to balance the approach and 

re-establish truth about who ‘we’ are and who ‘they’ are. Emphasising similarity does not mean hiding 

what cultures and peoples of the world do not share. Yet, instead of talking of difference, it is rather of 
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diversity that scientific discourse speaks. Focusing on difference purposes identifying people for the 

sake of categorisation, exclusion, and stigmatisation of the other. It establishes virtual frontiers of 

isolation based on subjective criteria. Larger groups, such as the ‘Arab world’, are constructed mainly 

on the grounds of, for instance, a common catastrophic fate, something which makes it, essentially, a 

group of exclusion, i.e. against all those who are held responsible for this lot. However, 

acknowledging diversity is admitting the possibility of cooperation and peaceful coexistence that may 

cross not only geographical frontiers, but also symbolic ones, such as religion and culture.   

It is not assumed here that an objective scientific approach to native and foreign cultures is 

completely free of representations, or even false representations. Behind any discourse, there is a 

human being who has grown within a system of representations that they can by no means totally clear 

themselves of, whatever their expertise and professionalism are. Yet what differs is that scientific 

discourse elaborates new representations, of the self and the other, which are far more pertinent, 

refined, closer to reality, and more importantly, based on the postulate that they ‘might be’ inaccurate 

and are necessarily temporary. Scientific discourse, instead of claiming to discard representations from 

identity and alterity, something impossible to happen, rather acknowledges their arbitrariness, 

provisional nature and necessity to be constantly reformulated. It then reintegrates them to the 

historical process by rejecting what would be equated to an end-of-history thesis where all symbolic 

interpretations are permanent and unrelated to historical mutations.  

Scientific discourse, by pointing at the share of ideology in the making of representations, and 

not by denying its participation, admits, contrary to what is assumed by ideological discourse, that 

alterity is an integral part of identity inasmuch as the latter is actually made up of two permanently 

contradictory processes: 

- self-identification or assimilation, which allows the individual to feel he belongs to a group; 

- identisation (Tap, 1980), “by which an individual distances himself from the other and 

considers himself as distinct from him” (Camilleri, 1980: 331), i.e. his understanding of 

alterity. 

The work of ideology is often to exaggerate the first process and exclude the second from 

identity as being completely irreconcilable with the first. To a natural process of acculturation, or 
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interculturation, ideology erects a manoeuvre of counter-acculturation (Devereux, 1972) as a form of 

resistance which takes various forms such as “nativism, prophetism, messianism… . These are 

attempts to go back to the past, effort of re-tribalisation” (Bastide, 1971: 58). Islamism in majority 

Islamic countries, as much as Nazism in Europe was, is a perfect example of such ideologies of 

negation, each in its own way. Devereux (1972: 212) lists three main modalities in counter-

acculturation that have the purpose of struggling against what is viewed as the disorganising effects of 

acculturation: 

1. Defensive isolation: It is the creation of symbolic barriers which state the sacredness of certain 

spheres of life, something which discards all possible influence as heresy. Family relations, 

the place of women, the place of religion are aspects of life which political and religious 

authorities, in majority Islamic countries, attempt to ‘protect’. 

2. Cultural selection: Adoption of new instruments, such as technological ones, but by emptying 

them from their original cultural content. Such is the case of internet. Many religious societies 

attempt to transform it into a means exclusively destined to proselytising, partly to deter users 

from taking advantage from its original cultural purpose: have full access to all sorts of 

information. 

3. Dissociative acculturation: Creation, by a group, of new cultural items that clearly show their 

opposition to another group as a way to mark difference. The way of dressing is probably one 

of the most ostentatious forms of marking distinction. All attempts, through religion for 

instance, to convince people to adopt a way of dressing instead of another one, this latter being 

too westernised, draw on this process of resistance. 

Some people’s negative attitudes towards foreign cultures in majority Islamic countries can then 

be viewed as part of this counter-acculturation based on an over-self-identification coupled with an 

over-identisation, taken as two processes which function one against the other, while they are actually 

part of the same psychological process of identity. Negative attitudes towards the other are 

symptomatic of a real psychological crisis, at the level of the individual, and of a cultural crisis at the 

level of the group. When there is a rupture between the two processes of self-identification and 

identisation, this marks a dysfunction in the whole continuum of identity, something which brings the 
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individual to show “angst, the feeling of guilt, despair, indifference” (Devereux, 1972: 212), all of 

which translate what psychologists label ‘identity crisis’, and which also favours the development of 

all kinds of “absurd significations” and representations in their “confrontation with alterity” (Zarate, 

1986: 24). From an identity which is, in essence, unaccomplished, the individual, who is caught within 

an identity crisis, has recourse to a mechanical identity (Zarate, 1986: 24), fixed and rigid, that 

accentuates ethnicity1 and which tends to reduce all modifications which threaten the stability. 

Negative attitudes towards foreign cultures are then the expression of an identity crisis, created 

and sustained by all sorts of ideological discourses, religious and political, that emanate from 

categories of people who either do not have the right answer to such psychological/cultural problems, 

or for whom such a situation represents the best favourable conditions to keep the political status quo. 

As Maestri rightly expressed it: “certain features of a group’s cultural identity become either 

dominant, or recessive for the good of the cause” (quoted in Abdallah-Pretceille, 2004: 55). Recourse 

to the mechanical identity may be justified in times of real threats, as the case may be in a situation of 

colonisation, where the native part of identity is deeply menaced, but this becomes unjustified when 

such threats are no more than ‘Don Quixote’s windmills’ against which people are called upon ‘to tilt’. 

Identity, being both an individual construction as much as a collective one, is sometimes 

regulated as strategies of defence, survival, manipulation, or domination. These strategies make call 

for the accentuation of a given component of identity: language, religion, territory, ethnic origin. With 

all these criteria involved, it becomes quite difficult for people, especially the young and 

inexperienced individuals, to seize the real identity and the opinions and behaviours it implies, 

especially when indulging into a cross-cultural experience such as a foreign language learning in 

schools and universities.     

In the absence of real threats to identity, all strategies to preserve it become counter-productive, 

like hard treatment for an illusory disease. To take refuge in a mechanical identity, in a racialised 

culture, full of stereotypes, false self-representations and false representations of the other, is to submit 

to an identity that reduces full individuals into mere representatives of a religion, a political 

movement, or an ideology, an identity referred to by Gorm as a confusionist identity (Tap, 1980). 

While this identity may be useful for a coloniser who purposes to segregate and dominate the 
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colonised, it is certainly restrictive, penalising, and unfruitful for the group which is desperately in 

need of all opportunities to interact with others for its own benefits. By being subdued to such an 

official identity, people in majority Islamic countries are trapped into a cultural cocoon that does not 

really correspond to their idiosyncratic expression of individual identity, one that answers existential 

and human needs instead of ideological needs.  

Referring to a virtual identity and culture, ideologically loaded and inconsistent with some of 

their behaviours and likings, denotes a lack of opportunities for Arabs and Muslims to express their 

real self, the negation of their right to hold the skeptron2, or the right to speak, even in the place which 

is supposed to be the most democratic one: University. University is probably one of those 

‘instruments’ that undergo intensive cultural selection inasmuch as while one of its main purposes is to 

allow the change of the individual’s vision of the world, this very purpose is viewed by ideologues as 

a threat, as a cognitive subversion which is not less dangerous than political subversion. By preventing 

all sorts of discourses to find a safe haven in universities, it is denaturalising them and transforming 

them into mere production companies that are expected to produce ‘uncultured human robots’ who are 

only capable of performing very animal and vegetative activities. 

In universities in majority Islamic countries, mostly in foreign language studies, students engage 

in a tedious exercise that takes extreme psychological effort: the fight between cultural habitus and 

hexis on the one hand, as fashioned by mainstream culture and ideological discourse, and the 

individual idiosyncratic experience of each student, as enriched by the various intercultural 

interactions, through the media, reading, encounters, and for the luckiest among them, travelling. This 

is a case of symbolic violence where individuals find themselves forced to struggle unwillingly, and 

even unconsciously, against a dominant cultural and ideological dictation of ‘a way of being’, which is 

in total contradiction to what daily reality offers. This is all the more accentuated for young 

individuals, such as undergraduate students of English, who, with the difficulties posed by an 

introduction to a foreign language and foreign cultures in which they do not have substantial 

competence, they have to deal with such serious and hard subjects as identity and alterity.  

The pedagogical situation of a foreign language class becomes the stage for collective symbolic 

power confronting the student’s strive to exist and choose. Within this context, foreign language 
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classes become, at times, moments of suffering for students who react in a number of different ways: 

- swimming against the tide by taking full advantage of what is offered to them in terms of 

knowledge and experience; 

- resisting against foreign cultures, viewed as a threat against self-identification; 

- turning away from the class itself, felt as boring, tedious or hard. 

In all of these cases, students find themselves in a situation where the problems and questions raised 

go far beyond simple didactic issues, since what is often called upon is their profound feelings about 

their own existence both as human beings and citizens in a specific nation, identified as Arab and 

Muslim, and their relations with those who do not belong to this nation, as Bourdieu (2001: 101) put 

it: 

This is what the interactionist description ignores, when treating interaction as an empire within an 

empire, omitting the fact that what occurs between two individuals … in a colonial situation … or 

even a post-colonial situation… owes its peculiar form to the objective relationship between 

languages or their corresponding uses, i.e. to the relationship between the groups that speak these 

languages.  

Alterity and Language 

Identity and alterity, and their relationship to language, seem then to be closely related 

to the place languages hold in a particular society, and the ties members of this society 

develop with what they consider as the official and national language. The expression 

‘linguistic phenomena are essentially social phenomena’, takes, therefore, its full sense as it 

can clearly be observed that linguistic phenomena, most particularly in countries such as 

Algeria, are really political, ideological and pedagogical phenomena. The position, the status 

and the affective consideration people attribute to a language determines not only general 

language management and planning in a country, but also each individual’s approach to the 

other languages, and their corresponding cultures, which they are in contact with, whether in a 

pedagogical setting, professional or a mundane one.  

These ties with languages, within a context of intensive ideological agitation, are closely 
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related to the whole power relations in society, in which languages are by no means mere 

objects of “intellection” but rather instruments of “action and power” (Bourdieu 2001: 59). 

Classical Arabic, in Algeria for instance, not as the extraordinary language which has been  

for centuries the vehicle of an outstanding intellectual production, but as the instrumentalised 

means of power by the political oligarchy, has much to do with people’s conception of 

identity and alterity.  

Probably, one of the means to bring back this language to its natural position, as a 

cultural heritage, and thus allow Algerians to make unobstructed steps towards foreign 

languages and the cultures they carry, is to release them from the suffocating linguistic 

straitjacket of classical Arabic as an ideological-cultural stake, to be transformed into a 

language that serves practical life purposes, and to some extent, a cultural belonging marker. 

As an ideological-cultural instrument of power, classical Arabic, in Algeria and most majority 

Islamic countries, is completely managed by two nihilist orientations: 

- Reasons of State and official religion that actually serve mere sectional political 

purposes; 

- Islamist ideology that uses language as a means of persuasion. 

It is not meant here that a language can totally be free from ideological considerations. 

The relations between ideology and linguistic questions are a reality in every country 

throughout the world. Yet, what is suggested here is the fact that language becomes an 

exclusively ideologised issue when, instead of serving social and existential interests, it is 

devoted to the realisation of sectional ones, in which case it does not answer social needs but 

rather a category’s ones.  

The power classical Arabic enjoys in Algeria, and in all majority Islamic countries, is 

not peculiar to this language. Any language, with its infinite capacity to generate perfomative 

discourse and illocutionary force, and consequently produce great effects on the collective 
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representation, is a potential “support by excellence of the dream of absolute power” 

(Bourdieu, 2001: 66). Yet, what is peculiar with classical Arabic is that it possesses those 

felicity conditions, including its sacred character as the language of the Koran, which make it 

an important lever of power. With its status of official and national language, it is the first 

language of school education. This makes it the main vehicle of the society’s values and 

representations through which its young generations are socialised.  

Classical Arabic probably remains one of the last weapons that dominant ideology has at 

hand to resist the wave of globalisation, at the cultural level more than the economic one. As 

Fairclough (2001: 203-204) rightly advanced: 

Questions of language and power are fundamental to understanding the new order and to 

the politics of the new order, because language is becoming increasingly important in 

social life. Struggles to impose or resist the new order are partly struggles over language, 

both over new ways of using language, and over linguistic representations of change.  

Cultural, and most particularly linguistic, globalisation is one of the ways to the 

globalisation of a particular vision of the world, including the view of the right place an 

individual should have in society, i.e. the conception of democracy. Cultural globalisation is 

then a discourse that may threaten the interests of those who do not find in it favourable 

circumstances, felicity conditions, for the maintenance of the status quo. Dominant ideology 

in Algeria has understood this all too well as this is illustrated by the launching of three 

supposedly different national channels(Canal Algérie, A3, ENTV), in Arabic and French, but 

which actually contain very little difference in terms of programmes and no autonomy at all. 

Despite the fact that they broadcast in two different languages, they do share the same official 

discourse whose main purpose is to guarantee the preservation of dominant ideology values 

and the protection against representations of change. National television channels as well as 

the official and national language are of course part of those institutions that aim at the 
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preservation of the society’s most cherished values. Yet, these values are also supposed to be 

shared by the majority of the society, established for the exclusive benefits of all its members. 

At the very moment they start to be manipulated, they lose their authenticity to become mere 

instruments of power.  

Alterity and Ideology 

Dealing with these representations goes through digging up their origins. One of the main 

sociological principles is that phenomena can not be fully understood unless their social origins are 

deeply revealed (Boudon, 1991: 66). For, in the case of people’s self-representations and their 

representations of the other, it is mostly their growing up, in ready-made situations, that is more 

determinant than their individual experiences of life. Bourdieu (2001: 198) admits that the best way to 

neutralise a system is to fully know its social mechanisms of symbolic domination which tend to 

rationalise it. In this sense, these representations are fundamentally historical. The intellectuals’ role is 

to reject fatalism and defeatism by bearing in mind that:  

… the social world is mostly made by agents at every single moment; but they [intellectuals] can 

only un-make or re-make it on the basis of a realistic knowledge of what this world is and of what 

they can do about it from their own position (Bourdieu 2001: 311).  

A realistic knowledge of the majority Islamic social environments, each with its own 

particularities, is a deep awareness of the origins and ramifications of representations within their 

market of production (politics and religion) and of consumption (people). 

Islamist Discourse 

It is to be admitted that this context is the setting for a substantial ideological discourse partly 

permeated by Islamist ideas. Ignoring this fact is showing naivety or hypocrisy. Islamist discourse 

about the other permeates all spheres of majority Islamic societies, and even stands as one of the filters 

of the scientific discourse about the other in schools and universities. The pernicious character of 

Islamist discourse lies in the fact that it draws heavily on what many people in these societies consider 

as the most sacred. As Nietzsche (1990: 77) expressed it: “The priest calls God his own will”. Islamist 

discourse, by monopolising morality, thus notions such as God and Truth, inasmuch as dominant 
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ideology monopolises notions like People, Nation, Revolution, succeeds in developing a sense of guilt 

in individuals who do not conform to it in their relation to the other who does not share the same 

religious affiliation. 

The degree of success of this discourse relies mainly on the degree of knowledge people have of 

their own religion, culture and history. The less knowledge they have, the more effectiveness Islamist 

discourse attains. Islamist discourse takes advantage of what Boudon (1991) labels effects of 

perspective
3, i.e. people’s position in society and their age, which may or may not allow them to have 

enough maturity and life experience to possess the necessary scope for detecting contradictions in the 

discourse. Despite the fact that Islamist discourse about the other is falsified, many people are not able 

to perceive it as they are not aware of the ins and outs of this relation to the other.  

Islamist discourse has also innovated as compared to traditional religious discourse. While the 

latter was reactionary in the sense that it was conservative, the former took the form of liberation 

theology by combining discourse on God and political practice and activism. People in majority 

Islamic countries see it as an alternative to dominant political/ideological discourse and regimes that 

took hold of these countries since their independences. What liberation theology proposed as a thesis 

to explain the state of social and economic decadence is that the corrupt political regimes in these 

countries have confiscated the freedom and wealth of their peoples, and that the only solution for these 

peoples to regain their wealth and liberate themselves is to re-establish the Islamic republic, a regime 

based on Islamic theology and law, al-sharea.  

Liberation theology, an ideology that is of course not peculiar to Islam as it is also present in 

other religions such as Christianity (see Metz, 1971; Segundo, 1982; Löwy, 1998; Capdevila, 2004), 

has taken religion out of mosques to intrude it into spaces, such as the school and university, where it 

can be far more effective as discourse and political action. Just as liberation theology in Christianity 

has been the result of the failure of the church to meet desired response (Capdevila, 2004: 124), it has 

also been in Islam a means to allow religious discourse to permeate all aspects of people’s lives as the 

mosque failed to do it. By associating theology to liberty, it attempts to bring religion to all places 

where the question of liberty is posed, i.e. everywhere.  

The first technique liberation theology makes use of in order to be effective is to establish the 
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postulate that religion cannot be a mere private matter; it is a societal concern that should determine all 

decisions about the management of society. By transferring a private issue into the public sphere, 

liberation theology undertakes the theologisation (Capdevila, 2004: 130) of life in general, politics and 

education in particular. Moreover, religion, being in the hands of a religious and political oligarchy 

that aims at achieving a whole social project, is itself politicised and ideologised (Capdevila, 2004: 

130). The emphasis put on the idea that Prophet Mohammed had various statuses at the same time, 

that of a sacred being and a human being, a religious leader as well as a political one, a counsellor in 

private and public matters, purposes to sustain the fact that religion, private life and public life are 

inseparable.   

By integrating all social spaces, people are persuaded that religion does also have a place in 

intercultural encounters and experiences, especially when they involve cultures that are non-Muslim. 

Religion thus becomes a legitimate, reliable and unquestioned source of knowledge on the basis of 

which opinions, attitudes and behaviours are selected, without any distinction between belief, myth, 

and science. The problem of such a transfer is that, while any other source may be subjected to doubt 

without any sense of guilt, religion holds a privileged place and is exempted from such doubt, mainly 

through the ‘Sword of Damocles’ represented by heresy.  

It is to know that heresy in Islam plays a major role in the psychological heritage of Muslims for 

whom it is equivalent to apostasy. Famous hadith, attributed to the Prophet, and which is repeatedly 

taken as an argument against questioning, tells the following: “Every ‘modern’ innovation is a heresy, 

every heresy is a fault, and everyone who makes fault goes to hell.” By instrumentalising religion and 

the lever of heresy, considered as a negation of ‘truth’ (the ideological truth) and tradition, dominant 

ideology discards all forms of oppositional discourse as perverse and deviant, thus equating between a 

religious concept (heresy) and a political one (opposition). This is the most efficient weapon against 

democracy where heresy is not valid since it is a system which acknowledges plurality of opinions and 

questioning.  

Instrumentalisation of religion operates also in the very selective use of verses from the Koran 

and the Prophet’s discourse. While the above hadith condemns innovation as a heresy, many exegetes 

claim, on the basis of the same Prophet’s discourse, that Islam acknowledges the notion of good 
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innovation. Concerning women’s social status, while the Koran often addresses men and women 

equally, Islamist discourse tends to make specific verses from the Koran, such as the following, more 

conspicuous: “Men are the protectors and maintainers of women, because Allah has given the one 

more (strength) than the other, and because they support them from their means. Therefore the 

righteous women are devoutly obedient, and guard in (the husband’s) absence what Allah would have 

them guard.” (An-Nisāa, S.4, A.34)  

 As far as imposing one’s religion on others is concerned, while there is a clear verse 

forbidding it: “Let there be no compulsion in religion: Truth stands out clear from Error” (Al-Baqarah, 

S.2, A.256), other verses are more emphasised in order to justify compulsion, even when it is violent: 

“If anyone desires a religion other than Islam (submission to Allah) never will it be accepted” (Āl-

Imrān, S.3, A.85). 

  There can then be no effective positive and fruitful intercultural experiences, without the 

secularisation of education in particular and civil life in general. Inasmuch as the separation between 

religion and politics has had positive effects in many countries in the world, it would probably bring 

about the same results if majority Islamic countries operate the same separation between religion and 

science, religion and pedagogy, religion and alterity. 

Secularism in these countries is not to be an imitation of any other in the rest of the world. It is 

of course admitted here that secularism has had various forms and implementations in different 

countries, according to the cultural, social, economic and political specificities of each one. It is then 

imperative to think of a particular secularism, one that suits each of the majority Islamic countries.     

The Self-Mandated Spokesperson vs. the Intellectual 

Within this context of confusion between discursive registers, Islamist discourse does not base 

its credit completely on its confrontation logic, though it fully takes profit from facts that, taken 

separately, seem to confirm its arguments about the ‘clash of civilisations’ thesis between ‘they’ and 

‘we’. The wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, and more recently, Israeli 

attacks on Lebanon are all instances that flow into the logic of Islamist discourse. Yet, what seems to 

really help this discourse to develop a positive response among the peoples of the majority Islamic 

world is rather the credit Islamist spokespeople, whom I will call the self-mandated spokespeople, 
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have been able to accumulate throughout the years, especially with the help of satellite Arab TV 

channels.  

Islamist discourse cannot be questioned if the self-mandated spokesperson’s credit is not 

questioned first. As Bourdieu (2001: 242) put it in more general terms: “… strong ideas owe part of 

their credit to the credit of the person who, by advocating them, guarantees them and it is not enough 

to refute them, with a purely logical argumentation, but rather discredit them by discrediting their 

author.” The Islamist spokesperson should not be considered as a mere calculator, who is necessarily 

aware of the falseness of his discourse and thus purposes manipulation. It is high time now 

intellectuals in majority Islamic countries and elsewhere admitted the fact that the Islamist 

spokesperson can be earnest and a fervent believer in his arguments. He owes his status of 

spokesperson, and thus his credit among people, to his devotion to the cause. Bourdieu (2001: 269) 

cleverly seized the nature of this kind of sanctimonious people, whether in politics or religion: 

… it is by completely cancelling his self for God or the People, that devotion becomes God or 

people. It is when I become Nothing – and because I am able to forget myself, to sacrifice myself, 

to devote myself –, that I become the Whole. I am nothing but the spokesman of God and the 

People… 

The intellectual cannot develop a discourse capable of confronting the Islamist one unless they 

become themselves devout, or more accurately committed, in the practice of their profession, 

somebody whose discourse about the other reflects their own behaviour with the other. They should 

not reduce their action to the mere enunciation of an opposite discourse, thus at best, create a sort of 

new group of followers of whom they would be the spokesperson. They have rather to re-appropriate 

their group, the people, by standing and facing the self-mandated spokespeople, telling them, to use 

Bourdieu’s (2001: 270) expression: “No. You are not the group”.  

The Need for a New Counter-Culture 

Hyman (1942) and Doise (1989) speak of the possibility for the individual to have various 

groups of reference, including those whom they do not belong to from a cultural or social point of 

view, that are the basis for the construction of their opinions and representations. This creates a 

context for intellectual and cultural competition as each group, through its ideology, attempts to 
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influence a greater number of people, within the group and across others. Islamist discourse, for 

instance, has integrated this parameter all too well. It is plainly observed that Islamist ideologues, have 

adopted, for instance, modern, and even ‘westernised’, ways of dressing so as to reach the minds of 

those who are not comfortable with traditional or middle-eastern ways.  

Within these competitive conditions, intellectuals need to struggle for becoming the people’s 

group of reference that provides positive points of ancrage4
 (anchoring) (Guimelli, 1994), mainly as 

far as the relation to and representation of the other are concerned. This is likely to be one of the 

incentives for inducing more favourable attitudes which would be grounded on true representations 

and less subjective opinions that can counteract the culture of suspicion and rejection towards the 

other as well as curb cultural self-praising.  

Cultures change in contact with others. To bring changes in this culture of conflict, there should 

be a new counter-culture of curiosity, doubt, questioning and possible cooperation. It can no longer be 

admitted that the culture of conflict is the inescapable lot of majority Islamic mainstream cultures, and 

the schools and university are probably the first institutions which can produce a change in this 

collective state of mind which has long normalised believing in unfounded ideas, even at places where 

questioning and arguing are central to learning.  

A New Counter-Culture Through Intercultural Pedagogy 

“Myth is myth only for those who do not believe in it” (Godelier, 1984: 202). The function of 

foreign cultures is to question what the members of the native culture take for granted. This is 

undertaken, first, by the fact that foreign cultures, and foreign languages as their instruments, are at 

times spaces where people are able to operate what might be called cultural escapism. It is the fact of 

finding a psychological leeway that allows liberating oneself from the shackles of self-censorship 

imposed by the integration of one’s native culture and its restrictive inhibitors, i.e. through 

enculturation. Recourse to foreign languages is then part of what Bourdieu (2001: 343) labels 

euphemisation strategies which enable people to find a common ground between their expressive 

interest and cultural/social restrictions. Euphemisation strategies are tools of escaping silence, of 

regaining the skeptron without causing scandals.  

Classical Arabic and native cultures in these countries function as invisible and perfect forms of 
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censorship as some people accept the imposed restrictions that exclude them from communication. 

Foreign languages, in this sense, play often the role of weapons of struggling for the right to re-

integrate the process of social communication. Foreign cultures, in general, offer opportunities for not 

only destroying the shackles of cultural/social censorship but also, and probably more importantly, 

self-censorship which is nurtured by the internalisation of ethnocentrism, i.e. self-confinement within 

one’s native cultural prisms.  

Against the devastating effects of ethnocentrism, the remedy is certainly not the rejection or 

denial of one’s own culture but rather the promotion of the practice of decentration which is defined 

as “the awareness and ‘deconstruction’ of attitudes and other elements of personality which prevent 

accepting the other as different” (Camilleri & Cohen-Emerique, 1989: 393). Decentration is the 

capacity to step out of one’s own culture to have a critical perspective towards it as much as towards 

the others.  

Scholars have suggested different methods for the practice of decentration in intercultural 

experiences. They vary from cultural mimetism, where the individual identifies with the other, to 

empathetic alterity, where they attempt to understand the other by putting himself in his place 

(Abdallah-Pretceille, 2004: 153-158). These methods have proved to be idealistic and inaccessible as 

people find it almost impossible to put aside their native culture. They have also been, at times, 

hypocritical by minimising difference (Kramsch, 1987).  

What may be more feasible is what Abdallah-Pretceille (2004: 154) calls a difference ethic, in 

which people admit that the other exists as different and “tolerate this existence, even if it is not 

understood, because it is not understood” (Abdallah-Pretceille, 2004: 154). This is what might be 

called a societal intercultural pedagogy that can leave a space, however small it is, for a possible 

sensitivity to values produced by other cultures, a pedagogy that functions as a systematic 

apprenticeship of difference (Kramsch, 2001: 235). It must be acknowledged that civilisations and 

cultures differ in the way they view the world and, as the French philosopher, P. Ricoeur (1961: 452), 

cleverly expressed it: “being a Man, it is being capable of transfer into another centre of perspective”, 

i.e. capable of decentration.  

Accumulation of information and data about a foreign culture is a vain way to deal with 
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representations and stereotypes. Ignorance is not the cause of false representations and stereotypes. It 

is their nutrient broth which favours their growth. Studies in the United States, for instance, have 

shown that institutional policies to struggle against prejudice in schools, through cinema and 

conferences, as a way to inform people, have not been effective (Bastide, 1970). The real cause is 

rather the various ideologies, religious and political, that construct the false representations and 

stereotypes through the continuous discursive hype in the media and by means of other social 

institutions like the school and the mosque in majority Islamic countries. Thus, dealing with false self-

representations, representations of the other and the subsequent stereotypes starts by showing the 

contradictions of the ideological discourse. Confronting false representations and stereotypes only 

through knowledge and reasoning is remaining at the very theoretical level, while ideology, as stated 

by C. Guillaumin, “thinks nothing, believes in nothing, it claims itself” (quoted in Abdallah-Pretceille, 

2004: 183).  

What ideologies rely on is affect, i.e. the individuals’ psychological attachment to their own 

cultural values and their fear, disgust or total rejection of the other’s. Many regimes, now, even 

democratic ones, instrumentalise affective factors to convince the people to accept policies. The case, 

for instance, of how the American government has succeeded in maintaining the Patriot Act, which is 

in total contradiction with the most cherished American values of freedom, shows the extent to which 

affect can bring the individual to change his mind on some of the most tremendously important 

subjects.   

Critical Discourse Analysis as Resistance 

While for ordinary people relying on first-hand representations and stereotypes in their approach 

to the other may be understood, intellectuals in majority Islamic countries have to undertake a critical 

discourse analysis of resistance. Critical discourse analysis starts by rejecting postulates, ground-rules 

on which already-made opinions about the other are formed. It is not denying discourse outright; it is 

rather re-negotiating the terms of the contract of whether to be convinced or not. As defined by 

Saville-Troike (2003: 254): 

Critical discourse analysis is not an objective ‘value-free’ science, but a socially committed 

activity with an acknowledged political, ideological, and ethical stance. … In contrast to the 
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Saussurian notion of an arbitrary relation between linguistic signs as meanings … [and because] 

linguistic signs are the result of social processes, linguistic features are never arbitrary conjuncts 

of form and meaning.  

Critical discourse analysis unfolds in three steps: 

- Refusing what Giroux (2001) labelled accommodation, i.e. “accepting the preferred meaning, 

or the subject position” (Janks & Ivanič, 1992: 309). 

- Opposing the discourse by being aware of the forces that lead people to accept it. This means 

that one needs to be aware of the ideological grounds of opinions, representations and 

stereotypes that form a culture’s view of another, whether his about the foreign or the foreign 

about theirs. 

- Resisting by thinking differently if proof is made of the inaccuracy of the discourse. This is 

bringing about a new discourse, one that liberates from the ideological blinders that blur 

vision, a discourse that can be called an emancipatory discourse. 

The development of an emancipatory discourse is the individual’s refusal of what Althusser 

(1993: 48) called interpellation. When one is interpellated by ideological discourses and accepts the 

appellations attributed to people and things, without any critical response, he or she recognises them 

and then becomes a subject. They surrender their skeptron, the right to speak, the right to think, and 

the right to name things differently. Naming, i.e. using language, is an important aspect of fashioning 

the vision of the world and subsequently behaviour. Emancipatory discourse is about having the right 

to naming things differently from the way dominant ideologies have done it. Emancipatory discourse 

is to show clearly how ideological substratum underlies all discourses in order to show the various 

forms of power or power abuse through language, native or foreign.     

It is probably through religious discourse (in this case Islamist discourse) that ideology is the 

most effective as religion has the greatest power of interpellation, showing patronising, demeaning and 

exclusive attitudes, where the individual is the subject of God, bcd (slave), and by extension, becomes 

the subject of God’s self-mandated spokespeople. It is probably in front of such a discourse that 

individuals are disempowered, and it is certainly in this context that emancipatory discourse is mostly 

needed, allowing people to be, more than self-asserting or self-empowering, and rather be not effaced 
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as human beings, to know precisely when to yield and when to resist. 

Towards a ‘Third Culture’ 

Adopting a societal intercultural pedagogy, on the part of intellectuals, and developing an 

emancipatory discourse through a critical discourse analysis of all available discourses, is to enable 

people to be aware of their potential to make new meanings of their identities and alterity. It is also 

integrating a new discourse community5 that can provide the discursive means to criticise and form 

new opinions different from the ones advocated by dominant ideologies. Intercultural encounters are a 

formidable opportunity for group crossing, and it is also for such a reason that these encounters are 

viewed by conservative regimes as carriers of subversive discourse. Where intellectuals see change 

and evolution, these regimes see subversion as this change is the first threat to the status quo. Contact 

with foreign cultures necessarily brings alterations in self-representations and representations of the 

other, something which, in its turn, induces change in taken-for-granted opinions about vital 

institutions such as political ones: 

objective intercultural                       altered                           change in                           social and 

     experience                               representations                   opinions                         political change       

What then experiencing a foreign culture offers is crossing the cultural, national and ideological 

boundaries that confinement within one’s speech or discourse community does not allow. Language 

being “a major factor in inequalities of access to knowledge” (Althusser, 1993: 266), mastering a 

foreign language is having access to the means to break the control imposed by the lack of competence 

in classical Arabic in the case of some people in majority Islamic countries. By crossing symbolic 

boundaries, in case they are free from false representations and stereotypes, i.e. free from ideological 

inhibitors, people indulge into the process of creating a new culture, different from their native one 

and distinct from the target one, a culture Kramsch (2001) refers to with the expression third culture. 

It is certainly not an easy matter to be part of a discourse community like the intelligentsia in 

societies where this community lacks recognition or a symbolic capital. In an ideologically-loaded 

environment, such as those in majority Islamic countries, intellectuals’ words do not carry, in essence, 

the illocutionary force necessary for inducing a perlocutionary effect (i.e. initiate corresponding 

action); it is society that is supposed to attribute this force to words by attributing authority and the 
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power to speak for it to people who become its mandated spokespeople. Within unfavourable 

conditions, due to political and religious stigmatisation, intellectuals fall short of gaining this power 

that would enable them to have some influence in the discursive market, and consequently on people’s 

opinions and representations. Being part of this community becomes then a great challenge for 

intelectuals who would feel that they are part of a social minority, not quite appreciated by the rest of 

society.      

The third culture, however, is not the feeling of being “betwixt and between, no longer at home 

in their original culture, nor really belonging to the host culture” (Kramsch, 2001: 234), it is bringing 

about change in one’s culture by integrating, from the foreign culture, what makes the individual feel 

himself an agent within his social environment, capable of thinking, speaking, and in no need of a self-

mandated spokesperson. It is speaking out oneself through whatever linguistic means suitable. This is 

the culture that can rehabilitate intellectuals within the majority Islamic intellectual and social market. 

This is actually not a new situation to create in Algeria, for instance. It is rather a re-creation of 

state that writers, such as Mouloud Mammeri, Kateb Yacine and Mohammed Dib, to name but a few, 

have experienced and lived on a daily basis by appropriating the French language to express the most 

profound Algerian sentiments.6 

The third culture is to be the space where the rhetorical7 relationship, between rhetor (speaker) 

and audience, between the power oligarchy and people, would change. That relationship of master to 

disciple, of dictator to executor, would become a relationship of somebody who suggests and someone 

who considers, decides, and acts accordingly. If classical Arabic, the instrument of power that has long 

been used to maintain this rhetorical relationship in majority Islamic countries, is to get a place in a 

balanced public debate, it must cease to be a stake, transforming a linguistic legitimacy and 

competence into a political one, in the hands of politicians and religious representatives.  

Classical Arabic has been associated with highly demanding fields, religion and politics. This 

has raised generations of Algerians who have acquired the habit of accepting without questioning, 

either because it is forbidden, sinful, or exclusively reserved for experts. What classical Arabic can 

gain from people’s experience with foreign languages and cultures is to become, within the third 

culture, part of their tools of expression, reflection, and debate, i.e. become a means at the service of 
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communication instead of ideology.  

Representations have often been determined by daily events that may bring groups closer 

together or separate between them. Majority Islamic countries’ relations to France, for instance, have 

been, these last years, oscillating between the first and second kinds according to the French position 

in conflicts and affairs involving the former’s interests. Representations of the French people have also 

followed this oscillation continuously over short intervals of time. Deconstruction of representations 

through a historical line is essential to avoiding the restrictive and blurring immediate vision of events 

and relations to the other, and to the redefinition of both identity and alterity. 
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Footnotes 

       1 Ethnicity is defined as a mode of action and representation that brings individuals to take 

decisions on the basis of their symbolic depiction of themselves as holders of a distinct identity. In this 

sense, A.P. Cohen (2000) defines it as the “politicization of culture”. 

       2 The skeptron, meaning a herald’s wand in Greek mythology, is a magic wand which was carried 

by Hermes, the god of shepherds, orators, literature and poets in Greek myths, as the messenger of the 

gods. The skeptron was a symbol of authority and inviolability and protected the herald who carried it. 

In Homer's Lliad and Odyssey, the skeptron is mentioned as a type of magic wand by which Hermes 

opened and closed the eyes of mortals. 

       3 Effects of perspective are those influences that are due to an individual’s position in relation to 

the degree of his knowledge of facts, i.e. his point of view in its literal sense. The extent to which 

individuals in society are aware of all the realities and implications of facts varies from one to another 

depending on their daily environment. Workers, teachers, journalists do certainly not enjoy the same 

degree of knowledge of facts, due of course to their profession and also to their daily preoccupations. 

       4 Ancrage is the process which allows the interpretation, adaptation, or rejection of a new cultural 

fact or trait on the basis of a familiar one. 

       5 On the basis of Mesthrie’s definition of discourse, Saville-Troike (2003: 255) suggests another 

definition of discourse community as “a group of people who share ways of thinking, believing, 

behaving, and using language which are embodied in particular social roles…” 

       6 Algerians’ appropriation of the French language has long questioned the official status of this 

language. Despite the wide use of French in all aspects of life, it is still considered by Algerian official 

discourse as a foreign language. Experts, whether in Algeria or elsewhere, have formulated various 

opposite views about this case, to the point that Byram (1989: 40) himself acknowledged the existence 

of Frenches, as varieties of French, among which Algerian French. 

       7 Rhetoric is understood here, beyond the traditional definition of “artful and skilled use of 

language … for persuasive purposes.” (Saville-Troike, 2003: 145), as discursive strategies used for the 

regulation of power relationships. 
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Abstract 
This study investigated age differentials in the perception of women towards family stress. The 

descriptive survey design was used and a total of 200 women were randomly selected from two public 

and private secondary schools and the Ministry of Education in Port Harcourt Municipal Area in 

Rivers State of Nigeria. The research instrument used was a researcher- designed ‘Family Stress 

Questionnaire’. Simple percentage and ANOVA inferential statistics were used in data analysis. The 

study revealed that there was a statistical significant difference among women of various age groups 

in their perception of family stress (F-cal. = 17.03; p<.05).Specifically, Duncan’s Multiple Range test 

showed that the women in the age range of 51-60yrs and 61 years and above were significantly 

different in their perception of family stress from those in the age range of 25-30years; 31-40 years 

and 41-50 years. Based on these findings, it was recommended among others that the younger women 

be counselled on issues relating to family stress before marriage, by employing pre-marital 

counselling. Using group and individual counselling techniques, counsellors should assist women 

generally in being assertive and to imbibe right attitudes that will help them cope with stress in the 

family. 

Keywords: Family stress, coping, age differentials, women, survey, counselling 
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Age Differentials in Perception of Family Stress by Women  

Introduction 

 Stress is viewed as the psychological reaction which occurs when people perceive an 

imbalance between the level of demand placed upon them and their capability to meet those demands 

((Kroemer & Grandjean, 2001). Stressors on the other hand are regarded as problems requiring 

solution or situations to which the family must adapt in order to maintain the functioning of the family 

system (Green, 1992). Some sources of stress include family relationships, occupation and how we 

think (Dreyfus, 2009).Other workload which causes women to be affected by family stress even 

without working outside the home include engaging in household duties, motherhood, etc. In which 

case, stress could be worse when there are inadequate resources to buffer its effect. 

 Studies in family stress have identified that stress determines depression for fathers than 

mothers (Schwartzbeg & ScherDytell, 2008; Kasper, Ensminger, Green, Forthergil, Juon, Robertson 

and Thorpe, 2008). In Nigeria, the situation is different, whereby women are seen to undergo more 

stress within the family than the men. In alluding to this assertion, Anderson and Leslie (1991) believe 

that women report significantly more stressors than men, with employment arrangements having no 

effect. Similarly, there are high levels of agreement on the characteristics of different cultures as 

pertaining to males and females, where the most traditional roles are found in Nigeria, Pakistan and 

India (Wikipedia the free Encyclopedia). 

 The effects of stress could be devastating for women because it affects women’s health not 

only through direct psycho physiologic processes but also modifies the behavior affecting health 

namely physical exercise, smoking and life quality (Steptoe, Lipsey & Wardle, 1998).Most people see 

stress as negative although there might be an individual response to it. For instance, family stress 

experienced could depend on some associated factors as state of working, family issues or individual 

role issues (Sanlier & Arpaci, 2007).To this end, Sanlier and Arpaci (2007) are of the view that family 

stress is more prevalent among working women than non-working women because the working 

women have high levels of stress than their non-working counterparts. Stress experienced by couples 

increases the risk of depression, heart disease and other problems, and there is a correlation between 
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persistent poverty and family stress. For example, Kasper et al. (2008) maintain that persistent poverty 

was detrimental to funding at older ages as was persistent family stress.  

 Objective of the Study 

 The objective of this study was to find out if women differ in their perception of family stress 

on the basis of age. Therefore, the main hypothesis for the study is as follows: 

Hypothesis 

1. There is no significant difference among women of various age groups in their perception of 

family stress. 

Materials and Method 

 The research design was a descriptive survey. The population was made up of all the 9,078 

women who were household heads in Port Harcourt municipal area of Rivers State, Nigeria. The 

sample was made up of 200 women selected through stratified random sampling technique from two 

public and two private secondary schools and the Ministry of Education, Port Harcourt. Schools and 

the Ministry of Education were targeted for the study due to their having a large concentration of 

women in their work force. The age group of the sample includes 25-30years (35), 31-4oyesrs (78), 

41-50years (50), 51-60years (35) and 61years and above (2) respectively.  

            The questionnaire used for data collection was a researcher designed ‘Family Stress 

Questionnaire’ (FSQ). The items of the questionnaire were derived from literature on causes and 

effects of family stress. It consists of two sections. Section A elicited personal details of the 

respondents such as name of school, age, marital status, etc. Section B contains 20 items, which 

sought their perceptions on causes and effects of family stress. The questionnaire was pretested twice 

on a sample of 50 women (25 each from private and public secondary schools) who were not part of 

the final sample for the present study. A cronbach Alpha value of .63 was obtained, confirming that 

the instrument was reliable. The scoring pattern of the instrument was SA=4, A=3, D=2 and SD=1. 

Data were analyzed using simple percentage for the demographic data and ANOVA statistics for 

testing the main hypothesis.  
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Results 
          Table 1 reveals that the calculated F-value of 17.03 is higher than the critical F-value of 3.00 at 

the 0.05 level of significance. This implies that a significant difference exists among the women on 

the basis of age. Thus, the null hypothesis was rejected. As a result of the fact that the respondents 

differed significantly in their perception of family stress on the basis of age, the result was further 

analyzed using Duncan’s multiple range test as seen in Table 2. 

            The result in Table 2 shows that women aged 61 years and above were significantly different 

from women of other age groups. Thus, the hypothesis was rejected. This means that there is a 

significant difference among women of various age groups in their perception of family stress.  

 Discussion 

The main hypothesis comparing women of various age groups in their perception of family 

stress revealed a significant difference. Specifically, Duncan’s multiple range test indicated similarity 

in the perception of family stress by women within the age range of 51-60years and 61 years and 

above. On the other hand, there were similarities in the perception of family stress by women within 

the ages of 20-30 years, 31-40years and 41-50years respectively. This finding is surprising because 

one would have expected women in the higher age range of 41-50 years and 51-60 years to be similar, 

thus implying that the older the women, the higher their perception of family stress. A possible reason 

could be due to the influence of the African culture in which secrecy is highly maintained especially 

among women. Hence, it is likely that respondents were not very sincere with their responses for fear 

of exposure of what is held secret in their homes. This finding is in line with the submission of Sanlier 

and Arpaci (2007) that individuals may experience family stress in terms of their state of working, 

family issues or individual role issues.  

However, the finding that those women within the age range of 51-60 years and 61 years and 

above showed similarity could be because they have all experienced stress with their family life cycle, 

as a result of which they are hardened by the various stressors; determining to make the best of the 

situation. Finally, women within the ages of 20-30years and 31-40years are still in the romantic 

periods of their marriage while some are yet to experience child birth, motherhood and their attendant 

problems which could be reasons why their perceptions are different from those of the older women.   
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 Counselling Implications  

 This study has clearly shown that women were significantly different in their perception of 

family stress on the basis of age. This means that counsellors should target women for counselling, 

which is capable of helping the women to cope with stress better using assertive training techniques 

and helping them to understand the various sources of stress as well as working to prevent or 

minimize its occurrence. It is particularly important for counsellors who are involved with premarital 

counselling to give useful information concerning family stress to younger intending couples, which 

will equip them for the task ahead. This means that counsellors should use group counselling method 

to inculcate right attitudes in young women and device coping strategies that will help them in 

advance. Counselling helps in taking care of the underlying problem causing stress, by giving women 

the opportunity to relax and calm down. More importantly, women should be helped by counsellors to 

imbibe positive thinking as well as taking away any form of complication while emphasizing more on 

spirituality and stress relief. In this situation, the women are encouraged to engage in social functions 

such as picnics and friendships, which relieve tension and frustration.  

 Finally, there is need for consistent group counselling for women aimed at re-orientating them 

on the need for close monitoring of their source of worrying and anxiety in order to avoid depressive 

tendencies, even as literature has shown that stress could lead to depression. In addition, individual 

counselling should be encouraged by counsellors in which case there is individualized attention for 

women who might find it difficult to air their views in a group. Moreover, counsellors can engage the 

women in assertive training techniques which will enable them to believe in their ability to overcome 

stress in the family. 

Recommendations and Conclusion 

As a result of the finding that women were significantly different in their perception of family 

stress by basis of age, the following were recommended:  

1. Schools’ curriculum at the tertiary level of education should be expanded to include 

information related to causes and effects of family stress and ways of handing them so as to prepare 

women in particular on how to cope with the problem in future. 
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2. Counsellor education programmes should be rich in techniques of handling stress within 

the family and developing new and existing theories in their practice. For example, some strategies 

that can be employed  

are the Rational Emotive Therapy which seeks to help women become more rational in their 

thinking and behaviour Modification Therapy, useful for cognitive restructuring to bring about a 

desired change in behaviour. 

3. Enlightenment campaign should be carried out by women organizations in Nigeria such as 

the    National Council of Women Societies (NCWS) which will help in sensitizing women on the 

need to seek for help through counselling and regular seminars on how to cope with stress. 

4. Religious groups should also be challenged to plan programmes that are aimed at helping 

women with information on stressors and preventive strategies, especially highlighting the spiritual 

aspect of coping with stress in the family. 
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Tables 
  
Table 1: ANOVA on Perception of Family Stress on the basis of Age 
 
Sources of Variation df ANOVA Sum of Squares Mean Square Cal. F-value Crit. F-value 
Age 4 6212.74 15553.19 
    

 
17.03* 
 

 
3.00 
 

Error 195 17789.13 91.23   
Corrected Total 199 24001.88    
 
*Significant, P<0.05 
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Table 2: Duncan’s Multiple Range Test on Women’s Perception of Family Stress by Age 
 

Duncan Group Mean Number Age 
A 78.714 7 5* 
A 78.033 30 4* 
B 68.260 50 3 
B 63.795 78 2 
B 62.400 35 1 

 
*Significant, P<0.05 
Age- 1= 20-30yrs;   2= 31-40yrs;   3= 41-50yrs; 3= 41-50yrs; 5- 61yrs and above. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this article is to analyze the role of finance within the corporate strategy. In dealing 

with the process of geographical decentralization of the activities of the value chain, every company is 

in contact with different areas, each of which may require different ways of interaction. The 

interaction can take place with the creation of a constructive dialogue between stakeholders with 

different cultures and behavior and may allow the central structure to assess the exact dynamics of 

local situations and to improve the dynamics of financial processes, so over time the finance function 

has changed  its purpose considering the overall uncertainty and specificity of local.
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Financialization of Companies in the Global Market 

1. Introduzione 

 La gestione finanziaria ha sempre avuto una notevole importanza nella strategia d’impresa e 

tale importanza è andata progressivamente crescendo negli ultimi decenni a causa di una molteplicità 

di fattori che ha determinato fenomeni più o meno duraturi di crisi. La capacità di gestire l’impresa, 

secondo il principio di economicità, esige una soddisfacente gestione delle problematiche finanziarie. 

Nell’attuale contesto ambientale ed aziendale caratterizzato da una forte complessità, la ricerca delle 

condizioni migliori per il conseguimento del successo nello svolgimento dell’attività d’impresa non 

può che interessare anche la gestione delle risorse finanziarie. Tradizionalmente, la finanza era 

considerata l’area che semplicemente aveva la funzione di reperire le risorse occorrenti all’impresa, 

oggi invece ha assunto un ruolo molto più importante nel conseguimento degli obiettivi aziendali. Il 

processo di internazionalizzazione ha rappresentato un elemento di grande impatto nel mutamento 

della funzione finanza, la gestione finanziaria dei grandi gruppi multinazionali consente di ottenere 

vantaggi a livello globale e di poter combattere quelle che sono le minacce ambientali presenti sul 

mercato, quindi le imprese tendono a dare sempre più importanza al loro interno e nei loro rapporti 

alla gestione finanziaria affinché possano beneficiare di tutti i vantaggi che vengono a crearsi sul 

mercato e possano coprirsi dagli eventuali svantaggi nell’operare in realtà diverse dal mercato 

domestico. 

2.  L’evoluzione della Funzione Finanza nelle Imprese Multinazionali 

 Facendo un tuffo nel passato si osserva che negli anni’60 e ’70 la gestione finanziaria delle 

multinazionali era più decentrata di oggi ed aveva un peso minore nelle strategie, in particolare 

l’ambiente economico di quel periodo era relativamente stabile, le multinazionali erano ancora in fase 

di espansione e le comunicazioni ancora difficili, inoltre le diversità tra l’ambiente economico, 

politico e sociale e il mercato nei quali le consociate andavano ad operare erano profonde; per cui in 

questa fase la tendenza delle multinazionali era quella di decentrare le decisioni finanziarie, il 

corporate manteneva  la responsabilità del disegno finanziario generale, ma le decisioni erano prese 

maggiormente  dalle consociate (Pellicelli,1990). Il presupposto di fondo di questa scelta è  legato al 
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fatto che  le consociate conoscono l’ambiente nel quale operano meglio della capogruppo, per cui 

possono prendere decisioni disponendo di maggiori informazioni. In questi anni la ripartizione delle 

responsabilità tra capogruppo e consociate dipende dal disegno organizzativo generale, il quale può 

essere: 

• Organizzazione funzionale; 

• Organizzazione per divisioni; 

• International division; 

• Holding  

• Matrice. 

Analizzando la funzione della finanza in ognuno di questi modelli si evince:  

Organizzazione funzionale: in tale modello le multinazionali vengono organizzate per funzioni, 

quindi distinguendo la funzione finanza, produzione, marketing e cosi via. In questa struttura la 

finanza è responsabile sia per le attività nei mercati interni che in quelli esteri. Le decisioni finanziarie 

più importanti sono prese al centro, e il responsabile della funzione finanza non viene coinvolto in 

altre funzioni. Le consociate principali hanno autonomia nella gestione della propria finanza e 

controllo. 

Organizzazione divisionale: la multinazionale in questo caso è articolata per divisioni prodotto o 

area geografica. Ogni divisione dunque è un centro di profitto in quanto tale deve avere una propria 

funzione di finanza e controllo. Il responsabile della funzione finanza dipende direttamente dal capo 

della divisione stessa e per la linea funzionale dalla finanza centrale. 

International division: molte imprese multinazionali americane concentrano le responsabilità delle 

attività internazionali in questo tipo di modello, in particolare ciò avviene quando le attività 

internazionali sono costituite in una divisione legalmente indipendente rispetto al resto del gruppo e 

quando le consociate estere per tradizione operano in modo indipendente. 

Holding: è una struttura nella quale lo staff finanziario è piccolo, anche qualora le consociate siano 

numerose e a queste ultime è lasciata libertà di azione, raramente le holding intergrano le decisioni 

finanziarie con quelle di marketing e produzione, tale modello è utilizzato soprattutto dalle imprese 
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europee e vengono localizzate solitamente in paesi con regimi fiscali e valutari favorevoli. 

Matrice: rappresenta una forma di organizzazione non molto diffusa negli anni sessanta, tale modello 

comprende due tipi di responsabilità  ossia una riguardante i risultati e l’altra le risorse. Il responsabile 

della funzione finanza internazionale in questo modello dovrebbe avere le stesse responsabilità di 

quello che opera nella struttura divisionalizzata, invece in questo modello la funzione finanza ha un 

ruolo più ampio: agisce da legame tra funzione, prodotti, aree geografiche e il responsabile finanziario 

partecipa più frequentemente ed attivamente alle decisioni. 

 Negli anni ’60 e ’70 il modello maggiormente diffuso era l’organizzazione divisionale ciò era 

legato soprattutto a tre fattori: 

• ogni consociata operava in un ambiente economico, politico e sociale profondamente diverso da 

quello delle altre ed aveva dunque necessità di agire in modo autonomo; 

• il decentramento era una componente fondamentale per la creazione dei centri di profitto; 

• le comunicazioni erano estremamente difficili. 

In questo modello le decisioni finanziarie erano prevalentemente accentrate e le consociate avevano 

un limitato campo di scelta, era la corporate che fissava le linee generale della politica finanziaria, in 

particolare con questo tipo di organizzazione le decisioni di maggiore importanza venivano prese 

dalla capogruppo, mentre le restanti decisioni spettavano alle consociate. Numerosi sono i fattori che 

hanno cambiato la gestione finanziaria nel corso degli anni ’70 e ’80, in particolare i principali motivi 

sono: 

• l’instabilità del sistema finanziario internazionale, legato soprattutto a processi di forte inflazione, 

di fluttuazione dei cambi e dei tassi di interesse; 

• cambiamento nell’organizzazione delle imprese, infatti si passa da una struttura del tipo 

funzionale ad una divisionale e ad una pianificazione strategica integrata nell’organizzazione; 

• rivoluzione nella elaborazione elettronica dei dati, grazie alla nascita di nuove tecniche 

informatiche come l’electronic banking, computer ostawar e cosi via. 

Tutto ciò ha reso più complessa la gestione finanziaria, ma ha modificato anche l’attività dei 

responsabili della gestione stessa. In particolare il ruolo della nuova finanza richiede una elevata 
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specializzazione, in relazione a ciò è opportuno sottolineare che anche in passato il responsabile della 

finanza doveva avere capacità professionali e esperienza, ma ora si richiede una specializzazione più 

articolata e un maggior approfondimento, nell’ambito delle strategie, la finanza assume un ruolo 

molto importante, in quanto innanzitutto molte multinazionali non affidano più la pianificazione 

strategica ad unità di staff, ma il tutto è integrato e la finanza deve dare una misura quantitativa 

dell’andamento della gestione, inoltre grazie alla rivoluzione elettronica la finanza ha la possibilità di 

effettuare controlli tempestivi.  

 La finanza ha assunto in questi anni anche un ruolo di protezione all’interno delle 

multinazionali, in quanto nella seconda metà degli anni’80, molte imprese sono state oggetto di 

tentativi di acquisto no voluti, alla base dei quali vi era quasi sempre una valutazione dell’esterno 

superiore a quella che l’impresa dava a se stessa e alle sue parti, la finanza aveva qui la responsabilità 

di trovare i mezzi per finanziare questi tentativi e valutare le imprese del gruppo in modo diverso da 

quello tradizionale. Dunque, mentre negli anni ’60 e ’70 il ruolo del responsabile della finanza era 

quello di raccogliere i fondi e di gestirli al meglio, partecipando saltuariamente alle scelte strategiche 

in materia di marketing e produzione, negli anni’80 la sua posizione è cambiata. La finanza ha il 

compito di seguire i budget delle consociate per verificare che siano realisti e in accordo con il piano 

strategico, analizza le condizioni di mercato allo scopo di valutare obiettivi e performance, per cui 

deve conoscere a fondo i vari business; in più la finanza assiste il top management in compiti 

straordinari, quali operazioni di creazione di joint venture, acquisizioni, fusioni, disinvestimenti, è 

coinvolta nelle negoziazioni riguardanti acquisti di partecipazioni per i quali ha il compito di 

raccogliere i fondi necessari e di gestire i rischi. Quindi, mentre un tempo era responsabile 

principalmente delle passività di bilancio, ora è responsabile anche delle attività, mentre un tempo si 

occupava principalmente di contabilità e gestione della liquidità, ora i compiti sono molto più ampi: 

gestione del rischio di cambio, contabilità, controllo di gestione, pianificazione finanziaria, 

elaborazione dati. Nel corso degli anni vari fattori hanno spinto gradualmente le imprese 

multinazionali ad abbandonare la politica di decentramento verso le consociate, nonostante ci sia la 

consapevolezza che determinate decisioni debbano essere lasciate ad esse, perché soltanto chi opera a 

contatto con il mercato locale può conoscere meglio di altri le esigenze e le politiche ottimali  da 
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adottare. Tuttavia, siccome i mercati globali sono strettamente collegati tra loro, reagiscono in modo 

simile agli impulsi dell’ambiente, quindi per la gestione del rischio di cambio, del capitale circolante e 

della raccolta di capitale a medio o lungo termine è necessario centralizzare, infatti se i mercati sono 

unificati, non c’è ragione per frazionare l’organizzazione della finanza per aree geografiche; inoltre 

anche l’esigenza di ottenere economie di scala e di utilizzare innovazioni richiede accentramento. 

Bisogna anche considerare che con lo sviluppo delle telecomunicazioni, dell’electronic banking e dei 

diversi software è oggi possibile concentrare una forte quantità di informazioni in un solo punto 

dell’organizzazione, infatti la diffusione dell’uso di computer e altri mezzi di comunicazione consente 

di collegare reti internazionali delle imprese. In poco tempo è possibile ottenere un quadro della 

situazione finanziaria delle varie consociate ed è quindi possibile valutare i costi ed i benefici di una 

certa decisione restando al centro. Anche accentrando i rapporti con i finanziatori è possibile 

coordinare meglio l’attività di gruppo e ottenere condizioni migliori, inoltre anche le banche oggi 

mediante lo sviluppo delle telecomunicazioni possono collegare le loro reti internazionali. Infine con 

l’accentramento si ottiene una visione più generale e si evitano sovrapposizioni, cioè che uno stesso 

problema venga affrontato da persone diverse in più punti dell’organizzazione. Questa tendenza 

all’accentramento ha portato dei cambiamenti anche nella distribuzione delle responsabilità all’interno 

della finanza; oggi alcune tendenze del passato sono state in tutto o in parte abbandonate, infatti negli 

anni’60 e ’70 era frequente la separazione tra finanza nazionale e internazionale, ma con 

l’accentramento molte cose sono cambiate ed ora i poteri spettano alla corporate, non vi è più 

separazioni tra il mercato nazionale e internazionale ed è articolata per funzioni. Alcune 

multinazionali utilizzano la finanza come centro di profitto in cui trattano la gestione del rischio di 

cambio, per cui tali centri di profitto hanno un ampia autonomia e sono valutati in base ai risultati 

conseguiti, in particolare quello di trattare la gestione del rischio cambio come attività autonoma o 

meno è un vecchio dilemma, in quanto in alcune imprese la gestione di tale rischio è considerata il 

braccio operativo di una strategia finanziaria più ampia e quindi non è possibile effettuare una 

valutazione autonoma, staccata dal resto della gestione; in altre imprese multinazionali invece si 

ragiona in modo diverso, in quanto si ritiene che se la gestione cambi è autonoma ed è valutata come 
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centro di profitto i responsabili di tale gestione sono più motivati a sfruttare tutte le opportunità che si 

presentano, ottenendo quindi maggiori vantaggi. 

3. Il  Ruolo della Finanza nelle Imprese Internazionali  

 La funzione finanziaria dell’impresa si inserisce nell’ambito delle attività infrastrutturali della 

catena del valore, in prima approssimazione, garantisce il reperimento delle risorse finanziarie 

necessarie a coprire gli investimenti che derivano dal regolare svolgimento dell’attività aziendale e dai 

processi di crescita dell’impresa e supporta quindi l’intera attività aziendale. E’ generalmente 

riconosciuto che la funzione finanziaria può essere ricondotta essenzialmente a tre ordini di problemi 

(Solomon, 1963): 

• la definizione del volume complessivo e del tasso di sviluppo del capitale investito 

nell’impresa; 

• la scelta degli investimenti e la connessa struttura delle attività patrimoniali dell’impresa; 

• la composizione delle fonti di finanziamento utilizzate a copertura delle attività patrimoniali. 

 La dottrina sembra piuttosto concorde nell’attribuire alla finanza una duplice funzione: in primo 

luogo essa appare come il collegamento tra l’impresa e l’ambiente finanziario o meglio come l’area 

dove si sedimentano le competenze necessarie alla gestione dei rapporti con il mercato finanziario; in 

secondo luogo, ad essa compete la funzione di supporto alle decisioni aziendali, attraverso la 

trasmissione di regole e strumenti operativi. Il compito più antico e tradizionale corrisponde 

essenzialmente al reperimento dei mezzi di finanziamento necessari a soddisfare il fabbisogno 

finanziario derivante dalle politiche di investimento. Secondo questa prima visione  l’essenza 

dell’attività finanziaria è quindi, insita nelle sole problematiche di finanziamento dell’impresa e 

rappresenta un semplice mezzo di collegamento dai fabbisogni generati dalle scelte strategiche e i 

mercati dei capitali. Tale accezione viene anche indicata quale fase della finanza subordinata 

(Patarini, 1995). Il successivo ampliamento della funzione vede, invece, la finanza partecipare non 

solo alle scelte tradizionali di finanziamento, ma anche alle decisioni relative all’efficace impiego del 

capitale. In questo senso, tale funzione acquisisce un carattere nettamente decisionale e amplia le 

proprie competenze all’intera problematica relativa all’acquisizione e all’impiego delle risorse 
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finanziarie (Brugger, 1975). Il paradigma, quindi si amplia verso la finanza allargata o finanza 

integrata che estende notevolmente il campo di attività della funzione: essa assume, infatti, il compito 

di valutare la convenienza economica dei progetti di investimento derivanti da esigenze di crescita o 

da fabbisogni legati al regolare svolgimento dell’attività aziendale, arrivando a valutare l’intera 

sostenibilità finanziaria dei piani di sviluppo aziendale in modo da correlare l’origine dei fabbisogni 

di capitale con l’effettiva capacità di finanziamento, interno ed esterno dell’impresa senza 

compromettere l’equilibrio finanziario. Nello svolgimento di questa attività, la funzione finanziaria 

aziendale si deve coordinare con altre funzioni dalle quali derivano le esigenze di investimento oltre a 

relazionarsi costantemente con management aziendale che redige i piani di sviluppo. Il passaggio 

successivo riguarda la fase della finanza strategica (Patarini, 1995). La finanza in questo ambito si 

arricchisce della funzione di supporto alle strategie aziendali, si assiste in tal modo ad un processo di 

avvicinamento e interazione tra strategia e finanza. La finanza inizia, inoltre, ad occuparsi della 

gestione dei rischi aziendali, in relazione all’aumentata complessità e instabilità dell’ambiente esterno, 

oltre allo sviluppo di metodologie e strumenti di analisi finanziaria sempre più sofisticati.   

4. Il Processo di Finanziarizzazione  

 Con l’imporsi sulla scena mondiale delle transazioni cosiddette invisibili hanno perso gran 

parte della loro valenza interpretativa le analisi finalizzate all’individuazione e alla valutazione dei 

legami di dipendenza esistenti tra i movimenti dell’economia reale e quelli dell’economia figurativa, 

tra gli effetti del divorzio tra economia reale e figurativa vi è la tendenza da parte delle imprese di 

voler sfruttare l’incompleta integrazione dei mercati finanziari e le distorsioni in essi presenti, 

attraverso operazioni finanziarie spesso di natura speculativa, finalizzate ad accrescere le possibilità di 

conseguimento di utili finanziari. Le nuove possibilità offerte alle imprese in termini di occasioni da 

cogliere in funzione delle opportunità di arbitraggio rese possibili dalle diverse condizioni dei mercati 

ed in termini di una più ampia scelta di strumenti finanziari a disposizione, hanno portato al noto 

fenomeno di finanziarizzazione dell’economia nel suo complesso. La finanziarizzazione viene definita 

quindi come la sconnessione tra l’economia reale e l’economia figurativa. L’economia reale è quella 

riguardante lo scambio di beni, merci e servizi, mentre l’economia figurativa si attiene alle variazioni 
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delle variabili finanziarie ( Calvelli, 1998). La finanziarizzazione è combinazione di tre aspetti:   

• sensibile aumento dell’investimento in attività finanziarie da parte delle imprese; 

• gestione diretta di tali risorse finanziarie, con strutture ad hoc all’interno dei gruppi aziendali; 

• una progressiva estensione dalla gestione delle risorse proprie alla gestione delle risorse 

finanziarie altrui.  

Inoltre vi  sono una serie di fattori ai quali è possibile ricondurre tale fenomeno:  

• la persistenza di forti squilibri nella bilancia delle partite correnti e l’instabilità dei tassi di 

cambi; 

• la variabilità dei tassi d’interesse; 

• l’abbassamento dei saggi medi di crescita del reddito e l’accorciamento dell’orizzonte 

temporale delle imprese; 

• gli enormi progressi nella trasmissione e nella elaborazione delle informazioni che hanno 

permesso l’attivazione di nuovi strumenti finanziari; 

• l’ampliamento e la globalizzazione dei mercati. 

5. Incertezza Internazionale nel Mercato Globale 

 Il fenomeno della finanziarizzazione secondo una visione Keynesiana è legato fortemente al 

fenomeno dell’incertezza, vi è infatti, in primo luogo, un’incertezza relativa alle aspettative di lungo 

periodo sul mercato dei beni, in quanto oggi risulta essere meno prevedibile il comportamento dei 

consumatori rispetto ai tempi in cui si cercava il soddisfacimento dei bisogni fondamentali, a tale 

incertezza le imprese condizionando la domanda e ristrutturando l’offerta; in particolare la domanda 

viene stimolata mediante continue innovazioni di prodotto, mentre l’offerta viene adeguata adottando 

processi produttivi e modalità organizzative e commerciali più flessibili in modo da recepire con 

prontezza le innovazioni che si susseguono con ritmi rapidi. Pur mostrando queste caratteristiche 

comuni, le strategie di sviluppo delle grandi imprese sembrano collocarsi all’interno di due differenti 

logiche, la prima mira a raggiungere posizioni dominanti a livello mondiale in specifici settori 

produttivi, la seconda invece, mira all’ottenimento di una forte diversificazione produttiva per ridurre 

i rischi derivanti dalla evoluzione della domanda e per acquisire posizioni di rilevante potere 
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economico a livello nazionale. Quindi, se queste sono le modalità con cui le grandi imprese fanno 

fronte all’incertezza sul mercato dei beni, le acquisizioni finanziarie sembrano preferibili agli 

investimenti in nuovi impianti, perché permettono una più rapida acquisizione di conoscenze, benefici 

tecnologici e commerciali e costituiscono il principale strumento di diversificazione. Inoltre 

l’incertezza riguarda anche il sistema dei prezzi, il che spinge le imprese ad organizzarsi 

finanziariamente per ridurre i costi di indebolimento, evitare perdite e cogliere opportunità di 

guadagno con operazioni speculative. Inoltre gli effetti dell’incertezza sullo stock di ricchezza 

finanziaria accumulata dal pubblico esaltano la necessità e la complessità della gestione finanziaria e 

quindi sviluppano il mercato dei servizi ad essa connessa, la gestione della ricchezza finanziaria si 

configura come un settore in grande espansione che attira anche i gruppi industriali in una logica di 

diversificazione. E’ da considerare anche che  uno dei fattori che più cospicuamente contribuisce alla 

finanziarizzazione è il rapporto tra debito pubblico e prodotto interno lordo, difatti proprio negli 

anni‘80 tale rapporto ha raggiunto delle vette altissime. In seguito all’azione degli investitori, i 

mercati finanziari e i cambi tra le diverse monete divengono estremamente volatili, cioè variabili in 

periodi anche molto brevi e senza possibilità di essere previsti. Come venne notato fin dal 1974 da 

James Tobin, la volatilità dei tassi di cambio è una forte limitazione all’autonomia delle politiche 

economiche nazionali. I singoli paesi, per evitare che la speculazione colpisca la propria moneta e che 

gli investitori vendano in massa i titoli di stato, sono costretti a seguire una determinata politica nella 

fissazione del tasso d’interesse, che deve essere molto alto in modo da attirare gli investitori. Ciò può 

comportare delle conseguenze negative, poiché il pagamento del debito impegna una grossa parte del 

reddito nazionale a scapito delle politiche sociali e dell’occupazione. Per limitare i danni che 

movimenti finanziari possono produrre sulle economie dei paesi più esposti alle speculazioni (e quindi 

soprattutto i paesi in via di sviluppo), James Tobin nel 1972 propose una tassa sui movimenti 

finanziari speculativi. Accolta senza entusiasmi negli anni’70, in un momento di grande euforia dei 

mercati, negli anni’90 la Tobin Tax è stata riproposta e molti studiosi e organizzazioni internazionali, 

ne stanno valutando l’applicabilità. Le cause della finanziarizzazione, trovano le basi  in alcuni filoni 

teorici che pongono l’accento sulla fragilità della finanza dovute a cause endogene e sugli impatti 

della finanza sulla dinamica dei sistemi economici oppure sulla rigidità dei prezzi. Fino agli anni’60, i 
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paradigmi teorici volti a valutare il ruolo e la funzione dell’intermediazione finanziaria nel sistema 

economico, sono quasi esclusivamente collegati alle teorie keynesiane nelle quali si può riconoscere 

una prima dimostrazione della possibilità che un sistema economico possa evolversi ad un tasso 

inferiore di quello necessario ad assicurare la piena occupazione delle risorse. Nonostante il credito 

costituisca un elemento molto rilevante nel pensiero di Keynes, soprattutto in relazione all’instabilità 

del ciclo economico, letteratura macroeconomica ha considerato per lungo tempo la sfera finanziaria 

dell'economia del tutto “neutrale” rispetto a quella reale. L’influenza del pensiero neoclassico, fondato 

sul carattere intrinseco di sostanziale stabilità del sistema, ha contribuito all'affermazione della tesi, 

secondo la quale, il credito limita la propria azione ai fenomeni di accelerazione delle fluttuazioni del 

ciclo economico, trascurandone completamente le componenti di instabilità. L’affermarsi delle teorie 

keynesiane e la conseguente ipotesi di instabilità nei modelli di sviluppo, non è pertanto, riuscita a 

riportare al centro del dibattito teorico il ruolo del credito e degli intermediari, così come è stata 

sottovalutata l’intuizione che il sistema creditizio potesse ricoprire un ruolo di razionalizzazione delle 

risorse. La sintesi neoclassica del pensiero keynesiano, infatti, considerando i mercati perfettamente 

concorrenziali e tendenti ad una sostanziale stabilità, ha di fatto reso superfluo il ruolo degli 

intermediari ed ha affermato la logica dell’interdipendenza tra le varie componenti del sistema 

economico a scapito di una logica fondata sui nessi di causalità. Nell’ambito invece delle teorie 

monetaristiche la spiegazione del fenomeno di finanziarizzazione risiede nella scarsità della liquidità e 

nelle attese pessimistiche degli operatori. Questa  teoria, presupponendo una sostituzione imperfetta 

tra attività finanziarie e variabili reali, non attribuiscono al settore finanziario capacità di impatto sul 

sistema economico. A fondamento della teoria risiede l’ipotesi di insostituibilità degli input di natura 

finanziaria con quelli aventi carattere reale: questa separazione netta determina una frattura che 

impedisce agli impulsi di natura finanziaria di raggiungere il settore reale. Semplificando si può 

affermare che la teoria monetarista fa propria l’ipotesi secondo cui la crescita del sistema economico è 

imputabile solo all’incremento della produttività dei fattori, e quindi, sostanzialmente è legata 

all’innovazione tecnologica esogenamente determinata; pertanto, il peso dei mercati e delle istituzioni 

finanziarie, secondo tale schema teorico, può influenzare la crescita di lungo periodo solo nella misura 

in cui riesca a generare una variazione del tasso di progresso tecnico. In tale contesto il rilievo 
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riscontrato dal teorema dell’irrilevanza del credito, secondo cui, in presenza di mercati finanziari 

efficienti e di informazione completa e simmetrica, le decisioni reali risultano indipendenti dalle 

variabili finanziarie, ha ulteriormente contribuito a ridurre il peso dell’attività finanziaria. È, infatti, la 

presenza di costi d’informazione e di transazione il presupposto per l’affermazione del ruolo degli 

intermediari e dei mercati finanziari nell’ambito dei sistemi economici. La finanziarizzazione 

dell’economia comporta quindi, un grande impatto sull’organizzazione dell’attività economica. In 

relazione alla ricchezza reale, e quindi anche rispetto al capitale produttivo, si riscontra un grado di 

liquidità e di trasferibilità molto più elevato; in relazione ai soggetti che hanno funzione di 

investimento reale, quali le imprese, si registra una mobilitazione delle risorse finanziarie che va ben 

oltre la capacità individuale. Da qui ad affermare che il sistema finanziario risponda all’esigenze 

derivanti dall’attività economica il passo resta comunque lungo. La prima cosa che occorre premettere 

riguarda la considerazione che il legame tra variabile finanziaria e sviluppo economico va ricercata 

nel lungo periodo, evitando di concentrare l’attenzione sulle fluttuazioni congiunturali, che non sono 

indicative dei trend di crescita strutturale e che hanno bisogno di lunghi intervalli temporali per 

esplicitare a pieno le proprie potenzialità. Inoltre è opportuno sottolineare che esistono una serie di 

determinanti non finanziarie che possono avere forti influenze sull’evoluzione del sistema finanziario, 

che sono : 

• le minori restrizioni governative relative ai movimenti transazionali dei capitali e la deregulation 

delle istituzioni finanziarie; 

• la de-canalizzazione dei flussi finanziari; 

• La nascita di strumenti finanziari innovativi. 

 La finanziarizzazione delle imprese ha portato all’allontanamento dell’attenzione dei manager 

dal core business, spostandola verso operazioni di natura speculativa finalizzate ad accrescere gli utili 

finanziari. L’elevata variabilità dei cambi, ha condizionato i comportamenti degli operatori, 

orientandoli verso profitti di breve periodo. Inoltre, è stato esaltato il ruolo dei tassi di cambio come 

importanti costi comparati, fuori dal controllo degli operatori e quindi come fattori del vantaggio 

competitivo. Il fenomeno può però essere considerato in un’ottica positiva se l’impresa riesce a 
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coniugare le conoscenze finanziarie con quelle reali: le prime devono arricchire il patrimonio 

conoscitivo e non sostituirlo. In questo modo le Corporate possono, nel breve periodo, ridurre i costi 

ed i rischi sia trasferendo liquidità e profitti tra le consociate sia scegliendo i tempi che i costi di 

trasferimento. 

Conclusioni 

 L’analisi ha voluto rintracciare il ruolo che la finanza ricopre all’interno delle imprese, 

andando ad analizzare in maniera particolare le grandi multinazionali, le quali vivono una realtà 

estremamente complessa, soprattutto a causa del fatto che svolgono la  propria attività in diversi 

paesi, con diverse culture, pensieri, modi di vivere e ciò condiziona le scelte imprenditoriali che 

devono tenere conto delle diversità e adattarsi alle caratteristiche di ogni singolo paese.  Dallo studio 

del ruolo della finanza siamo giunti a capire che, a seconda di come essa viene gestita, le imprese 

possono ottenere vantaggi e svantaggi, possono speculare e anche coprirsi dai rischi mediante i vari 

strumenti derivati,  che deve gestire l’esposizione delle imprese a varie tipologie di rischio e quindi 

deve individuare le politiche di copertura più idonee. La finanza dunque, nel corso degli anni, ha 

subito una profonda evoluzione che ha reso il suo ruolo estremamente importante, pari alle altre 

funzioni della catena del valore,  se essa viene utilizzata soltanto per fini speculativi o per ottenere 

agevolazioni può comportare crisi. 
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Abstract 

Financial sector plays a pivotal role in the economic development. It is generally agreed that a strong 

and healthy banking system is a prerequisite for sustainable economic growth. Banks in Pakistan have 

been undergoing major challenges in the dynamic environment over the past few years. In order to 

resist negative shocks and maintain financial stability, it is important to identify the determinants that 

mostly influence the overall performance of banks in Pakistan. This study aims to give the analysis of 

the determinants of top 10 banks’ profitability in Pakistan over the period 2004-2008. The focus is on 

the internal factors only. This paper uses the pooled Ordinary Least Square (POLS) method to 

investigate the impact of assets, loans, equity, and deposits on one of the major profitability indicator 

return on asset (ROA). The empirical results have found strong evidence that these variables have a 

strong influence on the profitability. However, the results show that higher total assets may not 

necessarily lead to higher profits due to diseconomies of scales. Also, higher loans contribute towards 

profitability but their impact is not significant. Equity and Deposits have significant impact on 

profitability. 

Key words: Financial Institutions, Banks, Profitability, Return on Assets, Correlation, Pooled OLS, 

Pakistan.  
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Determinants of Bank Profitability in Pakistan: Internal Factor Analysis 

Introduction 

       Financial sector plays a pivotal role in the economic development. The financial sector in 

Pakistan comprises of Commercial Banks, Development Finance Institutions (DFIs), Microfinance 

Banks (MFBs), Non-banking Finance Companies (NBFCs) (leasing companies, Investment Banks, 

Discount Houses, Housing Finance Companies, Venture Capital Companies, Mutual Funds), 

Modarabas, Stock Exchange and Insurance Companies. Under the prevalent legislative structure the 

supervisory responsibilities in case of Banks, Development Finance Institutions (DFIs), and 

Microfinance Banks (MFBs) falls within legal ambit of State Bank of Pakistan while the rest of the 

financial institutions are monitored by other authorities such as Securities and Exchange Commission 

and Controller of Insurance (State Bank of Pakistan, 2009). 

        The financial system of Pakistan is dominated by the commercial banks. The structure of 

banking system in Pakistan underwent significant changes after 1997 when the banking supervision 

process was aligned with international best practices. Privatization of public sector banks and the 

ongoing process of merger/consolidation brought visible changes in the ownership, structure, and 

concentration in the banking sector. 1 

        Structural, institutional, and macroeconomic aspects of financial system stability are receiving 

growing attention both nationally and internationally. The magnitude and mobility of international 

capital flows have made it increasingly important to strengthen the foundations of domestic financial 

system as a way to buildup flexibility to capital flow volatility. Thus the soundness of financial 

system, especially the banking system, is a key part of the infrastructure for strong macroeconomic 

and monetary policy performance at the national level.2  

        In banking terms, the determinants of profitability are well observed and explored but the 

definition of profitability differs in many studies. In past, researchers have tried to find out the 

determinants of profitability for banking sector, some researchers considered only the banking 

characteristics, whereas others included the financial structure and macroeconomic factors as well. In 

                                                 
1 Pakistan Financial Sector Assessment 2003, State Bank of Pakistan. 
2 IMF , occasional paper 212, Washington DC 2002,  Financial soundness indicators: analytical aspects and 
country practices  
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all these studies the contribution had been made in determining the factors that evaluate the 

profitability of the banks.  

        The objective of this paper is to examine Bank’s profitability in the context of top 10 Pakistani 

banks, by using cross-national time series data from 2004-2008. The hypothesis of the study is: 

i. To estimate whether there is a trade-off between total assets and Bank’s profitability. 

ii. To estimate whether there is a relationship between total deposits and total equity over 

bank’s profitability.  

iii. To estimate whether loans contribute to banking profitability. 

        During the said period i.e., from 2004-2008 is very important in terms of mergers and acquisition 

in the banking industry. Therefore, this study focuses primarily on the internal factors of bank’s 

profitability. Future research will carried out with some external factors on bank’s profitability in 

Pakistan, which would assess the impact of South Asian Free Trade Agreements (SAFTA) and 

general globalization of markets on banking system. For this reason, top 10 banks have been selected 

for data collection in our research, as these banks covers almost 75% of the total asset base of overall 

banks in Pakistan. The factors considered for analysis include ROA as dependent variables and equity 

to total assets, loans to total assets, deposits to total assets and total assets have been taken as 

independent variables. 

        The paper is organized as follows: after introduction which is provided in Section 1 above, 

literature review is carried out in Section 2. Data and Methodological framework is explained in 

Section 3. Results are shown in Section 4. Final section concludes the study.  

Literature Review 

 This section provides the overview of previous studies reviewed related to the determinants of 

the profitability of banks. Some studies were country specific and few of them considered panel of 

countries for reviewing the determinants of profitability. Overall these studies propose that the 

determinants of profitability for bank can be divided into two groups; internal and external factors. 

These studies specify return on asset (ROA), return on equity (ROE) and net interest margin (NIM) as 

the dependent variables and considering the internal and external factors as independent variables. 
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        The internal factors include capital ratio, credit risk, productivity growth and size of the bank. In 

the study of Bourke (1989), he found an important positive relation between the capital adequacy and 

profitability. He illustrated that higher the capital ratio, more the bank will be profitable. Demirguc-

Kunt and Huizinga (1999) conduct a more comprehensive study which examines the determinants of 

banking performance for 80 countries, both developed and developing, during the period 1988-1995. 

They conclude that foreign banks have higher profitability than domestic banks in developing 

countries, while the opposite holds in developed countries. Nevertheless, their overall results show 

support for the positive relationship between the capital ratio and financial performance. 

        Another study by Abreu and Mendes (2002) on commercial bank interest margins and 

Profitability, for banks from four different EU countries for the period of 1986-1999 investigates the 

influences of bank-specific variables along with other variables on profitability of banks. They found 

that well-capitalized banks have low bankruptcy costs and higher interest margins on assets. 

Regarding bank-specific variables, the net interest margin reacts positively to operating costs and the 

loan-to-asset ratio has a positive impact on interest margins and profitability. 

          In his study of the determinants of the Tunisian banking industry profitability for 10 banks in 

Tunisia for the period 1980-2000, Naceur (2003) notices that high net interest margin and profitability 

are likely to be associated with banks with high amount of capital and large overheads. Further he also 

noticed that other determinants such as loans has positive and bank size has negative impact on 

profitability. Bashir and Hassan (2003) and Staikouras and Wood (2003) show that a higher loan ratio 

actually impacts profits negatively. 

        Goddard, et al. (2004) use panel and cross-sectional regressions to estimate growth and profit 

equations for a sample of banks for five European countries over the 1990s. The growth regressions 

suggest that, as banks become larger in relative terms, their growth performance tends to increase 

further, with little or no sign of mean reversion in growth. Berger (1987) finds positive causation in 

both direction between capital and profitability. 

        Another comparative study by Alkassim (2005) on the profitability of Islamic and conventional 

banking in GCC countries examines the profitability of Islamic and conventional banks in GCC 

countries over the period of 1997-2004. He considered, both internal and external factors as 
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determinants of ROA, ROE and NIM, and suggested that asset quality of conventional banks is better 

than Islamic banks. And interest free lending relates to profitability in Islamic banks and total 

expenses affect conventional bank profitability negatively.  

        Another panel study by Athanasoglou et al. (2006,a) on determinants of bank profitability in the 

South eastern European region, considering the credit institutions for the period 1988-2002, suggested 

some implementation of the findings. They found that all bank specific determinants (the internal 

factors) have significant affect on bank’s profitability. No positive result was found between banking 

reforms and profitability and macroeconomic determinants shows mixed affect. According to the 

research by Amor et al. (2006) on the commercial banks industry of the OECD (Organization for 

Economic Co-operation and Development) countries shows that a higher leverage ratio helps to get 

better profitability. Similarly, lower overheads ratio also improve profitability by reducing the type of 

costs, which is generally considered a signal of efficiency. 

        Athanasoglou et al. (2006,b) have done an empirical study to investigate the effect of bank-

specific, Industry-specific and macroeconomic determinants on the profitability of Greek banks. It 

reveals that capital (ratio of equity to assets) is very important in explaining bank profitability and that 

increased exposure to credit risk lowers profits. Vong and Chan (2006) investigate the impact of 

internal and external factors of banks on the Macao Banking industry for 15-year period. Their results 

show that with greater capitalization, there is a low risk and high profitability for the bank. Moreover, 

the large banking network attains higher profitability than the smaller banking network. They found 

that loan-losses provisions affect banks profitability unfavorably. Al-Haschimi (2007) studies the 

determinants of bank net interest rate margins in 10 SSA countries. He finds that credit risk and 

operating inefficiencies (which signal market power) explain most of the variation in net interest 

margins across the region. Macroeconomic risk has only limited effects on net interest margins in the 

study. 

        One of the recent IMF working papers on the Determinants of Commercial Bank Profitability in 

Sub-Saharan Africa by Flamini et al. (2009) used 389 banks as sample from 41 countries and shows 

that along with the credit risk, banks ROA are associated with larger bank size, further bank’s returns 

are also affected by the macroeconomic determinants. An empirical study on Banks profitability in the 
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kingdom of Saudi Arabia has been done by Masood et al. (2009), the study takes in co-integration 

approach over the period 1999-2007 to investigate the co-integration and causal relationship between 

ROA and ROE of Saudi banks.  

        Although, a lot of work has been carried out for the evolution of commercial banks efficiency in 

the world but very little work has been carried out on the banking sector of Pakistan. There are few 

studies which evaluate the performance of banking sectors in Pakistan. Ataullah et al. (2004) made a 

comparative analysis of commercial banks in India and Pakistan during 1988-1998. They found that 

the efficiency score in loan based model was much higher as compared to the income based model. 

Both countries banks have needed to improve their efficiency. Burki and Niazi (2006) analyzed the 

impact of financial reforms on the efficiency of state, private and foreign banks of Pakistan by using 

data of 40 banks for the period 1991-2000. They found a positive impact of banks size, interest 

income to earning assets and loans to deposit ratio on estimated efficiency scores. 

        The above discussion confirms a strong linkage between bank’s profitability and internal factors. 

The paper addresses the gap in the literature by using challenging econometric techniques to testify 

the bank’s profitability in terms of the individual country assessment case like Pakistan.  In this study, 

country related specific shocks are absorbed and data are refined accordingly. According to the nature 

and purpose of each study mentioned in literature review, a number of explanatory variables have 

been proposed for internal determinants of bank’s profitability. We have taken total assets, deposits, 

loans and equity to find the relationship with return on asset. 

Data Source and Methodological Framework 

 The panel data set covers a 5-year period from 2004 to 2008, with a sample of 10 top banks of 

Pakistan (see appendix). The data were taken from the central bank of the country i.e., State bank of 

Pakistan, various reports. The basic estimation strategy is to pool the observations across banks and 

apply the regression analysis on the pooled sample. That is, a pooled OLS (POLS) equation will be 

estimated in the form of: 

itititititit uXXXXY +++++= 4321 43210 βββββ             (1) 

Where; 
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• itY  = ROA represents Return on Asset for bank i at time t. 

• itX1  = Log (TA) represents natural logarithm of Total Asset for bank i at time t 

• itX 2  = TE/TA represents ratio of Total Equity to Total Asset for bank i at time t 

• itX3  = TL/TA represents ratio of Total Loans to Total Asset for bank i at time t  

• itX 4  = TD /TA represent ratio of Deposits to Total Assets for bank i at time t 

• itu  = Error term. 

        The advantage of pooling is that more reliable estimates of the parameters in the model can be 

obtained. It is a valid procedure where the relationship between the variables is stable across cross-

section units. Our data set gives evidence that Pakistani banks show similar response to cyclical 

movements. Therefore, we believed that the relationship between profitability and assets are stable 

across banks and that is why we decided to apply pooled OLS estimation method. 

        This paper does not include all dimensions of the profitability and internal factors but limited to 

the following variables: 

• Return on Asset (ROA): The ROA is a functional indicator of bank’s profitability. It is 

calculated by dividing net income to total assets. ROA shows the profit earned per dollar of 

assets which reflects bank’s management ability to utilize the bank’s financial and real 

investment resources to generate profits [(see, Ben Naceur (2003) and Alkassim (2005)]. 

• Total Assets (TA): The total assets determine the size of a bank. The size of the bank is 

included in this study, as an independent variable, which account for size related economies 

and diseconomies of scale. In most of the finance literature, the total assets of the banks are 

used as a proxy for bank size. However, since the dependent variable in the model (ROA) was 

deflated by total assets it would be appropriate to take natural logarithm before including it in 

the model to be consistent with other ratios.  

• Total Equity (TE) to Total Assets (TA): The capital ratio (TE/TA), which is measured by 

total equity over total asset, reveals capital adequacy and should capture the general safety 

and soundness of the financial institution. It indicates the ability of a bank to absorb losses 
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and handle risk exposure with shareholders. Pervious studies have found a positive 

relationship between TE/TA and profitability (Hassan and Bashir, 2004).  TE/TA is included 

as an independent variable to examine banking profitability. TE/TA is expected to have a 

positive relation with performance because well capitalized banks are less risky and more 

profitable (Bourke, 1989). 

• Total Loans (TL) to Total Assets (TA): Asset composition (TL/TA), which is explained by 

total loans divided by total asset, provides a measure of income source and measures the 

liquidity of bank assets tied to loans.  TL/TA is included in the study of profitability as an 

independent variable to determine the impact of loans on banks’ profitability.  

• Total Deposits (TD) to Total Assets (TA): The ratio of deposits to total assets is another 

liquidity indicator but is considered as a liability. Deposits are the main source of bank 

funding and hence it has an impact on the profitability of the banks. Deposits to total assets 

ratio is included as an independent variable in this study.  

Results and Estimation 

The current section deals with the results of the study which include the descriptive statistics, 

econometric results of the model, and tests for robustness relevant for the study. The empirical 

evidence on the determinants of banks’ profitability or Return on Assets (ROA) is based on balanced 

panel data, where all the variables are observed for each cross-section and each time period. The 

descriptive statistics and correlation matrix are calculated and presented in Table 1 and Table 2 

respectively. 

        The model for the bank’s profitability is selected on the basis of strong diagnostics and high value 

for the R-squared. The results are represented in Table 3. The value for the R-squared in the model is 

0.63 which endorses that 63% of the variation in the dependent variable is explained by the 

independent variables of the model. The 37% variation in the dependent variable remains unexplained 

by the independent variables of the study. The value for the F-statistic is 19.11 and is significant 

endorsing the validity and stability of the model relevant for the study.  The results of other 

diagnostics suggest that the Log (assets) have significant negative relation with ROA, where total 
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assets indicate the size of the bank. This negative relationship shows that the size of the bank have 

significant negative effect on profitability. It suggests that larger banks achieve a lower ROA. Same 

results have been found by Bourke (1989). Capital ratio shows a significant impact on dependent 

variable ROA. TE/TA indicates positive and significant (at 1%) relationship with ROA, meaning that 

well-capitalized banks experience higher returns. These results are inconsistent with the study of 

Vong et al (2006), Burki and Niazi (2006) and Alkassim (2005). Total Deposits to total assets has the 

positive and significant impact on the profitability of the bank. It shows that deposits have positive 

impact on profitability and banks depending on deposits for funds can achieve better return on assets. 

This result is consistent with the results of previous research [(e.g., Alkassim, F. A. (2005)]. Another 

variable TL/TA show positive but insignificant relationship with ROA. This indicates that with more 

loans the chances of return on assets will be low but as the relationship is insignificant, the relation is 

not conclusive. This result is consistent with the study of Athanasoglou et al. (2006).  

        The test to detect multicollinearity (variance inflation factor) is also performed to support the 

validity of the regression results. In case of VIF, if the result is below the 10 and Tolerance near to 

zero suggest no multicollinearity (Gujrati, 2003). In Table 4 results of VIF and tolerance factor is 

reasonably good. The values of variance inflation factor for the variables in the model ranges from 

1.177 to 1.309 for TL/TA to TE/TA suggesting the absence of multicollinearity among the variables 

of the model.  

Robustness Test: (Incremental Regression) 

        The incremental regression is performed by removing individual independent variables from the 

model and by checking the effect on the value of R-squared. Among all the variables removed, capital 

has altered the value of R-squared to a highest degree (21% decreases in the portion of the dependent 

variable explained by independent variables) as the value for the R-squared changes from 63% to 

42%. This substantial decrease in the value of the R-squared shows the importance of income 

inequality in the model. This importance is also highlighted in the regression result as the value of 

coefficient of the variable (0.647) is highest among all the variables. The results are presented in 

Table 5 and Table 6 respectively.  
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Conclusion 

        In our study, individual bank characteristics (internal factors only) are considered as 

determinants of bank profitability in Pakistan. Banks with more equity capital, Total Assets, Loans, 

and Deposits are perceived to have more safety and such an advantage can be translated into higher 

profitability. Our findings in this regards are: 

• Higher total assets may not necessarily lead to higher profits. The negative coefficient of size, 

significant at the 1 percent level, indicates that this relation might be negative due to 

diseconomies of scale i.e. possible bureaucratic bottlenecks and managerial inefficiencies 

suffered by banks having too large size and network. 

• Higher loans contribute towards profitability but their impact is not significant that reveals 

that more dependence on one major asset, may lead to profitability but with less significant 

impact on overall profitability.  

• One major finding was the negative relationship of loans towards profitability when one of 

the banks showed a loss. 

• Total deposit to total assets and total equity to total assets showed a positive and significant 

relationship with profitability indicator ROA 

• Overall it is concluded that Total Assets, Equity/Total Assets, Deposits/Total Assets, and 

Loans/Total Assets are the major internal determinants of profitability of banks in Pakistan. 

        Further research can be extended to explore the above findings and to include some other internal 

factors such as doubtful loans, general bank charges, or reserves ratios, and external factor as well. 
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Tables 

Table 1 

 Descriptive statistics 

Statistics/Variables 

 

ROA  

(%) 

ASSETS  

($) 

TE/TA  

(%) 

TD/TA  

(%) 

TL/TA  

(%) 

Mean 0.018 316510.0 0.068 0.798 0.565 

Median 0.016 255600.5 0.063 0.807 0.573 

Maximum 0.206 817758.0 0.227 0.895 0.709 

Minimum -0.054 66320.00 0.014 0.689 0.403 

Standard Deviation 0.029 206315.0 0.040 0.047 0.055 

Skewness 4.807 0.824615 1.392 -0.495 -0.630 

Kurtosis 33.20 2.615575 6.349 2.928 4.115 

Observations 50 50 50 50 50 
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Table 2 

Correlation Matrix  

 ROA LOG(ASSETS) TE/TA TD/TA TL/TA 

ROA 1.000     

LOG(ASSETS) -0.154 1.000    

TE/TA 0.694 0.233 1.000   

TD/TA 0.138 0.034 -0.398 1.000  

TL/TA -0.034 -0.361 -0.210 -0.004 1.000 
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Table 3 

Incremental Regression: Dependent Variable: Return on Assets (ROA) 

Variable OLS 1 OLS 2 OLS 3 OLS 4 OLS 5 

Constant 
0.050 

(0.55) 

0.060 

(0.36) 

0.156** 

(0.03) 

0.217*** 

(0.09) 

-0.152** 

(0.03) 

LOG(ASSETS) 
-0.015* 

(0.00) 

-0.015* 

(0.00) 

-0.014* 

(0.00) 

-0.008 

(0.23) 
--- 

TE/TA 
0.647* 

(0.00) 

0.645* 

(0.00) 

0.575* 

(0.00) 
--- 

0.590* 

(0.00) 

TD/TA 
0.139** 

(0.03) 

0.139** 

(0.03) 
--- 

-0.083 

(0.36) 

0.112 

(0.11) 

TL/TA 
0.010 

(0.84) 
--- 

0.004 

(0.94) 

-0.055 

(0.50) 

0.071 

(0.21) 

R-squared 0.62 0.62 0.58 0.42 0.52 

Adjusted R-squared 0.59 0.60 0.56 0.39 0.49 

F-statistic 
19.11 

(0.00) 

26.01 

(0.00) 

21.98 

(0.00) 

17.82 

(0.00) 

16.78 

(0.00) 

*Significant at 1%, **significant at 5%, ***significant at 10%  
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Table 4 

 Pooled Least Square 

 Dependent Variable: ROA 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Probability value 

Constant 0.050 0.084 0.595 0.554 

LOG(ASSETS) -0.015 0.004 -3.602 0.000 

TE/TA 0.647 0.077 8.383 0.000 

TD/TA 0.139 0.063 2.215 0.031 

TL/TA 0.010 0.053 0.198 0.843 

R-squared                          0.63 

Adjusted R-squared          0.59 

F-statistic                          19.11* 

* indicates 0.01 percent significance level. 
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Table 5 

 Values of Tolerance and Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) for ROA 

Variables Tolerance Variance Inflation Factor 

LOG(ASSETS) 0.833 1.201 

TE/TA 0.764 1.309 

TD/TA 0.822 1.216 

TL/TA 0.850 1.177 
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Table 6 

Results of Incremental Regression removing total equity as percentage of total asset 

Models Banks 

R-squared (Original) 

R-squared (after the removal ) 

0.63 

0.42 
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Appendix 

A. Name of Banks Used in the Study 

 

1. Muslim Commercial Bank  

2. United Bank Limited  

3. National Bank of Pakistan  

4. Habib Bank Limited   

5. Bank Alflah 

6. Allied Bank Limited   

7. Bank of Punjab 

8. Habib Metropolitan 

9. Bank Al-Habib 

10. Askari Bank 
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Abstract 

Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences theory has been among the theories innovating English Language 

Teaching since the period of the 70s and 80s. In this paper, the literature of Multiple Intelligences 

theory and its benefits on learners’ learning cognition, motivation, interaction and achievement are 

reviewed. Besides that, types of language learning activities and classroom activities to accommodate 

to learners’ Multiple Intelligences are presented.        

Keywords: Multiple Intelligences theory, cognition, motivation, interaction, achievement, classroom 

activities.                                                                                                         
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Accommodating Classroom Activities to EFL Learners’ Multiple Intelligences 

1. Multiple Intelligences 

1.1. Concepts of Intelligence                   

Gardner (1999) stated that in Western societies, people with intelligence have been put in 

high regard for centuries. It is thought that those who are considered intelligent are able to get success 

in many fields of life. However, even though such big significance is strongly attached to intelligence, 

it is impossible to give an exact definition of what intelligence is (Christison, 1998).  

In the field of psychology itself, there existed confusion in defining intelligence. Intelligence 

can be defined in two different psychological perspectives. One uses intelligence to refer to intelligent 

acts like composing a poem or designing a house. The other considers intelligence as mental 

processes such as analyzing and synthesizing action (Kail & Pellegrina, 1985). 

Many psychologists have made an effort to define and measure human intelligences. Francis 

Galton was among the psychologists who trusted that intelligence was inherited and could be 

measured (Gardner, 1999). He hence built up IQ (Intelligent Quotient) test in the early 19th century. In 

1906, Alfred Binet, a French psychologist developed this test all over the world (Armstrong, 2000).   

Therefore, in its infancy, “intelligence is defined as the ability to answer items on tests of 

intelligence” (Gardner, 1999, p. 15). In other words, the traditional description of human intelligence 

was on the basic of linguistic and logical-mathematical abilities (Richards & Rodgers, 2001). 

Intelligence was believed as a single, unchanged, inborn capacity on which the IQ test was founded 

(Snider, 2001). This is the concept of general intelligence with singular characteristic. 

However, in the late 20th century, the singular concept of intelligence has been criticized by 

anthropologists and neuroscientists. Many anthropologists have stated that the various capacities of 

man are valued in various cultures meanwhile the neuroscientists have proved that in the complicated 

organization of human being’s brain, there exists the links between specific capacities and particular 

neural networks. The absorbance of knowledge depends on the complex level of these links (Pinker, 

1997). Thus, among important factors forming the brain and its functions are experiences got from 

environment exchange (Le Doux, 2002 & Siegel, 1999).  
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Discoveries of anthropologist and neuroscientists have opened a new horizon for 

psychologists to assess the validity of IQ test and the notion of intelligence as a static, singular and 

inherited characteristic. According to Jencks (1997), traditional IQ tests seem to be a considerably 

accurate predictor of school performance, not of a profession after formal schooling.  

Gardner (1999) claims that IQ tests fail to explore the notion of intelligence and the way to assess 

each individual’s intelligence. Sternberg (1985) also indicates that since intelligence could be 

changed, it can be expanded and increased. In the words of Smith (2003), “intelligence was a basic 

human right and can be taught” (p. 57). 

Intelligence was supposed to involve divergent cognitive and intellectual abilities, instead of a 

single capacity determining the human performance in the tests (Armstrong, 2000). Many theories on 

separate areas of human abilities were taken interested in such as Two Factor Theory proposed by 

Spearman in 1904, Primary Mental Abilities supported by Thurstone in 1938, Structure of Intellect 

Theory recommended by Guildford in 1959, Multiple Intelligence Theory proposed by Gardner in 

1983, and Triarchic Theory argued by Sternberg in 1985 (Chang, 1998). Among these theories, 

Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences theory and Sternberg’s Triarchic theory have caught much attention 

of scholars because they both concerned about the individual difference of human beings (Campbell, 

1997; Silver, Strong & Perini, 1997). 

On the road to discover the more reasonable notion of intelligence, Sternberg and Gardner 

revolutionized the view of intelligence through their researches (Tran, 2009). Sternberg supposed that 

intelligence is “purposive adaptation to, shaping of, and selection of real-world environments relevant 

to one’s life” (Sternberg, 1985, p. 271). He categorized human’s intelligence into three facets. 

Analytical Intelligence related to an individual’s cognitive processes; Creative Intelligence was an 

individual’s insight for dealing with new experiences and Practical Intelligence was an individual’s 

ability to settle in and restyle his or her environment. He also asserted that having these three 

intelligences was not a deciding factor to reach success in life. The much more essential element was 

that how individual understand their own strengths and weaknesses, how to make use of strengths and 

remunerate weaknesses (Sternberg, 1999). Howard Gardner meanwhile stated that human being 

possessed diverse units of mental functioning, which were identified intelligences. He added that 
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these intelligences, which were expressed during the problem solving process and fashioning products 

in real-life contexts, had definite sets of abilities that could be observed and assessed. He also 

advocated that because intelligences could join in various manners, there certainly existed wider 

analysis of human intelligence (Gardner, 1983).  

In summary, much effort has gone into finding manageable explanation for the concept of 

intelligence, which has been a topic of widespread discussion in many researches. In fact, this concept 

has been partially enlightened by Gardner who offers a rationale to more easily explain the cognitive, 

affective and socio-cultural variables (Smith, 2001). 

1.2. Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences Theory  

Gardner proposed a new theory of intelligences which was called multiple intelligences. He 

originally sketched seven intelligences: verbal-linguistic, logical-mathematical, visual-spatial, bodily-

kinesthetic, musical, interpersonal and intrapersonal. The first two have been associated with schools; 

the next three are more inclined towards arts; and the final two are what Gardner labeled personal 

intelligences (Gardner, 1999). In the late nineties, naturalist intelligence was added. Other 

intelligences such as existential, spiritual and moral were under consideration to attach. But Gardner 

acknowledged only eight intelligences up to now (Botelho, 2003). 

Gardner (1993) stated that he decided consciously when writing about “multiple 

intelligences”. He supposed that “multiple” to emphasize indefinite amount of various human 

capacities; “intelligence” to highlight that these capacities were as essential as those traditionally 

confined within the IQ test.  

In the book Frames of Mind: the Theory of Multiple Intelligences, Gardner (1983) presented a 

definition of intelligence as “the ability to solve problems or to create products that are valued within 

one or more cultural settings” (p. 11). In the same direction, in Intelligence Reframed: Multiple 

Intelligences for the 21
st
 Century, Gardner (1999) advanced the notion of intelligence as “a 

biopsychological potential to process information that can be activated in a cultural setting to solve 

problems or create products that are of value in a culture (pp. 33-34). 

According to Gardner, each person possesses a different intelligence profile, which is a 

combination of at least eight intelligences in different manners. He stated that intelligence profile can 
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be changed through certain elements like “the values of a particular culture, the opportunities 

available in that culture, and the personal decisions made by individuals and/or their families, 

schoolteachers, and others” (p. 34). In fact, each individual has some strong intelligences that are 

known as strengths and some are not well developed that are identified weaknesses (Gardner, 1993).   

To summarize, Gardner judged the restrictive view of intelligence through IQ tests. His view 

of intelligence is different from the traditional one. He argued that, “Multiple Intelligences theory, on 

the other hand, pluralizes the traditional concept” (ibid., p. 15). 

1.2.1. Criteria for Determining an Intelligence  

Gardner (1999) presented a series of eight separate criteria to determine an intelligence after 

making examinations to produce evidence on the survival of many candidate faculties.  

1. Isolation by brain damage 

This criterion means that one candidate intelligence can be separate from others. People are 

believed to have multiple intelligences because they have multiple neural modules which have 

different ways of working and memory systems. When people suffer from brain damage, one 

intellectual skill may be sometimes spoiled while other skills remain. To illustrate, musicians who 

have brain injury may have impaired speech but they are able to play music (Hodges, 1996). That is to 

say, since an individual can lose ability in one area while others are spared, there is impossible to be 

existent a single intelligence. 

2. Evolutionary history 

Each intelligence proves a significant part during the evolutionary history of human being as 

well as shows its ability to face with the environment. In this case, spatial ability was believed to be 

essential to the man survival, particularly on the way to find out different terrains.  

3. The presence of core operations 

An intelligence is thought to have an identifiable core set of operations. For example, the core 

operations of musical intelligence are timbre, harmony, rhythm and pitch. 

4. Susceptibility to encoding 

An intelligence has to be susceptible to encode in a symbol system to exactly and 

systematically express information. Several instances of encoding are written and spoken language, 
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charts and maps. 

5. A distinctive developmental history 

Different intelligences have different developmental history. This difference is clearly shown 

in its time of arising, its time of peaking, and its time of declining. It is said that, for example, musical 

intelligence peaks early whilst linguistic intelligence peaks very late. 

6. The existence of exceptional individuals 

Some individuals like prodigies are regarded as accidents of nature. Another instance of 

extraordinary intelligence is the autistic person who excels at numerical calculations or musical 

performance. 

7. Psychological tasks 

Experimental psychology is supported to show the relation between two operations. Having a 

look at people demonstrating two activities at the same time can lead to identify if those activities 

depend on the same mental capacities or different ones. As an illustration, a person doing a crossword 

puzzle cannot effectively talk since both these tasks are related to linguistic intelligence. Whereas, one 

can take a walk and carry on a conversation simultaneously because two different intelligences take 

part in these tasks. 

8. Psychometric findings 

Many standardized tests support the multiple intelligences theory such as. The Weschsler 

Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised test. 

In a word, when introducing these criteria, Gardner desired to make a clear distinction 

between an intelligence and a talent or skill. These eight criteria were supported by biological 

sciences, developmental psychology, logical analysis as well as traditional psychological research 

(Gardner, 1999). 

1.2.2. The Description of Eight Intelligences  

The list of eight intelligences proposed by Gardner is not meant to be final and the point is not 

the exact number of intelligences. All what Gardner desires to emphasize is the plurality of the 

intellect (Christison, 1998). Weinreich-Haste (1985) stated that some intelligences selected by 
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Gardner have brought a big surprise to many people since they think of them more as talents rather 

than intelligences.   

Following is the full descriptions of each intelligence together with suggested classroom 

activities. These descriptions are combined from several sources (Lazear, 1993; Christison, 1996; 

Shaw & Hawes, 1998; Christison & Kennedy, 1999; Gardner, 1999; Snider, 2001; Stefanakis, 2002; 

Smith, 2003, Tran, 2009)  

Verbal-Linguistic Intelligence 

Verbal-Linguistic Intelligence is the ability to use language and to communicate both in 

speaking and writing in an effective manner. It also represents the capacity to understand patterns of a 

language, to remember information as well as to use language to convince others. People who have a 

strong verbal-linguistic intelligence are keen on reading books and possess a wide amount of 

vocabulary. This intelligence is involved in “any use of metaphors, similes, and analogies, and, of 

course, in learning proper grammar and syntax in speaking and writing” (Lazear, 1993, p. 15). People 

with linguistic intelligence often choose the careers like teachers, reporters, librarians, linguists, 

editors, lawyers, storytellers, and radio or television announcers. 

Teachers can help students to strengthen this intelligence by holding following activities: 

� Sustained silent reading 

� Reading books, newspaper or parts of a play 

� Telling jokes and riddles 

� Writing letters, diaries, stories, poetry, instructions, lists, book reviews 

� Retelling stories, identifying with characters, extracting information from text 

� Enriching vocabulary through word games and puzzles 

� Brainstorming, debates, discussion, giving speeches 

� Memorizing, journal keeping, note taking 

� Summaries, translation exercises 

Logical -Mathematical Intelligence 

Logical-Mathematical Intelligence represents the ability to think about problems logically and 

systematically as well as to use numbers effectively. People with this kind of intelligence often do 
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well on standardized comprehension/written language tests. They like to recognize abstract patterns, 

make predictions sequence, solve problems and investigate science. This intelligence is related to 

“scientific thinking” (Lazear, 1993, p. 15). People who are strong in this kind of intelligence often 

choose careers as statisticians, science teachers, economists, computer analysts, scientists, 

mathematicians, accountants, logicians, etc. 

In order to improve or strengthen logical-mathematical intelligence, it is crucial to carry out 

these following activities: 

� Sequencing events into story line and sequential presentation of subject matter 

� Presenting television shows about science, science demonstrations and experiments 

� Reading about famous scientists and their discoveries, or detective stories 

� Organizing with Venn diagrams, sorting, classification; using symbols 

� Logical-mathematical games like Clue 

� Following directions to accomplish a goal, hypothesizing, predicting, and 

experimenting 

� Problem-solving language activities using logic, reasoning puzzles and logical 

argumentation 

� Analyzing grammar, pattern identification, code making, code breaking  

Visual-Spatial Intelligence 

Visual-Spatial Intelligence is the ability to visualize things mentally and graphically. It also 

involves the sensitivity to shape, color, line, form and space. People who use spatial intelligence 

would rather draw a picture than write a paragraph. They enjoy solving problems related to the notion 

of space like using a map to locate a place. The spatially intelligent people often rearrange the 

furniture in their house. They see things that other people maybe ignore and they can foretell the 

effects of movement, design or construct 3D objects. Some professionals who are strong in visual-

spatial intelligence are graphic artists, painters, mechanics, photographers, pilots, decorators, etc. 

  To develop the visual-spatial intelligence of students, teacher should create chances for 

students to do these following activities: 

� Working on Jigsaw puzzles 
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� Using pictures to create, interpret, and illustrate stories 

� Giving guided visualization 

� Drawing  maps, diagrams, illustration, graphs, tables, photos 

� Making mind maps, using charts and grids 

� Designing, drawing, using imagination and fantasy 

� Watching videos, slides and movies 

� Visual awareness activities 

Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence  

Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence is the ability to solve problems using the body and to express 

thoughts, ideas, and emotions through gestures and movements. People with this intelligence have 

skills like flexibility, strength, coordination and balance endurance. They have an excellent body 

control as well as sense of touch. They like physical movement than just sitting still. The bodily 

kinesthetic intelligence is evident in acrobats, models, mimes, gymnasts, dancers, athletes, surgeons, 

etc. 

This intelligence can be improved by doing the following activities: 

� Incorporating movement into the lessons 

� Mimes, dramas and role-plays 

� “Simon says” type games, creative movement, body language 

� Kinds of physical education and dance, classroom aerobics 

� Human sculptures, graphs and tableaux 

� Hands-on activities, construction and manipulative activities 

� Cooperative group rotation 

Musical Intelligence  

Musical Intelligence is the ability to convey sentiment and feelings through music. It also 

involves the ability to recognize and use pitch, rhythm, melody. People who are musically intelligent 

can remember songs easily, play some music instruments and compose songs. They have hobby of 

creating music from objects that are not musical instruments. They enjoy listening to music and 
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usually hear music. They tend to choose careers like music therapists, songwriters, music teachers, 

piano tuners, disc jockeys, and studio engineers.  

It is essential to design these following activities to develop learners’ musical intelligence: 

� Background music to relax and enhance learning 

� Turning some parts of lessons into a song or rhythmic chant 

� Using raps, jazz and chants to memory lesson 

� Playing recorded or live music 

� Making music instruments 

� Choral reading, singing and speaking 

� Creating and forming songs or tunes 

� Encouraging awareness of surrounded sounds   

Interpersonal Intelligence  

Interpersonal Intelligence involves the sensitivity to other people’s moods, feelings, thoughts, 

needs, struggles and motivations. It is also the ability to understand, to empathize with, to care for and 

to deal with people in an effective way. It entails the ability to influence others. One who possesses 

this intelligence can use an innate understanding of others in order to motivate them to certain actions. 

In other words, people with a high preference for this intelligence are good at persuasion, negotiation 

and work well in teams. Interpersonal intelligence is often found on the people working as lawyers, 

business executives, travel agents, psychologists, school principals, and counselors, all kinds of team 

leaders (supervisors, directors, and coordinators) 

The following activities are helpful to develop this intelligence: 

� Group brainstorming, and group problem solving 

� Project work 

� Pair work, group discussion 

� Peer teaching and peer editing 

� Intercultural awareness activities 

� Circle time and self-esteem activities 

� Giving and receiving feedback and constructive criticism 
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� Board games such as “Scrabble” and “Taboo” 

Intrapersonal Intelligence 

Intrapersonal Intelligence is the ability for self-analysis, self-reflection, self-awareness, self-

consciousness and introspection. It is also the capacity to understand oneself and then regulate one’s 

own life. Those who are strong at intrapersonal intelligence can realize the similarities and differences 

between themselves and others. They remind themselves to do something and they are good at 

handling their feelings. People with this kind of intelligence often become writers, therapists, 

psychiatrists, theologians, philosophers, counselors, etc. 

Teachers can consider the following activities to help students enrich this intelligence: 

� Activities with a self-evaluation component 

� Personal journal keeping 

� Individualized projects 

� Reflective learning activities 

� Writing about personal goals and hopes for the future 

� Goal setting 

� Recording thoughts, feelings and moods 

� Self evaluation 

� Circle time and self esteem activities 

Naturalist Intelligence  

Naturalist Intelligence is the ability to recognize, classify and categorize species in the natural 

world like animals, plants and minerals. Naturalist people can make difference harmful species from 

beneficial ones. They always seem to be absorbed in physical environment as well as natural 

phenomena. People with a strong naturalist intelligence often choose careers as ornithologists, 

geologists, conservationists, environmentalists, biologists, farmers and botanists. 

  Naturalist Intelligence can be developed by doing the following activities: 

� Talking about pets or natural places to classmates 

� Collecting natural things like leaves, flowers to show and describe to others 

� Reading books, magazines, newspapers on the nature 
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� Showing slides, films that features nature 

� Organizing activities that involves nature like bird watching 

� Growing a plant and describing the developing process 

� Discussing animal rights and earth preservation 

� Drawing or photographing natural objects 

To sum up, although each intelligence is separately described, it is not assumed that each 

intelligence is active in isolation. Gardner suggests that it is common for different intelligences to be 

used together in a learning episode (Christison, 1998). 

1.3. The Educational Implications of Multiple Intelligences Theory 

According to Nguyen (2002), when initially discussed the educational implications of the 

theory, Gardner did not take classroom into much consideration. He primarily hoped to explore how 

many educational goals were observed and practiced and how education progress met one’s potential. 

He therefore suggested educators to realize some essential factors of the learning process such as 

knowledge to transmit, teaching methods, and learning environment. He also encouraged them to 

assess the intellectual profiles of learners. A satisfactory educational system, according to Gardner, 

should consist of histories, traditions, culture, as well as various combinations of intelligences. In 

other words, more biology and psychology would be explored in education. On that account, Gardner 

(1983) showed the applicability of his theory to such an effort. Above all, Gardner offered proposal an 

educational planning system revision. Gardner acknowledged that all he could do was just to plan 

some expectations.  

Nevertheless, since the book created a great influence on the educational community, Gardner 

greatly attempted to make a closer connection between the theory and educational practices (Gardner, 

1993). He made recommendations on some educational strategies from his viewpoint (Gardner, 1985, 

1991, 1993). More and more effort has been put into investigating the educational implications of 

Multiple Intelligences theory by Gardner and his colleagues at Project Zero, an educational research 

organization at the Harvard Graduate of Education. Arts PROPEL and Project Spectrum were two 

such research projects. 
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The target of Project Spectrum was exploring all intellectual strengths in the age of three or 

four at the Eliot-Pearson Children’s School in Medford, Massachusetts (Malkus, Feldman, & Gardner, 

1988; Ramos-Ford, & Gardner, 1991; Wexler-Sherman, Gardner, & Feldman, 1988). With its list of 

suggestions for assessment activities and domain-specific assessment instruments that are compatible 

with school curricula, Project Spectrum significantly contributed to the education (Krechevsky, 1994). 

The primary aspiration of the second project, Arts PROPEL, was creating assessment techniques in 

order to detect potential intelligences in these domains of art at the middle and secondary levels 

(Gardner, 1989; Zessoules, Wolf & Gardner, 1988). 

In other words, Multiple Intelligences theory shows many educational implications that are 

interesting for educators to considerate (Christison, 1998). Following are four key points to explain 

why Multiple Intelligences theory originally developed to take into account human cognition gained 

the interest of educators. 

1. Each individual possesses all eight intelligences. 

Multiple Intelligences theory, which is a cognitive functioning theory, proposes that each 

person has capacities in the eight intelligences to some degree. This intelligences function together in 

unique ways (Armstrong, 1994). This combination triggers to the differences among individuals 

(Gardner, 1999) 

2. Most people can develop each intelligence to an adequate level of competency. 

Gardner (1999) pointed out that everyone has the capacity to develop all eight intelligences to 

a reasonably high level of performance if provided appropriate instruction, enrichment as well as 

encouragement. In other words, multiple intelligences can be changed and raised in response to the 

biological and environmental experiences (Krechevsky & Seidel, 1998).  

3. Intelligences usually work together in complex ways. 

Gardner (1999) claimed that no intelligence exists by itself in life (except perhaps in very rare 

instances in savants and brain-injured individuals). Intelligences are always interacting with each 

other. Some of the intelligences will be complicatedly developed at the same time when inspired by 

multi-sensory activities. Psychological studies also proved that even though human brain is 

acknowledged to perform distinct functions at different area in both hemispheres, these hemispheres 
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interact in a harmonizing way to bear holistic and integrated activities (Jenson, 1998). As an 

illustration, to cook a disk, one may take up his verbal-linguistic intelligence to read the recipe, 

logical-mathematical intelligence to divide the recipe in half, interpersonal intelligence to prepare 

satisfactory dishes to others, and intrapersonal intelligence to fulfill one’s own appetite (Armstrong, 

1994). 

4. There are many ways to be intelligent.  

According to Armstrong (1994), there is no standard set of attributes to be regarded 

intelligent. For instance, a person may not be able to read, yet be highly linguistic because he can tell 

interesting stories or possesses a rich source of oral vocabulary. Both these activities require verbal 

linguistic intelligence. Similarly, a person may be quite awkward in dancing, demonstrates marvelous 

capacity in building construction. These activities need bodily kinesthetic intelligence. Multiple 

Intelligences theory highlights the diversity of ways in which people show their donations within 

intelligences as well as between intelligences (Gardner, 1999). 

With Multiple Intelligences theory, Gardner did not intend to either design a curriculum or 

prepare a model for schools (Hoerr, 1994). However, the theory has been taken by a large number of 

educators. They applied the theory to plan lessons and build up curriculum. The key points given 

above are of great usefulness to language teaching. They facilitate teachers in recognizing the 

diversity in learners and provide a framework to address these differences (Christison, 1998). 

1.4. Benefits of Multiple Intelligences 

Thousands upon thousands of researches on Multiple Intelligences theory have been 

published in the last twenty years (Johnson, 2007). The positive outcomes it yielded such as a 

striking increase in learners’ interaction, achievement, cognition and motivation has been 

proved through the findings of many researches. 

1.4.1. Enhancing Learners’ Cognitive Growth 

Multiple Intelligences theory offers a model that confirms every learner’s strengths, talent and 

abilities (Johnson, 2007). 

  Goodnough (2001) believes that MI-based instruction supplies “meaningful, personalized, and 
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relevant” curriculum (p. 180). An MI-based action-research project that explores the value of Multiple 

Intelligence theory in the context of science education was conducted. The data collecting from 

interviews, observation, and journal writing revealed that the MI-based curriculum supported learner-

centered learning, enhanced each learner’s unique cognitive profile, promoted conceptual 

understanding in science and positive attitudes toward science as well as helped learners connect to 

scientific concepts in a broader context (Johnson, 2007). 

Rubado (2002) integrated Multiple Intelligences theory into her instructional practices and 

found that learners naturally began to identify their abilities. Through the process of self-reflection, 

they started to recognize which intelligences would boost their performance. In addition, even though 

learners did not know much the complication of each intelligence, they understood that they possessed 

the ability to use all eight intelligences effectively and they were, in fact, better than they had 

primarily thought. Most notably, Rubado found that the learners became conscious of multiple ways 

to learn and various types of academic strengths and life skills.  

1.4.2. Enhancing Learners’ Motivation 

Emig (1997) supposed that when Multiple Intelligences theory is applied, learners’ 

engagement and investigation in their individual learning process are developed, participation is 

enhanced, confidence is raised and interest in learning is increased.  

In the lesson on rain forests, Multiple Intelligences theory was applied to promote learners’ 

learning motivation. Learners at Westmark School in Encino California were asked to decorate their 

classroom like a rainforest when studying about rainforests by using sound effects, music, and 

humidifiers. They also to collect photos and internet sites about rain forests, learn about rain forest 

bugs, insects from a visiting entomologist, learn about forest animals by touching an iguana and a 

monkey. Learners were immersed such exciting, practical and interesting activities which enhanced 

their learning motivation (Wagmeister & Shifrin, 2000). 

Multiple Intelligences theory cultivates “marked changes in curriculum, assessment and 

pedagogy” (Kornhaber, Fierros, & Veenema, 2004, p. 70). In order to explore these “marked 

changes” as well as to search the benefits of Multiple Intelligences theory, Project Zero, the Howard 

Gardner’s research group out of Havard’s Graduate School of Education, carried out a research 
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investigation. In an investigation whose aim is addressing to “identify, document, and disseminate 

practices that are employed in schools that link Multiple Intelligences theory with benefits for 

learners”, (ibid. p. 11). The data was collected from 41 diverse schools from 18 different states in a 

three -and-a-half year study through many data collection methods like telephone interviews, school 

visits, classroom observations, conversations. One of the outcomes that the data revealed is 

approximately 80 percent of schools reported improvements in learning motivation for learners with 

learning disabilities. 

1.4.3. Enhancing Learners’ Interaction 

MI-based instructional planning has the potential to empower learners to interact.  Highland, Mc Nally, 

and Peart (1999) documented a study on Multiple Intelligences theory. Learners in pre-kindergarten, 

kindergarten, and first grade took part in sixteen MI-based lessons. Research data was collected 

through three- months of classroom observations, anecdotal records, progress reports, and report cards. 

The data revealed that 77 percent of the learners showed an improvement in taking turns talking; 

sharing, helping others; being respectful to peers, accommodating group changes, and enthusiastically 

participating in classroom activities. In fact, there was an improvement in learners’ interaction. 

During the 1989-1990 school year, Campbell (1991) conducted an action research project to 

assess the effects of the multimodal learning format through Multiple Intelligences theory. Her third 

grade classroom in Marysville, Washington participated in this research. The research data revealed 

that learners became highly skillful at listening, helping each other, sharing leadership in different 

activities, recommending new classmates to the program, being more respectful to each other, 

appreciating and calling upon the unique gifts and abilities of their classmates, being eager to take part 

in group activities to accomplish learning projects. Briefly, it is clear that learners' interaction 

significantly improved and increased (Campbell, 1991).  

1.4.4. Enhancing Learners’ Achievement  

MI-based instruction has special power in increasing learners’ achievement (Campbell & 

Campbell, 1999; Kornhaber, Fierros, & Veenema, 2004).  

Multiple Intelligences theory enhances learners’ achievement in many subjects. An increased 

achievement in history, geography, literature and music is reported by Hickey in his researchers 
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(Hickey, 2004). The data of the five case studies revealed that learners increasingly engaged and 

participated among others. In a music unit, learners were keen on participating in any music activities, 

remembered what teacher said for longer period of time. In history, a teacher stated that MI-based 

history curriculum stimulated learners to develop sense of learning responsibility and get better 

quality work, while another teacher reported that history curriculum promoted learners to remain on 

task. The five case studies supplied clear instances of learner learning success attributed MI-based 

instruction.  

The application of Multiple Intelligences theory enhanced learner performance on 

standardized tests. This conclusion is drawn by Greenhawk (1997) when she discussed the 

implementation of Multiple Intelligences theory at White Marsh Elementary School in Maryland. The 

data that Greenhawk together with her colleagues collected in a five-year research revealed that MI-

based curriculum aided learners understand their learning abilities, raise confidence, take educational 

risks, and retain more knowledge. Greenhawk assumed that Multiple Intelligences theory  changed 

her school’s learning community and facilitated teachers and learners to attempt toward excellence by 

valuing “excellence, diversity and achievement” (p. 64). It produced a “school-wide culture of 

achievement” (p. 62).  

In summary, researches on the benefits of Multiple Intelligences theory have drawn much 

attention of many educators for the positive results on learners’ cognition, motivation, interaction, and 

achievement (Johnson, 2007). 

2. Language Learning Activities  

A language learning activity is a task chosen to attain a particular teaching/learning goal 

(Richards & Lockhart, 2002). The notion of activity affects on teachers when they conceptualize 

teaching as well as plan lessons (Clark & Yinger, 1979). Macdonald (1965) and Eisner (1967) suggest 

that it is in the process of rising activities that concern of objectives grows to be significant because 

this is where there is an integration between ends for learning and means for learning. Classroom 

activities therefore are considered the central structural component of planning and action (Clark & 

Yinger, 1979). 
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2.1. Types of Language Learning Activities 

Although the fact that there are many kinds of activities adopted in language teaching, some 

activity types recur whatever kinds of approach or methodology used. Richards & Lockhart (2002) 

classified these activity types under categories as shown on fig.1.  

2.1.1. Presentation Activities 

These tasks are used to present new learning material for the first time. A presentation activity 

introduces and sheds light on a new learning item such as lexical item, a grammatical item, etc. 

However, presentation activity is not always included in all lessons. For instance, in a grammar 

lesson, a teacher may use charts as the first activity to present patterns with “if clauses”.  

2.1.2. Practice Activities 

These are tasks in which the item that has been previously presented is performed or learnt. 

Practice activities often relate to either the control over student performance or the use of a model. For 

example, in a conversation lesson, dialogues may be adopted to practice sentence patterns, and drills 

to practice pronunciation. 

2.1.3. Memorization Activities  

These tasks require learners to memorize information or learning material. Memorization 

activities are regarded as a strategy to aid consolidate new learning items to prepare for the next 

activity. As an illustration, learners may be required to memorize vocabularies, which will be later 

used in a speaking task. 

2.1.4. Comprehension Activities  

These tasks involve development or demonstration of learners understanding in written or 

spoken texts. Different levels of comprehension addressed in comprehension activities are literal 

comprehension, inferential comprehension, and evaluation. For instance, learners are asked to 

summarize a lecture after listening to it. 

2.1.5. Application Activities 

These are tasks require learners to creatively apply knowledge or skills that have been 

previously presented and practiced. These activities, involve integration of knowledge and skills, 
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application of learned items to a new context or situation, or personalization of learning items. For 

instance, after practicing a dialogue, learners may be required to perform a role play. 

2.1.6. Strategy Activities 

These tasks facilitate learning by developing particular learning strategies and approaches. 

For example, to help learners easily guess new words in a reading text, some exercises on suffixes, 

prefixes, and word order  may be given as linguistics clues.  

2.1.7. Affective Activities 

These activities are significant to enhance learners’ learning motivation as well as improve 

the learning environment of the classroom. For example, learners may keep a journal about their 

feelings, fears, satisfactions that they have in the class then share these with their classmates and the 

teacher. 

2.1.8. Feedback Activities 

These are tasks in which feedback on learning or on some aspects of performance is given. 

For example, in a writing lesson, after finishing writing the first draft, learners may be asked to work 

in pairs, exchange what they have written for revision.  

2.1.9. Assessment Activities 

 These tasks enable the teacher and learners to have an evaluation on the extent of 

accomplishment what they have done on activity or lesson. These activities are helpful in diagnosing 

parts which need further teaching or in evaluating student performance. Examples of assessment 

activities are tests of different kinds.  

This classification shows the relationship between activity types and the purposes for which 

they are used in language teaching. It is impossible to regard it definitive, because some activities may 

be adopted for many purposes, and distinctions among activity types may overlap (Richards & 

Lockhart, 2002). 

2.2. Learning Activities to Accommodate to Learners’ Multiple Intelligences 

There are numerous of classroom activities that teachers may apply to match learners’ intelligence 

profiles. It is essential to highlight that one MI-based classroom activity may be used in many types of 

language learning activities which have been just concerned above. However, many MI-based classroom 
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activities can simultaneously appear in one type of language learning activity. Teachers should be flexible 

to adapt these activities in order to meet learners’ motivation. Following are some MI-based classroom 

activities adapted from Puchta & Rinvolucri (2005) and Tran (2009). 

2.2.1. Activities Based on Verbal-Linguistic Intelligence 

Speed up  

A small gift is ready 

1. Select a passage of the previous unit and ask the learners to copy words in this passage correctly in 

3 minutes. The learner with the most words will win the gift. 

2. Ask learners to pen on and only start writing down after hearing “one, two three, GO!”  

3. At the end of 3 minutes, learners mark each other’s work, and then count the number of correct 

words. The winner is the person with the highest score.  

Listening with your mind’s eye 

1. Ask learners to listen to a text with their eyes closed then concentrate on the picture of what they 

see, hear, feel, etc, while listening. 

2. Learners describe the picture they receive while listening on a piece of paper. 

3. Swap the piece of paper with a classmate then tell the whole class the difference between two 

pictures. 

2.2.2. Activities based on Logical-Mathematical Intelligence 

How many dollars? 

1. Dictate this situation to the learners 

The mother put the envelope with cash in it on her desk and ask her son to go and buy some food. 

Ten minutes later, the son came up to the desk and on the envelope he read 98. 

Taking the money, he rushed to a shop where he chose 90 dollars’ worth of stuff. 

However, at the cash desk, he was 4 dollars short. What had happened? 

2. Learners figure out what had happened. 

3. Learners present all the solutions they come up with as well as their thinking process. 

Language tricks 

1. Get the learners’ attention and then tell them this riddle: 
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There were twenty six sheep in field. One died. How many left? 

(When saying it, be sure to run “six” and “sheep” together, so that the sentence could equally well be 

heard as: “There were twenty sick sheep in field”. 

2. All thoughtful answers are accepted and written up on the board. Learners figure out how this can 

be so. 

3. If learners find it difficult to realize the second meaning of the sentence, give them a clue. Tell 

them suggested good answer is 19. 

2.2.3. Activities Based on Visual-Spatial Intelligence 

Storyboarding the coursebook dialogue 

1. Photocopy the dialogue from a future unit in the coursebook. 

2. Learners read the dialogue, identify the place the dialogue takes place and imaginatively describe 

all people in the dialogue. 

3. Draw an empty six-frame storyboard then ask learners to work in pairs to film the dialogue. 

4. Learners choose 6 moments in the dialogue and in each of the six frames they draw what the 

camera will see.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Learners stick their frames up on the walls and go round to see the films that the others have 

imagined. 

The roman room  

1. Ask learners to design a room with pieces of furniture by their own imagination then draw a floor 

plan of the room.  

2. Learners then work in pairs and describe their rooms to each other.  
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3. Learners write a list of objects, swap the list and memorize the objects.  

4. Learners in turn check the amount of object that their partner remembers. 

2.2.4. Activities Based on Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence 

Human camera 

 1. Learners work in pairs, person A is the photographer and person B is the “camera”. A stands 

behind B, putting the hands on B’s shoulders, B stands up with eyes closed.  

2. A selects the space available that he/she wants to take photograph. He/she gets the camera into the 

right position, then takes the photo by pressing B’s shoulder. B opens eyes for four seconds and 

remembers exactly what can see.  

3. Swap roles after taking 2 photos using B as camera. 

4. Learners come back, and draw rough outlines on paper of the two pictures they took when they 

were cameras. 

Handing a word round the circle 

1. Ask the learners to stand in a circle  

2. Get one person to imagine he/she is holding an object and then he/she passes it to the person on 

their right. This person receives it and passes it on in the same way. 

3. Get a learner to write on the board any new word. The first person tells the group what they gave to 

their neighbor. 

The second one is then to say: 

I got a… and then I gave him/her a… 

4. Continue until all the learners in the circle have said what they got and what they gave (what 

learners get is different from what they have been given) 

2.2.5. Activities Based on Musical Intelligence 

The musical intelligence on holiday 

1. Ask learners to recall to a holiday away from home that they really enjoyed (if they have not had a 

holiday, imagine). 

2. Learners work in group of five to answer the questions: 

What new sounds did you remember hearing? 
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What tunes, lyrics or music did you take with in your head on the holiday? 

What musical experiences did you have while there? 

3. Hand out copies of a song with some blanks then play the tape with the song, learners listen and fill 

in the blanks. 

Making a coursebook dialogue musical 

1. Ask learners to listen carefully to the new coursebook dialogue twice, book closed. 

2. Tell the learners to open the books and read the new dialogue. 

3. In groups of four, learners make the dialogue musical. 

4. Give representative of groups an opportunity to perform to the whole class. 

2.2.6. Activities Based on Interpersonal Intelligence 

 Sequence in a story 

1. Learners work in group of five. Each group is given one of the paragraphs numbered 1 to 5. The 

paragraph is taken from somewhere in a story. 

2. Learners write the very short paragraph they think precedes it and the one that follows it. 

3. Representatives of groups read their original paragraph first, and then the preceding and following 

paragraph that they have written. 

4. Hand out copies of the complete story and ask learners give comments on how new stories are 

written. 

Dynamic questions 

1. In group of five, learners write 10 open questions they would like to be asked on 10 pieces of paper. 

2. Put all the paper slips of all groups in a box which is then given to a certain learner who picks one 

paper slip up and reads the question.  

3. The group writes this question gives the answer.  

4. Continue to pass the box on  

5. The group has the most chances to answer the questions is the winner. 

2.2.7. Activities Based on Intrapersonal Intelligence 

The story of your hopes and dreams 
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1. Ask learners to make a list of dreams they have, or objectives they desire to reach in their lives in 

the form of a mind map. 

2. Write a story about the dream based on this mind map. 

3. Ask learners to put their story in an envelope and seal it. 

4. After collecting all envelopes, hand out one envelope per each learner to share story. 

Fifteen minutes of yesterday 

1. Put learners into a “going inside” mood by asking them to close their eyes in about 20 seconds.  

2. Tell learners to pick any moment from their memories of yesterday and to write down what they 

felt, thought or did during that moment. 

3. Call volunteers to read what they wrote to the rest of the class. 

4. Learners listen and choose the pieces of writing that attract the attention of the whole class (which 

the piece of writing is the funniest, the most profound, the saddest, etc.) 

2.2.8. Activities Based on Naturalist Intelligence 

Blindfolded walk race 

1. Identify a safe location for five minute blindfolded walks (e.g. aisles in the classroom. 

1. Put some obstacles like chairs, desks or books on that way.  

2. Divide students into pairs and give each a blindfolded. Assign one student to be a leader and the 

other, who will be blindfolded, as a follower.  

3. The leader guides the blindfolded student along the walkway. The follower should be instructed to 

use her sense of touch, smell and hearing to explore the environment. 

4. The roles are reversed when they go back to the starting point.  

Mystery bags 

1. Gather natural objects such as a shell, a flower, a feather and put each in a paper bag out of the 

class’s view. 

2. Select one bag for the first round of questioning. 

3. In group of five, learners select one observer. 

4. The observers come to the front of the class and silently look into the bag without revealing clues 

about its content. 
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6. After guessing the object, a new observer is selected and the next round begins with the new object. 

Conclusion 

To summarize, Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences theory has built up an impressive 

contribution to the innovation of language learning and teaching (Tran, 2009). The author hence 

would like to examine whether MI-based classroom activities enhance adult learners’ learning 

motivation in Vietnam context.  
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Abstract 

In today’s competitive environment Human Resource Management has become a valuable part of 

each organization especially for banks because HRM policies are directly linked with the overall 

performance. The main purpose of the paper is to study the recruitment and retention policies implied 

by the public sector of Pakistan. By deep analysis of problems and challenges study suggest the 

implementation of various policies to become an employer of choice. Previous studies on recruitment 

and retention have been performed mainly in western context. The distinction of this paper is that it 

studies recruitment and retention practices merely in public sector of Pakistan. The paper proposes a 

conceptual framework linking various psychological factors and strategic HRM perspectives, 

examining how various strategies adopted by firms help in image building and recruiting and 

retaining talented employees. Hypotheses were developed with the help of framework. The study was 

conducted in 20 branches of NBP in Faisalabad and a sample size of 100 was selected. Five point 

likert scales were used to get the responses. Mean and standard deviation were calculated to know the 

relationships o variables and at last bi variate test was applied to conclude. 
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Public Service as an Employer of Choice: Study of Problems or Challenges Faced by 

National Bank of Pakistan with Respect to Recruitment and Retention 

Introduction  

Purpose of study was to analyze the major challenges in the area of  recruitment and retention 

faced by public sector of Pakistan, the impact of strategies have been adopted far to overcome these 

issues on image of the organization. For this purpose National Bank of Pakistan (NBP), the publicly 

owned bank was selected. Various studies are available that address the challenges of recruitment and 

retention, but many of them are not directly related to problems and challenges faced by public sector 

to recruit and retain best employees to be an employer of choice. The closest areas in which some 

amount of literature is available are: Employee retention in relation to customer retention (Johnston & 

Michel, 2008; Jamal & Adelowore, 2008; Yavas, etal., 2003) and quality service (Redman & 

Mathews, 1998) and how training, e-recruitment and development reduces turnover rate in banking 

sector. There is a well-developed ‘best practice’ HRM literature which argues that employment 

practices oriented to employee engagement deliver ‘win-win’ returns in employee motivation, 

commitment, retention and quality of work. The study highlights recruitment and retention efforts of 

Public sector of Pakistan to become an employer of choice in today’s competitive environment. 

According to Halepota & Irani, (2010) Pakistan is an emerging economy in south Asia and rapidly 

trying to meet challenges of modern world economy and maintaining the momentum of economic 

constancy.  Government owned institutions in Pakistan have dominated banking industry and 

accommodating the financial needs of the government, public enterprises and private sectors.  

The history of banking sector depicts the substantial growth after the establishment of Pakistan 

and perhaps, the major contributing factors of this rapid growth are swift advancement in information 

technology, economies of scale and increased emphasis on customer satisfaction and employee 

retention. This growth can be studied in three eras i.e. Pre nationalization era (1941-1973) 

nationalization period (1974-1989) and Post nationalization era (1990 to onward). Public banks 

dominated the Pakistani financial market before 1990. The financial sector liberalization and 

deregulation started with the privatization of state-owned commercial banks and encouragement of 
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private sector banks to adopt a market-based approach (Storey, Cressey, Morris, & Wilkinson, 1997). 

As consequences, amendments were made to nationalization act 1974 and private sector was 

permitted to open banks. Reforms not only minimized entry and licensing barriers, but also allowed 

banks to be tactful in foreign currency management, and removing deposit and lending rate controls 

(Perera, Skully & Wickramanayake, 2010). Three nationalized banks (MCB in April, 1991, ABL in 

September, 1991 and UBL in 2002) were privatized.  

The recent acquisitions of a local Union Bank by Standard Chartered Bank and Prime Bank by 

ABN Amro Bank indicate foreign interest in the domestic financial market (Kaleem & Ahmad, 

2008).. According to the SBP Annual Report (2006), there were thirty five commercial banks 

operating in the country, which included sixteen private banks (with 797 branches), eleven foreign 

banks (with 82 branches), four privatized banks (with 4,141 branches) and four public banks (with 

1,543 branches). The National Bank of Pakistan is one of the biggest and government owned banks in 

Pakistan, with a network of over 1200 branches locally, 18 overseas branches, 1 Subsidiary at Almaty 

(Kazakhstan) and 11 Representative Offices all over the world. It has employed more than 15,000 

people world wide. The bank claims to be an employer of choice due to its heavy investment in its 

employees as it is offering a number of opportunities of personal and professional growth i.e. Change 

Management Programs, Training of new staff and benefits like excellent working conditions, job 

satisfaction, superior leadership, and  conducive environment for growth. Training Development 

centers in various cities depict NBP’s commitment with employees and their new proficiencies 

learning needs. Employees have an opportunity to excel their entire potential and overcome the 

challenges in their career paths. The Bank has absolutely open culture where members share and 

communicate freely and keep in touch with future developments; this is facilitated by HR Forum, 

Employee Communication Program and NBP News line.  

Literature Review 

Recruitment and retention of knowledgeable workers has become a global issue. In an 

increasingly competitive global economy, the success of a firm is dependent on its ability to attract, 

retain, and engage high-value employees having skills, performance, and motivation helpful in 

achieving firm’s strategic objectives (Schweitzer & Lyons, 2008). The required skills to be effective 
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both in terms of profitability and performance varied time by time. Storey, Cressey & Wilkinson, 

(1997) discussed a distinction between the traditional retail banking with conservatism, and a risk-

averse style with an emphasis on administration and rules from which new retail banking has emerged 

with its dynamic and creative values, acute market-orientation and profit consciousness. In the same 

way Cressey and Scott (1992) “contrast the old model of banking (paternalistic, cautious, staff-as-

cost, loyalty, bureaucratic) with a new model (technocratic, performance-oriented, staff-as-resource, 

sales-oriented)”. Today as ever before, companies are striving to get and sustain competitive edge. To 

attain a dominated market position in today’s competitive global economy, Companies need grow 

fast, efficient, profitable, flexible, adaptable, and future-ready and without these qualities, it is almost 

impossible (Schuler & Jackson, 2001). The service sector is somehow different, according to Zheng, 

(2009); Budhwar et al., (2009), “services come only from people” and for success of service 

organizations attracting and retaining high quality employees has become a key problem. Recruitment 

is one of the major functions of HRM. It helps the manger to attract and select best candidates for the 

organization. Parry & Wilson, (2009), stated that recruitment “includes those practices and activities 

carried out by the organization with the primary purpose of identifying and attracting potential 

employees”. As success of service sector is depending upon the human capital so selecting and 

recruiting the right people into the service business is crucial to achieve business success (Zheng, 

2009). The top management of banks is much more committed to the careers of their employees. 

Banks promoted unitarism, encouraging an ethos of teamwork, shared interest and loyalty, a 

commitment beyond the cash nexus and a concern with the “whole man” (Storey, Cressey & 

Wilkinson, 1997). Recruitment involves the induction of talented people in the organization but the 

retention of key employees has really become a big challenge in today’s competitive environment 

especially in service sector.  Redman & Mathews, (1998); Arrowsmith & McGoldrick, (1996) 

identifies that retention of key strategic employees, especially managers and professionals can have a 

major impact on the success or failure of an organization so it has become more problematic and 

increasingly a response has been to “cast the net more widely”. Service industries like banking which 

is mostly government owned, facing a tough competition with new private entrants all over the world. 

“Although Asia has over four billion people and represents a very unique dynamic business 
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environment with thousands of MNCs operating in various countries, severe skill shortages have 

posed challenges to both manufacturing and service sector alike” (Zheng, 2009). Lievens et al., (2002)  

and Parry & Wilson, (2009) stressed that the “war for talent” means that the organizations are now 

focusing on the attraction of employees rather than selection, and as a result more competitive 

recruitment market is facing labor market shortages and recruitment difficulties. Heraculeous, et al. 

(2009), in his book explained “how the leading Singapore Airline managed to consistently deliver 

service excellence by focusing on key areas of HRM, which are stringent selection and recruitment, 

extensive investment in training and re-training of employees, building high-performance service 

delivery teams, empowerment and motivation of frontline employees by rewards, and recognition”.  

Through effective retention plans i.e. Training and career development, compensation and benefits, 

Safety and health, job satisfaction and security etc. organizations aims to make sure to keep 

employees for a long time period and attract new employees. McKinsey in 1988 forecasted that for 

the next 20 years, talent would be the most important corporate resource and the one in the shortest 

supply (Brooks, 2007). Retention is usually symbolized with various psychological factors. Mostly, 

employees leave jobs for reasons like low pay, job stability, career prospects, long work hours, and 

benefits and the managers referred that the companies who consider its employees as valued assets 

and provide them training needed to assume greater responsibility, and took their opinion with regard 

to operational changes, improving the working environment, and career progression as means of 

retaining employees, turnover rates are lower (Wildes, 2007; Sergeant & Frenkel, 1998). There are 

numerous recruitment and retention strategies that reduce the effect of turnover, save the cost of 

organizations and also increase the organization’s ability to attract new talent as reported in CIPD 

annual survey report 2007 on recruitment, retention and turnover. Investment in training and 

development is used to achieve multiple objectives including enhancing the commitment of 

employees, developing the employability of employees, and providing employees with industry and 

firm-specific knowledge (Garavan etal., 2008). Additionally, the branch networks of banks increase 

the coordination, learning opportunities and empowerment of employees. The researchers like Tuzun, 

(2009) & Elanain, (2009) believes that the stronger employee relationship  affects the attitudes and 

behaviors of the members and perceived Organizational justice in the workplace focused on 
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expanding conceptualization of fairness. Moreover, the employees more committed to the 

organization are more satisfied and who are not satisfied with their jobs will not deliver quality 

services so Job satisfaction is a function of the perceived relationship between wants of an employee 

and offers of an employer. 

Theoretical Frame Work and Research Hypothesis 

The preceding literature review suggests the research model  which employs psychological 

factors i.e. Job satisfaction, Trust, Empowerment, Learning Environment, Working conditions, 

Compensation and Benefits, Advancement, Governance and Professionalism as independent variables 

and work attitudes and behaviors as dependent variables. The three work outcomes investigated in this 

study include Employer of choice, Recruitment and Retention. Previous research has identified 

numerous demographic and organizational variables as correlates of job outcomes (Elanain, 2009). 

The demographic variables are gender, age, and tenure in the organization, pay level, Education, and 

Designation. 

H1. Each psychological factor (i.e. Job satisfaction, Trust, Empowerment, Learning 

Environment, Working conditions, Compensation and Benefits, Advancement, Governance and 

Professionalism) has a positive relationship with image as employer of choice. 

H2. Each psychological factor (i.e. Job satisfaction, Trust, Empowerment, Learning 

Environment, Working conditions, Compensation and Benefits, Advancement, Governance and 

Professionalism) has a positive relationship with recruitment efforts. 

H3. Each psychological factor (i.e. Job satisfaction, Trust, Empowerment, Learning 

Environment, Working conditions, Compensation and Benefits, Advancement, Governance and 

Professionalism) has a positive relationship with retention efforts. 

Ho. Each psychological factor (i.e. Job satisfaction, Trust, Empowerment, Learning 

Environment, Working conditions, Compensation and Benefits, Advancement, Governance and 

Professionalism) has a negative relationship with image as employer of choice, recruitment and 

retention efforts. 
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Sample and Data Collection 

This research employed a 5-point Likert scale questionnaire to measure all items. The study 

was conducted in Faisalabad, the one of the largest cities in Pakistan. To generate a variety and to 

assure the reliability of the constructed relationships, Questionnaires were distributed to 100 personnel 

in different functional areas across twenty NBP branches in Faisalabad city. Overall, 100 responses 

were received as shown in Tables I and II respectively. 

Results and Discussion 

          Respondents’ average age was 33.33 percent (26 to 35 years), and 79 percent were men. Their 

average tenure in present organization was 38% (2 to 3 years) and 42% (3 to 6 years). The average 

income of the respondents was 26% (upto Rs. 15,000), 20% (Rs. 15,001-20,000), 24% (Rs. 20,001-

25,000), 8% (Rs. 25,001-30,000) and 22% (More than 30,000)Table-2 depicts that most people (40%) 

are agree and 31% are strongly agree that Employee training and personal development is the priority 

of bank. this shows the organization is strongly committed with its employees. The second statement 

is relevant to the bank’s efforts to provide better learning opportunities as compare to its competitors. 

Mean value 3.74 Std. Dev. 1.25 clearly reveals the agreement of respondents with the statement that 

bank is providing best learning atmosphere as compare to its competitors. The positive responses 44% 

respondents are agree and 29% are strongly agreeing with the statement highlights the importance of 

learning in public sector of Pakistan (i.e. NBP) to become an employer of choice and recruit and 

retain best personnel. Above half of respondents (56%) were agreed on Performance based pay is a 

useful tool of retention and 19% were strongly agreed. this also shows a positive relation with the 

dependent variables (i.e. employer of choice, recruitment and retention). Majority of respondent (43% 

agree and 25% strongly agree) believed that NBP is a good place for people trying to get ahead in 

their career means that there are frequent career opportunities are available according to the interests 

and needs of its employees. The results also suggest that the bank is more caring about the future of 

their employees. Further, the respondents were asked about job clarity and 51% are agreed and 16% 

are strongly agreed that they know exactly what is expected of them in their job. This statement tells 

how much employees are clear about their job and expectations of management and results (mean 
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3058, std. dev.1.11) emphasis that most people know their jobs very well and are working according 

to the expectations of their superiors. The next statement, senior management respects my personal 

rights was also responded positively as 45% were agree and 17% were strongly agree. The aim was to 

know about the bank’s policy regarding working conditions and management style. Many of 

respondents have confidence in the judgment of senior management portrayed from mean 3.48 and 

1.03 std. dev. means that employees have trust in their superior management’s evaluation and actions. 

Trust may enhance the image of bank and may ease to recruit and retain knowledgeable persons in the 

bank. Management has empowered its employees and welcomes the good ideas from them, believed 

by 56% participants. The ratio describes the implementation of empowerment through 

decentralization and its positivistic approach towards outcomes o study.  the opinion of employees 

was taken to know  the nature of relationships management and staff and 61% (45% agree and 16% 

strongly agree) respondents admitted that there is a friendly relationship among management and 

employees. Therefore, the strong management employee relationships are also constructing NBP’s 

image as an employer of choice and positively affecting its recruitment and retention opportunities. 

Then to know the degree of employee influence on decision making a question was asked which was 

responded positively by 58% respondent and 21% were neither agree nor disagree with the statement. 

The large number of respondent (69% agree and strongly agree) provide evident of professionalism in 

the bank by answering the question i.e. this is just a place to work and is separate from my personal 

interests. So we may say that professionalism also enhance the image and widen recruitment and 

retention possibilities. Pay is an important tool to motivate ad retain best workers, the responses about 

next statement has proved this. 53% believed that they will leave their current jobs if they found an 

opportunity with better pay and benefits. Most people (46% agree and 18% strongly agree) are sure 

about the commitment of top management with bank’s strategic goals or policies. The question was 

asked to know the governance system and results shows it is very much strong and effective. Std. dev. 

of 1.42 reveals that bank gives a priority to its current employees to move ahead in hierarchy by 

advertising all vacancies internally. Public sector of Pakistan has a stiff competition with private 

sector in all businesses especially in banking sector so 37% respondents are agreed and 20% are 

strongly agreed that now management is more focusing on employee retention. Mean of 3.33 and std. 
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dev. 1.24 provides proofs regarding the information sharing in the organization to develop 

organization’s image and to ease its recruitment and retention procedures. Majority of people found 

pay system is fair in bank and useful for retention. According to 44% agreed and 9% strongly agreed 

respondents the jobs are well defined and coordinated in the organization shows a cooperative 

working environment and have a positive link with dependent variables. The results of next statement 

depicts that the bank do not have a strong talent pool to recruit internally. Only 32% are agree with 

statement and 21% respondents are nether agree or disagree. degree of trust is measured from next 

cross statement  36% are disagree, 4% are strongly disagree and 21% employees are neither agree nor 

disagree with the statement. This statement proved there is a greater level of trust exists between 

employees and management. The satisfaction level of workers was also high proved by the results 

(40% agree and 11% are strongly agree). 33% people have no opinion regarding the wasted time in 

organization due to poor planning where as 23% are disagree and 16% are strongly disagree with the 

question . The results shows that management has planned very well to overcome the problem of 

wasted time. To confirm the job satisfaction a cross question was asked i.e. the organization tries to 

take unfair advantage of its staff.  Overall 29% respondents were disagreeing, 18% were strongly 

disagreeing and 25% neither agree nor disagree. The organization does not believe on firing people 

this is confirmed by results 25%strongly disagree, 34%disagreeand 15% neither agree nor disagree. 

the all above results have a stronger affects on all dependent variables and various strategies adopted 

by banks mediate these affects. 

Bi-variate Analysis 

Chi-square value (11.61) shows a significant association between age of the respondents and 

outcome variables (i.e. employer of choice, recruitment and retention) with bank opportunities. The 

Gamma value shows a strong positive relationship between the variables. Its mean higher the age of 

the respondents, higher will be the satisfaction with bank opportunities.  

Chi-square value (7.63) indicates a significant association between gender and outcome 

variables (i.e. employer of choice, recruitment and retention) with bank opportunities. The Gamma 

value shows a strong positive relationship between the variables. Its mean male employees were more 

satisfied as compare to female employees.  
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Chi-square value (17.22) indicates a significant association between tenure in bank and 

outcome variables (i.e. employer of choice, recruitment and retention) with bank opportunities The 

Gamma value shows a strong positive relationship between the variables. Its mean higher the tenure, 

higher the satisfaction with bank opportunities.  

Chi-square value (44.40) shows a highly significant association between education and 

outcome variables (i.e. employer of choice, recruitment and retention) with bank opportunities The 

Gamma value shows a strong positive relationship between the variables. Its mean higher the 

education of the respondents, higher will be the satisfaction with bank opportunities.  

Chi-square value (45.08) shows a highly significant association between salary and outcome 

variables (i.e. employer of choice, recruitment and retention) with bank opportunities. The Gamma 

value shows a strong positive relationship between the variables. Its mean higher the salary of the 

respondents, higher will be the satisfaction with bank opportunities.  

Conclusions 

Various psychological factors like Job satisfaction, Trust, Empowerment, Learning 

Environment, Working conditions, Compensation and Benefits, Advancement, Governance and 

Professionalism has a positive and extensive contribution in making a public sector organization, the 

employer of choice, recruitment and retention policies. Ttable-2 reflects that all hypothesis H1, H2, 

H3 developed in study were proved except null hypothesis Ho. the employees who perceived the NBP 

as a place with less opportunities to move ahead and learn, low level of compensation and benefits, 

less empowerment and commitment and have a poor governance system with poor level of 

professionalism were more intended to leave the organization and are reluctant to get a job there in 

today’s competitive market as compare to satisfied respondents. the study has proved that more 

psychologically satisfied employees will retain in organization and will help to attract new talent pool 

and will develop the image of organization as an employer of choice. the study was in Pakistani 

context and it proved that Pakistani public organization can become an employer of choice for all 

intellectual candidates by providing psychological satisfaction to its current employee, and more able 

to  retain them. Moreover, this will also ease the recruitment process. 
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Tables 

 

Table-1: Distribution of the respondents according to their age, gender, tenure in  

  bank, education and salary. 

Age Frequency Percentage 

20-25 24 24.0 

26-30 42 42.0 

Above 30 34 34.0 

Total 100 100.0 

Gender   

Male 79 79.0 

Female 21 21.0 

Total 100 100.0 

Tenure in bank   

1-3 38 38.0 

4-6 42 42.0 

Above 6 20 20.0 

Total 100 100.0 

Education   

BA 5 5.0 

Bcom 6 6.0 

CMA 4 4.0 

Mba 31 31.0 

MBA 39 39.0 

MBAIT 4 4.0 

Mcom 2 2.0 

Master 9 9.0 

Total 100 100.0 

Salary   

Upto 15000 26 26.0 

15001-20000 20 20.0 

20001-25000 24 24.0 

25001-30000 8 8.0 

More than 30000 22 22.0 

Total 100 100.0 
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Table 2: Percent distribution, Rank order, Mean and Standard Deviation of following 

statement 

 

Statements 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither 

Agree 

Nor 

Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 

 %age %age %age %age %age 

Rank 

Order 
Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Employee training and personal development is 

the priority of bank 
5.30 15.0 9.0 40.0 31.0 1 3.77 1.19 

This bank is providing better learning 

opportunities than other organizations in this field 
11.0 6.0 10.0 44.0 29.0 2 3.74 1.25 

Performance based pay is a useful tool of retention 2.0 16.0 7.0 56.0 19.0 3 3.74 1.01 

This is a good place for people trying to get ahead 

in their career 
7.0 21.0 4.0 43.0 25.0 4 3.58 1.26 

I know exactly what is expected of me in my job 8.0 9.0 16.0 51.0 16.0 5 3.58 1.11 

Senior management respect my personal rights 7.0 15.0 16.0 45.0 17.0 6 3.50 1.15 

I have confidence in the judgment of senior 

management 
6.0 13.0 17.0 55.0 9.0 7 3.48 1.03 

New and good ideas are welcomed by 

management 
0 15.0 29.0 50.0 6.0 8 3.47 .82 

There is a friendly feeling between management 

and staff 
9.0 12.0 18.0 45.0 16.0 9 3.47 1.17 

I am empowered to take decisions 2.0 19.0 21.0 49.0 9.0 10 3.44 .97 

This is just a place to work and is separate from 

my personal interests 
9.0 16.0 6.0 63.0 6.0 11 3.41 1.11 

I left the bank if a got a job in private sector with 

extra pay and benefits 
15.0 9.0 23.0 31.0 22.0 12 3.36 1.33 

Top management is committed to company policy 17.0 13.0 6.0 46.0 18.0 13 3.35 1.37 

Bank advertise all vacancies internally 15.0 15.0 18.0 24.0 28.0 14 3.35 1.42 

Management is focusing more on employee 

retention 
14.0 14.0 15.0 37.0 20.0 15 3.35 1.33 

Management usually keeps us informed about 

things we want to know 
9.0 21.0 15.0 38.0 17.0 16 3.33 1.24 

Pay system is fair in the Bank 17.0 8.0 23.0 38.0 14.0 17 3.24 1.29 

The jobs here are well organized and co-

coordinated 
10.0 25.0 12.0 44.0 9.0 18 3.17 1.20 

Organization make use of a talent bank (ready 

candidate details saved electronically) before 

looking to recruit externally 

14.0 16.0 26.0 32.0 12.0 19 3.12 1.23 
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Management is not very interested in the feelings 

of staff 
4.0 36.0 21.0 25.0 14.0 20 3.09 1.16 

Overall I am satisfied working in this organization 21.0 20.0 8.0 40.0 11.0 21 3.00 1.38 

There is a lot of wasted time here due to poor 

planning 
16.0 23.0 33.0 24.0 4.0 22 2.77 1.11 

The organization tries to take unfair advantage of 

its staff 
18.0 29.0 25.0 24.0 4.0 23 2.67 1.15 

Firing the workers is a common practice 25.0 34.0 15.0 24.0 2.0 24 2.44 1.17 
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Table 3: Association between demographic and outcome variables (i.e. employer of  

  choice, recruitment and retention) with bank opportunities.  

 

Variables Chi-square 

value 

D.F. P-value Gamma 

Association between age and outcome 

variables (i.e. employer of choice, 

recruitment and retention) with bank 

opportunities 

11.61 4 .02* .338 

Association between gender and outcome 

variables (i.e. employer of choice, 

recruitment and retention) with bank 

opportunities 

7.63 2 .02* .643 

Association between tenure in bank and 

outcome variables (i.e. employer of choice, 

recruitment and retention)  with bank 

opportunities 

17.22 4 .00** .345 

Association between education and outcome 

variables (i.e. employer of choice, 

recruitment and retention) with bank 

opportunities 

44.40 14 .00** -.184 

Association between salary and outcome 

variables (i.e. employer of choice, 

recruitment and retention)  with bank 

opportunities 

45.08 8 .00** .404 
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Abstract 

This paper addresses the dynamic of Albanian migration during the last decade, focusing mainly on 

the dichotomy of push-pull factors, the migratory project and brain-drain trends. The one of the 

country, migration has only scarcely and economic development of research and academic debate in 

Albania. What has been said op to now on Albanian immigrants in Italy, mainly by press and media, 

had mostly been based on the accredited images and not on the fielde-research on the presence and 

contribution of immigrants to the country, labour market and society.  

This paper aims to: i) study the behavior of Albanian migrants, related to the creation, sending, 

amount and the usage of rimesses and to discover their new features; ii) provide information on the 

flow of rimesses of legal and illegal international migrants, and on the factors affecting them; iii) 

provide the respective findings for the studied issues, and give some recommendations on that bass. 
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The Dynamic and the Role of Migration in the Economic  

and Social Development of Albania 

Introduzione 

Con la stabilizzazione del regime comunista, dopo la Seconda Guerra Mondiale, l’emigrazione 

dall’Albania era proibita e non esisteva, mentre l’emigrazione interna al paese era molto limitata. 

Come conseguenza dell’azione di una serie di fattori economico-sociali e politici, cominciando dalla 

seconda metà 1990 si manifestarono atti che preannunciavano esplosioni migratorie degli albanesi. 

Anche se sono passati vent’anni, ciascuno conserva fresche nella memoria le dolorose immagini dei 

cittadini albanesi, trasmesse dall’unica televisione del tempo, quella statale, i quali cittadini, 

infrangendo le catene invisibili, sorpassarono il filo spinato ed occuparono le ambasciate degli stati 

occidentali a Tirana il 2 luglio 1990. 

In questo giorno afoso d’estate, i cosiddetti “emigranti delle ambasciate” segnarono il primo 

passo dell’emigrazione in massa che accompagnò l’Albania durante i vent’anni della transizione. Essi 

esigevano asilo politico e allontanamento dal paese. I primi profughi che si allontanarono dalla loro 

patria, furono quelli che volarono in direzione di Praga, il 9 di luglio, con un aereo militare ceco, 

riservato di solito al presidente Vaslav Havel. Ma solo 2 dei 51 profughi scelsero di rimanere lì, 

poichè gli altri preferirono spostarsi in Canadà e negli Stati Uniti.( Jacques, 1999). Così pure un 

portavoce del Ministero degli Affari Esteri a Budapest sottolineava che solo sei dai 40 profughi 

desideravano rimanere in Ungheria, mentre l’altra, parte di esso desiderava andare negli Stati Uniti. 

Grazie all’intervento delle organizzazioni internazionali ed ai negoziati del Ministro degli Esteri 

italiano, nell’oscurità della notte e con una forte scorta militare, circa 5000 persone salirono sui 

pullman partendo dalle diverse ambasciate di Tirana. Nel porto di Durazzo essi furono trasportati per 

mezzo di barche sulle navi che erano ancorate un miglio lontano dal porto. Dopo essersi allontanati 

dal porto di Durazzo, circa 540 profughi che erano sulla nave francese, navigarono per Marsiglia in 

Francia. Quattro altre navi navigarono attraverso l’Adriatico verso il porto di Brindisi in Italia (Instat 

1999). Là, a 3200 persone furono distributi caffè e biscotti e poi essi salirono sui treni con 

destinazione la Germania Occidentale (Cobani 1997).  
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“800 persone restarono temporaneamente in Italia, sottolineava Edwin Jacques – alcuni dei 

quali si stabilirono in villaggi albanesi dell’Italia meridionale oppure in Sicilia. Altri 25 

profughi si erano allontanati per andare in Grecia. Mentre il 14 di luglio, 56 profughi 

dell’ambasciata polacca volarono in direzione di Varsavia, 39 dell’ambasciata ungherese 

verso Budapest e 5 dell’ambasciata bulgara verso Sofia. Il 15 di luglio, altri 76 facevano con 

le dita il segno della vittoria “V” quando scesero in Turchia coll’aereo sponsorizzato dal 

governo turco (Jaques 1999, p: 173).  

Durante questa settimana circa 15 altre persone poterono passare il confine dalla parte della 

Jugoslavia, viaggiando nell’oscurità della notte. Durante il periodo trimestrale almeno 100 persone 

erano riuscite a passare attraverso il filo spinato nei monti e raggiungere la Grecia.  

In Italia, dei rappresentanti dell’Ufficio Emigrazione dettero loro dei questionari in cui era 

compresa anche una domanda circa la loro fede religiosa: “Di 830 persone, 621 si dichiararono 

mussulmani, 145 cattolici, 33 ortodossi e due persone dichiararono di non appartenere a nessuna 

religione” (Jacques 1999). Indipendentemente dai decenni di indottrinamento ufficiale ateo, questi 

numeri erano una viva testimonianza della fede del popolo e della disfatta del governo nei suoi 

tentativi di estirpare la religione. Nel frattempo, a Parigi, 543 profughi furono presi completamente in 

cura dallo Stato, poiché nessuno di essi aveva denaro e parlavano poco o niente il francese. Almeno 

130 di essi desideravano andare negli Stati Uniti. 

Alla fine dagli anni 80 e inizio anni 90 si erano osservati degli sbarchi clandestini di profughi 

albanesi, su mezzi di navigazione improvvisati; un fenomeno questo, in verità, tollerato dal governo e 

dalla società. Questo è stata una fase di cui si sono perdute le tracce e di cui pochi parlano, tanto meno 

la stampa ufficiale che ha ridotto il fenomeno migratorio dall’Albania verso l’Italia ai due flussi 

dell’anno ’91: quello di marzo e quello di agosto. (Barjaba & Perrone 2006). 

I primi sbarchi di quel periodo furono calorosamente accolti dalla popolazione pugliese, 

un’accoglienza questa, oltre che umanitaria anche ideologica. A quei tempi si gareggiava per 

accogliere nella propria casa, e presentare “i poveri albanesi”, “vittime del comunismo” come simboli 

della crudeltà comunista. Non bisogna dimenticare che era un periodo difficile per gli albanesi un 
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anno dopo la caduta storica del Muro di Berlino, e l’Albania, era rimasta l’ultima  roccaforte 

comunista sulle rive dell’Adriatico.  

L’Italia e la Grecia: Ponti Verso l’“Occidente” 

Sarebbero trascorsi solo pochi mesi perché l’Albania vivesse un’altro caos, quello dell’esodo in 

massa del marzo 1991 in cui: “… circa 550 profughi albanesi avevano potuto fuggire dalla parte del 

confine settentrionale. Altrettanti avevano potuto sorpassare le montagne del Sud e giungere in Grecia 

chiedendo asilo politico” (Barjaba & Perrone, 2006). 

Se ci riferiamo alle conversazioni dei rappresentanti delle organizzazioni internazionali con gli 

emigranti albanesi, le conversazioni suddette dimostrarono ampiamente che quest’esodo non aveva 

motivazioni politiche, ma era causato dalla difficile condizione economica esistente in quel periodo in 

Albania. 

Prima delle prime elezioni democratiche in Albania, esplose l’esodo in massa degli emigranti 

albanesi verso il Sud dell’Italia. Così, il 7 marzo 1991, due navi “Tirana” e “Iliria” entrarono nel porto 

di Brindisi. Entro poche ore giunsero le motonavi: “Kalmi”, “Mitat”, “Dauti”, “Kepi i Rodonit” e 

“Zadri”, la nave cisterna “Apollonia”, la nave da pesca “Sokoli” e, nel tardo pomeriggio, la nave 

“Legend” con un carico totale di 20.000 profughi (Barjaba & Perrone 2006). A questi bisogna 

aggiungere anche altri mille che scesero nei porti di Monopoli e di Otranto un giorno prima. 

Ma c’erano “… tre – quattromila altri che attendevano a Vallona, come pure a Durazzo con la 

speranza di salire su uno dei mezzi di trasporto per giungere in Italia” (Tribune 1991, p: 8). In modo 

che non fossero raggiunte da migliaia di persone radunate nel porto di Vallona, le autorità ordinarono 

che “… le navi del porto mettessero l’ancora lontano dalla riva” (Globe, 1991). 

Indipendentemente dagli sforzi per fermare l’esodo, riferendosi alla stampa del tempo, si 

sottolineava che “… lo stretto dell’Adriatico era pieno di navi, tanto da somigliare ad una delle nostre 

autostrade durante la stagione turistica” (Gainsville Sun 1991). Trovandosi dinanzi alle difficoltà, le 

autorità italiane rivolsero una supplica al governo albanese poiché frenasse l’ondata dei profughi. In 

tale contesto, il porto di Durazzo fu proclamato zona militare sotto il controllo dall’esercito. 

Le misure d’emergenza non potevano far fronte lungo tempo a venticinquemila cittadini 

albanesi, fra i quali donne e bambini, che giunsero nei porti italiani. Rifiutandosi di rimanere sulla 
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nave, essi si istallarono nel porto dormendo in sacchi plastici sotto la pioggia di marzo che aumentava 

ancor più la loro miseria. Altri dormivano sui pavimenti dei magazzini e delle scuole. Le immagini 

televisive di migliaia di profughi, costretti a dormire all’aperto nel porto ed a elemosinare il cibo per 

strada, furono causa di una valanga di critiche da parte degli stessi italiani. Essi si ricordarono che un 

tempo l’Italia esportava emigranti in massa e condannarono il trattamento fatto agli albanesi. Molti 

degli emigranti furono divisi fra i centri d’accoglienza dell’Italia meridionale e della Sicilia. Molti 

altri furono sistemati in uno stadio di Bari, costruito al tempo di Mussolini dove le condizioni sanitarie 

erano ai minimi del consentito. Alcuni di essi restarono delusi di ciò che videro nella ricca Italia, tanto 

da preferire il ritorno in patria. Altri furono rimandati indietro con la forza come rifugiati economici e 

non politici. Così, il 10 marzo, circa 1500 persone tornarono a Durazzo con la nave “Tirana” (Instat 

1991). Le autorità di Bari e di Brindisi fermarono altre 13 navi che si trovavano ancora nel porto, 

accusandole del trasporto illegale di emigranti. Le autorità del porto convinsero alcuni emigranti a 

ritornare indietro dando loro una maglietta un paio di pantaloni e circa 40 dollari per ciascuno. 

Effettivamente è vero che i cittadini pugliesi accolsero con calore e solidarietà gli immigrati 

albanesi, indipendentemente dalla legge che regolava le presenze extracomunitarie in Italia. Secondo 

la legge vigente, non si prevedeva assolutamente il permesso di soggiorno per gli albanesi tanto che fu 

necessaria una limitazione della legge per poter concedere loro il soggiorno.  

Nel frattempo, la situazione economico – sociale in Albania,  che da alcuni anni dava segni 

della crescita del numero dei disoccupati e della mancanza di cibo, peggiorava sempre di più. Il 

Ministro degli Esteri Italiano offrì un aiuto di 85 milioni di dollari, sufficiente a ricoprire gli importi 

di alimenti dell’Albania per tre mesi ed altri 50 milioni di dollari per mettere all’opera le fabbriche 

albanesi. Un tempo la Commissione Europea aveva stabilito aiuti per l’Albania di soli 5 milioni di 

dollari e 50.000 tonnellate di grano. Precisamente, partendo dai dati “riservati” di Farnesina e del 

Sistema Informativo Nazionale sulla situazione in Albania si prevedeva un caduta del sistema e per 

conseguenza prevedibili flussi migratori in direzione dell’Italia (Barjaba & Perrone 2006)  

Ciò che era preveduto, certamente sarebbe successo poco tempo dopo nel mese di agosto, 

dell’anno 1991 in cui 18.000 persone da tutta l’Albania si radunarono nelle città portuali di Durazzo e 

Valona, occupando tutte le navi e dirigendole verso le rive dell’Italia. Nel frattempo l’identica 
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situazione si presentava anche nel Sud-Est del paese in cui gli emigranti albanesi cominciavano a 

dirigersi verso il confine greco. I primi che raggiunsero la Grecia furono gli abitanti delle città di 

Argirocastro e Saranda, che avevano un’alta percentuale di popolazione minoritaria greca. 

Ma molto presto, temendo un altro grande flusso di profughi dall’Albania le autorità del 

governo italiano in modo categorico rifiutarono di ricevere altri immigrati ed erano decisi a 

scoraggiare, attraverso il rimpatrio forzato, l’arrivo di altri. Questo comportamento dimostra i veri fini 

del governo italiano come pure la legge 39/1990. In tale contesto, secondo le statistiche del tempo, 

risulta che le autorità rimpatriarono 17.000 emigranti albanesi in via aerea e marittima. Così pure, 

durante il periodo dal 1992 fino al febbraio dell’anno 1995, da parte delle autorità greche attraverso 

un’operazione soprannominata GRANATA come altrimenti sono chiamate le operazioni di espulsione 

colla violenza, furono rimpatriati in Albania 731.000 emigranti  (Goro, 1995). 

Non è casuale rammentare che la popolazione di Bari (Italia) e quella di Giannina (Grecia) si 

mobilizzò in massa, facendo un’accoglienza splendida e sorprendente, ai profughi fuggiti 

dell’Albania. Un elemento dimostrativo fu anche la media di quel tempo che prese posto nelle file 

della lunga ondata di solidarietà rivolta agli albanesi stabilitisi in questi posti. L’idea che l’Occidente 

ha “migliori condizioni di vita” seguita dalla considerazione diffusa che là “c’erano maggiori 

possibilità di trovare lavoro” costrinsero gli emigranti albanesi a scegliere senz’alcun dubbio paesi 

come l’Italia e la Grecia. Altri fattori stimolanti che determinarono l’emigrazione in questi paesi sono 

collegati alla vicinanza geografica, alla somiglianza di cultura, lingua e possibilità di trovare 

un’occupazione nel mercato del lavoro. Tutto ciò influì sulla struttura geografica dell’estensione 

dell’emigrazione dall’Albania in direzione dei paesi d’accoglienza, che differiscono l’uno dall’altro. 

Secondo i diversi sondaggi svolti negli anni 1992 e 1995 “Italia e Grecia restano in cima delle 

preferenze degli albanesi come paesi in cui orientare l’emigrazione. Così pure, gli albanesi hanno 

chiesto “di orientare l’emigrazione verso paesi preferiti come Stati Uniti, Canadà, Australia, ma il loro 

ingresso è ostacolato dalle norme vigenti e dalla possibilità reale di andare fin lì” (Barjaba & Perrone, 

2006, p: 196). 

Dopo l’anno 1991 l’emigrazione dei cittadini albanesi non venne interrotta, ma continuava a 

ritmi minori. Ciò voleva dire che l’emigrazione verso l’Occidente potenzialmente esisteva. Nel corso 
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del tempo si sono manifestate nuove varianti degli schemi di movimento degli emigranti albanesi 

collegati ai canali clandestini di emigrazione.  

I canali illegittimi sfruttati dagli albanesi per l’emigrazione sono tre: 

- Il confine greco – albanese dove il passaggio si svolge in modo non organizzatto, a piedi ed 

è spontaneo ed individuale 

- I taxi che percorrono la strada Tirana, Korça – Atene  

- Il confine Valona – Otranto che è divenuto il più diffuso, con gli altri porti piccoli e 

“segreti” albanesi che vengono riattivizzati secondo le circostanze. 

Queste due ultime forme facevano parte dell’emigrazione organizzata e con strutture stabili e 

funzionali. La flessibilità di quest’industria illegale restò imprevedibile perché le leggi vigenti 

costringevano la gente a pagare grosse somme di denaro in lek o in moneta estera (dollari, lire 

italiane, euro ecc.) agli organizzatori del traffico clandestino, senza contare i rischi che li 

minacciavano lungo la via per l’Occidente.  

L’analisi dell’evoluzione dell’emigrazione albanese ha una speciale importanza per rispecchiare 

chiaramente l’effettività dei processi migratori. Secondo calcoli particolari, risulta che il numero degli 

emigranti albanesi che vivevano all’estero era 220.000 persone, di cui 200.000 dell’età di 18 anni. 

Dopo quattro mesi, alla fine del luglio 1992 il numero generale degli emigranti che vivevano fuori 

dell’Albania è stimato a 280.000 persone. Nell’ottobre dell’anno 1992, si ritiene che il numero 

generale degli emigranti sia di 300.000 persone. 

Mentre nell’anno 1995, il numero degli emigranti albanesi era di circa 450.000 persone, uguale 

a 14% della popolazione generale del paese, 26% della popolazione in età lavorativa, 35% della forza 

operaia, 43% della popolazione stabilita in posti di lavoro e 263% del numero registrato negli uffici di 

lavoro. Secondo i gruppi di età la struttura dell’emigrazione in percentuale durante gli anni 1992-2003 

si presenta cosi: (UNDP, 1995). 

Gruppi di età   In % 

0-14 anni   0,8 

15-19 anni   19,5 

20-29 anni   50 
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30-39 anni   21 

40-59 anni   7,3 

60 anni ed oltre        1,4 

La storia degli ultimi anni ha dimostrato che questi due paesi presentano anche oggi il maggior 

numero di emigranti. Dall’analisi confrontata dei dati risulta che l’emigrazione dei paesi dell’Europa 

dell’Est durante il periodo di transizione dimostra che l’intensità di emigrazione in Albania è stata 

“…circa 6 volte maggiore della media dei paesi balcanici come la ex Jugoslavia, Bulgaria e Romania” 

(Misja, 1995). Così, secondo la valutazione della Commissione di Migrazione, Rifugiati e Demografia 

del Consiglio di Europa che compilò il rapporto dei cittadini albanesi, lontani dal loro paese, risulta 

che dopo l’esodo, cominciato nel luglio dell’anno 1990 e sino alla fine dell’anno 2003, il numero 

degli albanesi che vivono oltre i confini della Repubblica d’Albania è calcolato a 800 mila persone, 

500 mila dei quali vivono in Grecia, 200 mila in Italia e il restante 100 mila vive in altri paesi europei 

e nell’America del Nord. 

Cifre diverse presenta l’INSTAT secondo cui il numero degli emigranti dall’anno 1989 fino al 

2001 si calcola a 600 mila. Il numero di persone che hanno lasciato l’Albania cresce in modo 

inquietante. Così che nell’anno 1999 nel mondo si contavano 742 mila emigranti albanesi mentre alla 

fine dell’anno 2005 si calcolavano 1 milione e 100 mila di questi. Ciò vuol dire che entro 6 anni di 

una relativa stabilità politica e crescita economica, dall’Albania hanno emigrato 350 mila persone in 

più. Anche se bene integrati, gli emigranti albanesi hanno avuto una posizione marginalizzata da parte 

delle società dei paesi che li accolsero. Il trattamento riservato a loro dai popoli che li ospitarono fu 

spesso pieno di pregiudizi diventando la pecora nera tra le varie nazionalità di emigranti, specialmente 

negli stati vicini come l’Italia e la Grecia.  Nel focolaio dei motivi dei movimenti di emigrazione si 

possono evidenziare i valori tradizionali della famiglia albanese come il sentimento di solidarietà, 

d’amore, di rispetto, di devozione fra i suoi membri. Questi valori costituiscono uno dei fattori più 

importanti che assicurano il benessere di questa cellula base della società, dando forza ai suoi membri 

di affrontare le difficoltà sociali. 

Nel frattempo, malgrado gli ostacoli che hanno avuto, molti albanesi hanno raggiunto 

un’integrazione dinamica social-economica incredibile indipendentemente dalle colorazioni negative 
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che spesso i media dei due paesi sopracittati hanno voluto dare all’imaggine degli emigranti albanesi. 

Essi si sono sforzati a conservare e coltivare la loro lingua e le loro tradizioni etnografiche e così pure 

hanno creato società culturali. La presenza di esse le quali non hanno mire politiche, nazionalistiche, 

non è solo nell’interesse degli emigranti albanesi, ma anche della varietà culturale europea e balcanica 

che viene dal passato. Ma il lato brutto della medaglia del processo di integrazione è che non di rado 

questi tentativi siano terminati con incidenti e vittime. Gli scontri hanno accresciuto i segni di 

razzismo in dosi paurose. 

Durante i vent’anni di transizione, la società albanese ha conosciuto solo emigrazioni miranti a 

lasciare l’Albania e molti pochi casi di emigranti tornati nuovamente al proprio paese. Non esistono 

cifre esatte riguardo agli emigranti tornati in Albania e in modo simile sono pochi i dati riguardo 

all’impatto da essi avuto nel paese d’origine. Indipendentemente da ciò, molti studiosi analizzano in 

generale due forme di ritorno degli emigranti, quella volontaria e quella obbligatoria. I primi 

emigranti tornati in patria risalgono agli anni 90 in cui la maggior parte venne rimpatriata per 

mancanza di documenti mentre un’altra parte restò in Albania e decise di usare il poco denaro 

guadagnato nell’emigrazione. Però penso che questo ritorno non abbia avuto alcun effetto o risultati 

riguardo all’economia del paese in quel periodo che conobbe il suo vertice con il fallimento delle 

società finanziarie piramidali nell’anno 1997. 

Anche negli anni seguenti la maggior parte di quelli che ritornarono era costituita da emigranti 

rimpatriati. Secondo i calcoli, durante l’anno 2004 risulta che 30 mila albanesi i quali non riuscirono a 

completare i loro documenti sono tornati in Albania. 

Durante gli ultimi anni, con l’aumento della stabilità economica e politica, pare sia cresciuto 

anche il numero degli emigranti che desiderano costruire il loro avvenire in Albania, anche se le cifre 

che riguardano ciò sono ancora minime. La maggioranza degli emigranti che hanno famiglia ha 

difficoltà a tornare in patria, dato che i loro figli sono integrati con successo nei paesi ospitali e il loro 

ritorno in Albania sottintenderebbe una seconda emigrazione, ma questa volta in un paese povero. I 

paesi in cui si trovano i famigliari degli emigranti durante il periodo 1990-2003, sono l’Italia, la 

Grecia, la Germania, gli Stati Uniti d’America ecc. 
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Preferenza 1992  1995  2003 

   1  Grecia  Grecia  Grecia 

   2  Germania  Italia  Italia 

   3  Stati Uniti Germania Germania 

   4  Italia  Stati Uniti Stati Uniti 

   5  Altri paesi Altri paesi Altri paesi 

La suddetta presentazione ha somiglianza con la normale tipologia della diffusione della 

diaspora albanese nel mondo tenendo conto, sia della diaspora antica (prima dell’anno 1944) così pure 

di quella moderna (1945-1990) e della contemporanea (dopo l’anno 1990). L’abbassamento per ciò 

che riguarda gli Stati Uniti dal 1992 al 1995 dimostra l’aumento del peso specifico dell’emigrazione 

contemporanea cioè diretta principalmente verso la Grecia, l’Italia e gli altri paesi europei in rapporto 

all’emigrazione antica o moderna (verso gli Stati Uniti o altri paesi lontani dell’America Latina). 

Un’altra ragione che ostacola il ritorno degli emigranti è il loro paese natale. Una gran parte di essi 

hanno vissuto in profonde zone di montagna oppure nei villaggi poverissimi e il ritorno dalle grandi 

metropoli in queste zone rurali con poche possibilità di sviluppo, è inimmaginabile. L’emigrazione 

albanese continua ad essere in un periodo di trannsizione anche se è sensibilmente diminuita 

l’emigrazione illegale e non organizzata. Gli emigranti albanesi, nella maggioranza dei casi, lavorano 

in settori poco qualificati e non preferiti dagli abitanti del paese. Essi servono come meccanismo 

regolatore nel mercato del lavoro e contribuiscono all’aumento della produzione nel paese. 

L’Emigrazione dell’Élite 

Però bisogna sottolineare il fatto che nei processi migratori è vastamente compresa anche l’élite 

intellettuale. L’emigrazione dell’élite ha alcune caratteristiche diverse da quelle degli altri gruppi 

sociali emigrati. Gli studi dimostrano che durante il periodo 1990-2003, circa il 45% dei professorì e 

degli studiosi delle università e delle istituzioni hanno emigrato e la maggioranza delle persone 

istruite desidera emigrare per un lungo periodo di tempo o per sempre. L’emigrazione dell’élite 

istruita e preparata cominciò immeditamente dopo la prima ondata di emigrazione in massa degli 

albanesi. Fino all’anno 1994 il flusso degli emigranti albanesi era diretto principalmente verso la 

Grecia e l’Italia e, in minoranza, verso altri paesi quali la Francia e la Germania. Più tardi cominciò 
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l’emigrazione verso gli Stati Uniti ed il Canadà che dopo l’anno 2000 sono divenuti i paesi di 

destinazione preferita per l’élite intellettuale, accademica ed universitaria. Bisogna sottolineare il fatto 

che la maggioranza degli specialisti qualificati che hanno emigrato non lavorano nei posti di lavoro 

base delle loro professioni e specialità o qualificazione. Durante l’anno 2003, la percentuale di 

specialisti diretta nei paesi occidentali variava dal 74% in Grecia, 67% in Italia, 58% in Austria e 70% 

negli Stati Uniti. Se le condizioni economiche e sociali nel paese non miglioreranno, l’emigrazione 

del cervello albanese continuerà a ritmi elevati, partendo anche dal fatto che la legislazione albanese 

non ostacola l’emigrazione ed il libero movimento delle persone. Una delle mire delle politiche di 

emigrazione proclamate negli anni dai governi albanesi è anche il ritorno dell’élite nel paese, come 

un’esperienza che ha apportato agli altri paesi il cambiamento della performanza politica ed 

economica grazie all’esperienza acquistata nei paesi evoluti. 

Il Ruolo delle Rimesse  nella Stimolazione dello Sviluppo Economico e Sociale 

 Il ruolo degli emigranti albanesi nella stimolazione e nello sviluppo economico dell’Albania 

può essere analizzato e spiegato col loro comportamento riguardo alla creazione, invio, misura e uso 

delle rimesse. Gli studiosi hanno messo in evidenza che l’emigrazione degli albanesi ha mirato 

sempre alla trasformazione di un fattore importante dello sviluppo economico e sociale del paese. 

Attualmente le rimesse sono uno dei fattori principali del mitigamento della povertà in Albania e 

dell’aumento delle entrate di un grande numero di famiglie. L’Albania ha guadagnato continuamente 

dai propri emigranti. Durante i vent’anni della democrazia, le rimesse o diversamente dette gli invii in 

valuta degli emigranti nella madrepatria sono state un considerevole aiuto economico non solo per le 

loro famìglie, ma anche per il progresso social-economico del paese nella sua totalità. Queste sono 

valutate come l’aspetto di maggior successo dell’emigrazione in Albania. É difficile riferire cifre 

esatte delle rimesse per il fatto stesso che una parte di esse viene inviata per mezzo di canali informali. 

Un’immagine approssimativa dell’importanza degli invii degli emigranti nella struttura delle entrate 

delle famiglie albanesi per l’anno 1992, evidenziano che 23,3% del totale delle entrate delle famiglie 

viene coperta dall’emigrazione all’estero. Nelle famiglie che hanno all’estereo degli emigranti, le 

entrate dall’emigrazione sono 2,5 volte maggiori delle entrate medie di ogni tipo di una famiglia 

albanese (Misja & Misja, 1993). Così pure i dati della Banca d’Albania dimostrano che al totale la 
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somma annuale delle rimesse inviate per vie legali ma anche illegali ha conosciuto un aumento 

durante gli anni 1992-1993 che si conta fra 200 e 800 milioni di dollari all’anno ossia il 58% del 

valore delle importazioni, 15% del prodotto interno lordo (PIL) e oltrepassa due volte il livello delle 

importazioni del paese. Riferendosi a queste cifre le rimesse hanno conosciuto un aumento anche 

durante gli anni 1992-1996, ma hanno subito una caduta nella metà dell’anno 1997 e poi nuovamente 

hanno conosciuto un altro aumento negli anni seguenti, per giungere ad un miliardo di dollari nel 

2004. I risultati dello sviluppo economico durante il periodo della transizione testimoniano del ruolo e 

l’aiuto degli emigranti. Secondo il rapporto dell’UNDP durante il periodo 1993-1996 si sottolinea che 

“...gli invii degli emigranti albanesi sono calcolati 350-450 milioni US di dollari per anno, 

rappresentando il 24% del prodotto interno lordo (PIL). 

L’importanza delle rimesse per l’economia albanese può essere valutata anche attraverso i loro 

rapporti cogli investimenti diretti stranieri e l’aiuto straniero. Durante il periodo 1992-2002 gli 

investimenti diretti stranieri accumulati nell’economia albanese furono 928 milioni di USD mentre i 

flussi accumulati delle rimesse furono anche maggiori dell’aiuto straniero che l’Albania ha ricevuto 

ogni anno dalle istituzioni internazionali (CSET, 2004). Ma in questo periodo, malgrado 

l’emigrazione, la disoccupazione del paese è stata molto alta, specialmente dopo la fusione delle ex-

cooperative, le fattorie e le imprese produttive ecc. In questo tempo le nuove forme di applicazione 

delle politiche economiche e monetarie che stimolano gli invii in valuta degli emigranti nella  

madrepatria, in funzione dello sviluppo economico, l’aumento degli investimenti, dei prodotti, del 

rapido investimento dei fondi in valuta ecc. influirono positivamente nell’aumento dell’effetività 

social-economica dell’emigrazione. 

Nel mezzo degli anni ‘90, calcolato in cifre, il numero degli emigranti che lasciarono il paese 

era circa di 400.000 persone il cui quasi 90 per cento si trovava in Grecia. Lo splendore delle rimesse 

nei primi anni del periodo di transizione (quasi 70 milioni di dollari) ricevette il colpo maggiormente 

duro dopo la caduta delle società piramidali nell’anno 1997. 

Riferendosi all’uso, le rimesse conobbero alcuni modi di essere spese: nel primo caso nel 

consumo di cibo, vestiti e assestamenti delle abitazioni; in secondo caso sono state usate nei riti e gli 

avvenimenti famigliari come nozze, battesimi, morti ecc. In terzo caso sono state spese per finanziare 
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l’educazione della giovane generazione assicurandole un avvenire migliore; e in quarto caso sono 

state risparmiate per essere usate in caso di emergenza come ad. es. le malattie ecc. Gli invii in valuta 

degli emigranti nella patria d’origine sono espressione dei sentimenti d’incoraggiamento, amore e 

devozione creati dai sani rapporti fra i membri di una famiglia di età e sesso diversi. 
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Abstract 

This study aims to show how Caryl Churchill, a woman feminist playwright has played a significant 

role in contemporary literary studies. Churchill’s plays mostly illustrate the oppression of women in 

patriarchal societies. By illustrating these subjugated and oppressed female characters, Churchill 

strikes the attention of the audience and make them to criticize the established social and economical 

norms. The blatant abuse of women in male dominated societies had resulted in a continuous struggle 

by them throughout history who fought for equal opportunities as they attempted to improve their 

positions in the society they lived in. In this regard, in researcher’s opinion Churchill also illustrates 

some subverssive characters among these oppresed women that although cannot change the present 

situation, they defy the conventional norms and  challenge for their rights. This study places its crucial 

lens on portraying these impressive female characters in Churchill’s selected plays, Vinegar Tom 

(1976), Cloud Nine (1979), and Top Girls (1982). It also aims to focus on social construction of 

gender in the characters of these selected plays. 

Keywords: Feminist Plays, Agency, Subjectivity, Social Construction of Gender, Drag, 

Performativity. 
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Impressive Female Figures in Three Selected Plays of Caryl Churchill 

Introduction 

It is a wide-held belief that women belonging to the lower strata of society in the economic 

sense are more likely to be victims of male oppression than their counterparts belonging to the more 

financially stable upper classes. However, it must be noted that the latter can still be oppressed in a 

number of other ways – socially, emotionally or psychologically. For example, historically women 

were not given the same privileges and opportunities as men in terms of education, freedom or rights. 

In addition, women have also been subjected to male violence due to their generally weaker physical 

nature. In other words, it can be safely assumed that women are oppressed everywhere in the political, 

social, and economic domains. Sometimes, they are not even allowed to vote, to take part in political, 

social and economic activities. They are not even allowed to challenge gender discrimination, 

marginalization and oppression. 

In illustrating such situations, creative writers have played their part in this struggle by 

challenging prevailing assumptions and stereotypes about women. For instance, they have highlighted 

women’s suffering by providing them a space so that their voices can be heard and the views listened 

to. Accordingly, the development of theatre had also played its part: women playwrights helped to 

foreground issues about women’s struggle against patriarchal dominance in their plays. It is 

worthwhile to note that theatre had provided an avenue for women’s voices to be heard in the public 

arena. In other words, theatre was not just a performance to be appreciated aesthetically but 

incorporated social criticism.  Aston declares that “theatre can help women to see their lives 

politically: to raise awareness of oppression and to encourage women’s creativity” (Aston, 1999, 2). 

Accordingly, several feminist playwrights such as Pam Gems’s Dusa, Fish, Stas and Vi 

(1975), Michelene Wandor’s Care and Control (1977) and Megan Terry’s Comings and Goings 

(1966) have attempted to articulate women’s oppressed state in their works.  

Such performances bring into focus the issues of social identities and subcultures of class, 

race, ethnicity, gender and sexuality into mainstream theatre, and created many great roles for women. 

Issues about sexual orientations and the painful experience of men’s behaviour towards women have 
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been some of the themes of such plays. For instance, Gem’s Dusa, Fish, Stas and Vi (1975) is a play 

that explores issues related to oppressed young women living apart from their lovers or husbands who 

struggle against all odds to pull together the crushed strand of their lives. With regard to this, Keyssar  

notes that “each woman’s battle for strength and survival inspires the others and points to deep social 

structures that support patriarchy and women’s own weak self-image” (Keyssar, 1984, 133). 

In order to pay more attention to women and their lives, feminist playwrights have also used 

another technique which is the absence of men on stage. Megan Terry is one of the feminist 

dramatists who used this technique. In Hothouse (1974), for example, all central characters are 

females. Caryl Churchill and Pam Gem are other feminist dramatists who have also used this 

technique. The aim of these dramatists has been to ‘dismiss’ the role of men while highlighting the 

role of women.  

Women’s role in a historical context has also been one of the techniques employed. Caryl 

Churchill’s Vinegar Tom (1976), Light shining in Buckinghamshire (1976), and Cloud Nine (1979) 

and Wendy Kesselman’s My Sister in This House (1988)are examples of plays that highlight the 

social roles of women through history.  

It ought to be noted that the establishment of different theatre companies was an important 

milestone for feminist playwrights, as they invited women to write for them. This provided the 

opportunity for women playwrights to write scripts that could be performed on stage. Women 

playwrights have also been specially commissioned by certain production companies to work with the 

players and director to develop scripts. Pam Gems, Michelene Wandor, and Caryl Churchill have all 

had the opportunity to do this in Britain. Such a development had augured well for women 

playwrights attempting to explore themes related to oppression and gender inequalities. For the period 

of seventies, Feminist theatre groups with the aim of considering women’s subjects established. 

Godiwala expresses that “with the gradual incorporation of women in all walks of life came the 

awareness of women’s issues in mainstream theatre; as more and more women wrote for the 

mainstream, the interest in a ghettoized women’s theatre diminished.” (Godiwala, 2003, 51) 

In relation to the above, the researcher  strongly believes that Churchill’s collaboration with 

Joint Stock Theatre group had provided an avenue for her to use innovative theatrical devices that 
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helped to conceptualize the internal dialogue related to women issues of her characters. In the 

introduction section of Vinegar Tom, Churchill claims that she is appreciative of the opportunity that 

provided her with an avenue to exercise innovation in the field of drama. 

In this study the researcher  conducts a close feminist reading on Churchill’s plays for various 

reasons. Apart from the fact that she has been a prolific writer of plays that deals with politics and 

oppression, she has been noted as one of the first leading women playwrights in England who 

managed to incorporate successfully a feminist style of writing in plays that mainly focus on the 

social roles and subjugated position of women in society. This study however, aims to shift this focus 

by showing how Caryl Churchill, a woman feminist playwright has played a significant role in 

contemporary literary studies. 

Method 

Different feminists scholars suggested methods and theories on literary works. For example, a 

study of the way Caryl Churchill presents various oppressions of marginalized groups derived from 

patriarchal studies and class differences. In addition, several feminist researchers attempted to 

examine Judith Butler’s gender study in relation to the marginalized groups in Churchill’s plays. 

Borrowing from Butler’s concepts, the researchers focuses on the subversive groups in this study. In 

this sense, the researcher looks closely at two of the key terms of Butler’s writing in an attempt to 

clarify subjectivity, agency and social construction of gender that relate to subversive characters of 

this study.  

Agency 
 

Normally, agency refers to the capacity of subjects to cause an event or action to happen, so it 

underpins the claim that women and other marginalized groups can liberate themselves from 

oppression because, that is, they are agents who can make things happen. Accordingly, agency in the 

context of this paper can be defined as:  “the social conditions for and requirements of action, as well 

as with the internal and external barriers to action” (Encyclopedia of Feminist Theories, 2002, 15). 

Hence, the notion of agency is vital for feminist theorists and activists seeking to identify the causes 

of women's subordination and oppression, and possibilities for their self-realisation and freedom  
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Butler takes a different view to subjectivity than those conventionally used which assumes a 

self with free will, and thus the capacity to act – a signifying social practice that allow women to act 

freely.  

Critics of Butler, some of whom look at it through voluntarist politics perspective or as a form 

of determinism, however, argue that if women are socially constructed, it will be improbable for them 

to have free will as evident in the following observation by Lloyd: 

Some interlocutors, including the sympathetic, regarded Butler as legislating voluntarist (even 

hyper-voluntarist) politics where subversive gender identities could be fabricated and 

reshaped at will; where subjects could deliberately make ‘gender trouble’. Paradoxically, 

other argued that performativity was a form of determinism where, depressingly, subjects 

were inextricably locked into oppressive relations of power but unable to change them. 

Contemplating this paradox Julia Walker comments that Butler’s theory ‘appears to be 

premised upon a contradictory model of agency’. On the one hand, it suggests a limited, 

discursively constituted subject, while on the other; it implies ‘a voluntarist subject capable of 

exerting a parodistic will’ (Lloyd, 2007, 57).  

 
Butler asserts that “The controversy over the meaning of construction appears to founder on 

the conventional philosophical polarity between free will and determinism” Agency is a complex term 

with a long history (Gender Trouble, 12).   

In Lloyd’s view, agency has a long history:  

Historically and culturally dominant idea of agency is the opposition of freedom to 

power….Historically, of course, these attributes of agency were seen to accrue to men only 

(or rather to men of a certain kind). Feminists, nevertheless, appropriated this conception 

(sometimes in partially revised form) for themselves. They argued strongly for women to be 

recognized as agents capable of acting on and thus transforming the world (Lloyd, 2005, 92).  

 
Butler also tends to locate “agency in resistance, in the “possibility of a variations of 

repetitions” of those various sustained social performances which constitute our identities” (Webster, 

2000, 11).  Unlike De Beauvoir who believes that “agency is clearly a capacity of the subject, for 
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Butler it is an effect of the subject. That is to say, it is not, for Butler, a quality or attribute which 

subjects somehow posses and deliberately exercise, but rather is an effect of the very processes 

through which they are constituted as subjects…. Insofar Butler also emphasizes the sense in which 

there can be no separation of the ‘doer’ from the ‘deed’. The ‘doer’ for Butler, is always constituted in 

and through the ‘deed’” (Webster, 2000, 12).  

 Subjectivity 

The work of Butler raises important questions about subjectivity, and calls for a re-

conception of the subject as unstable. “This instability is the result of the disruption of the sequence 

of desire following from gender, following from sex….Butler argues that the only way for the subject 

to exercise agency is through the variance of performance within constituting discourses and the 

occupation of multiple roles. Though Butler insists on the agency of the destabilized subject, she has 

never explained precisely how this agency is possible to the satisfaction of her critics” (Whitaker, 

2007, 4).   

Results 

This study focuses on the impressive subversive characters of Caryl Churchill’s three plays. 

However, before concentrating on these characters, the plays are introduced briefly. The first selected 

play, Vinegar Tom is written for Monstrous Regiment, a theatre company that focuses on issues 

related to women and feminism. Regarding Vinegar Tom the company initiated the idea for a play 

about witchcraft. Churchill scrutinized the interaction of witches with gender issues and socio- 

economic conditions. The play is written in twenty- one short episodes. She focused on “the material 

conditions of characters’ lives [which] are constantly in the foreground functioning as an active 

antagonist with which all facets of the society struggle” (Merrill, 1987, 76). Churchill dealt with 

economic inequalities and patriarchal attitudes which work together to concentrate on witches, 

witchcraft and women as the victims of this notion as well as how Christianity and society confront 

with them. 

Cloud Nine (1979) another Churchill’s play and the second play to be analysed in this study 

was first staged in 1979 by Joint Stock Theatre group. The major theme of the play is “sexual 
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politics”. As stated by Churchill herself the term is implied from the idea that “the starting point for 

our research was to talk about ourselves and share our very different attitudes and experience” 

(Churchill, Introduction to Cloud Nine). The idea of “sexual politics” caused some writers such as 

Elizabeth Russell, Phyllis R. Randal and Joanne Klein to concentrate on this notion. Some like 

Russell to connect it to Kate Millett’s Sexual Politics (1968) especially when she maintains that “the 

term “politics” shall refer to power-structured relationships, arrangements whereby one group of 

persons is controlled by another” (Millet, 1987, 23). 

Top Girls, the third play to be analyzed in this study was also first staged in 1982 by Joint 

Stock Theatre group. In order to pay more attention to women and their lives, Churchill used a 

theatrical technique in Top Girls through which only females are cast on the stage. This way, 

Churchill tended to revolutionarily highlight the role of women which was long forgotten throughout 

the history. She also intended to break the silence of women in drama. The way Churchill employed 

innovative theatrical devices while working with Joint Stock Theatre Group assisted her to 

conceptualize the dialogues about women’s issues. 

In all the above-mentioned plays, Churchill depicted oppressed and powerless women who 

live in patriarchal societies in which they are placed at a disadvantageous and deprived position. A 

patriarchal society in this sense can be considered as a male-dominated society that allows the 

subjugation and oppression of women by men. In such societies, it is a norm to accept the male as 

more valuable than the female as reflected in the following claim by Zalewski: “what gets associated 

with men and masculinity is generally given a higher value than things associated with women and 

femininity” (Zalewski, 2000, 11-12).  

 Demonstrating these characters Churchill aimed to force the audience to understand female 

problem. She compeled the audience to take sides with the oppressed women. By illustrating these 

subjugated characters, Churchill strikes the attention of the audience and make them to criticize the 

established social and economical norms. However, in researcher’s opinion she also illustrates some 

subverssive characters among these oppresed women that although cannot change the present 

situation, they defy the conventional norms and  challenge for their rights. This study places its 

critical lens on portraying these impressive female characters in Churchill’s selected plays. 
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 Vinegar Tom and the Stereotypical Witches 

The setting of Vinegar Tom is seventeenth century English witchcraft. Five women in the play 

are accused of witchcraft:  Joan, who is an old poor woman; Alice, who has sex outside of marriage; 

Susan, who attempts birth control; Betty, who does not want to get married; and Ellen, a “cunning 

woman” who practices healing.  Joan and Ellen are hanged, Alice and Susan probably will be, and 

Betty is tortured until she agrees to get married.  

The women then accused of being witches. Indeed, as Churchill asserts, accusing women of 

being witches “existed in the minds of its persecutors” (Churchill, 1985, 129). These women are 

“subordinated social groups through stereotypes” (Cassidy, 2002, 4566) and the weakest members of 

the community.  

These working class women are the abjects who are not subjects in patriarchal-capitalist 

social context in which they live. In such a society they cannot live freely as they belong to the 

“unliveable and uninhabitable” zones of social life (Butler, 1993, 3). Also as  according to Butler 

“subversion must be a cultural practice”(Lloyd, 2007, 54), the unconventional women are calturally 

subverted. Indeed, according to Showalter these women are dwellers of a place described as “the wild 

zone”. In patriarchal dominated society, they are regarded as rebellious and unconventional. In this 

sense, they belong to the “wild zone” proposed by Ardener's “model of women’s culture” (Showalter, 

1981, 199). This cultural model for women speaks of “women's culture spatially which stands for an 

area which is literally no-man's-land, a place forbidden to men.… For some feminist critics the wild 

zone, or “female space”, must be the address of a genuinely women-centred criticism and theory 

whose shared project is to make the invisible visible, to make the silent speak” (Showalter, 1981, 

201). The working class women who are known as witches are according to Ardener “con-stitute a 

muted group, the boundaries of whose culture and reality over-lap, but are not wholly contained by, 

the dominant (male) group… A model of the cultural situation of women is crucial to understanding 

how they are perceived by the dominant group” (Showalter, 1981,199). The dominated group 

(patriarchal- capitalist) withdrew and “treated [them] as deviant or simply ignored” (Showalter, 1981, 

199) them from society as they entered the wild zone, to a no man’s land in which they can be 
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unconventional. The following sub-section will discuss the most subverssive  witche in the play who 

reflects the above assertion.  

 The Autonomous Liberated Alice 

Alice is the major subversive character of the play who is opposite to all other stereotypical 

witches. She is a woman who is given voice and agency to re-delineate patriarchal and heterosexual 

conventional terms more than other stereotypical women.  She is according to some feminists like 

Lisa Cassidy a “self-confident, self-assertive woman [who] is out of step with prevalent gender 

norms, and a mother who is not unstintingly devoted to her child is likely to be perceived as selfish 

and face severe social censure” (Cassidy, 2002, 4568). 

Although from the beginning Alice searched for freedom and tries to challenge the patriarchal 

and capitalist notions, she is unable to change the norms. In order to anihilate women’s agencies 

including Alice’s agency, patriarchal society regarded them as subordinate. Moya Lloyd in Beyond 

Identity Politics Feminism, Power & Politics asserts “Women’s agency is effaced; their negotiation of 

gendered identity and practices of femininity occluded; and they are presented, instead, as creatures 

upon which gender stamps its imprint” (Lloyd, 2005,91). 

 As these statements illustrate, lacking the right to voice and obtain agency make the 

stereotypical witches to be subordinate. From the beginning, she  subversively freed herself from the 

hegemonic norms and lived according to her own desires. She was not similar to her mother and other 

silent women who unwillingly surrendered to the patriarchal and capitalist agents. These agents 

imposed witchery on the stereotypical witches and constituted socially subjugated witchcraft over 

them. However, Alice did not accept that she is a witch so, from the beginning she has agency. Also, 

at the end when Alice bravely wishes to be a witch to revenge the patriarchal and capitalist agents 

who wickedly jailed her is a subversive character who obtains agency and subjectivity as she threats 

their power and authorities.   

  Alice, the revolutionary character, could be the feminist voice in general and Churtchill’s 

voice in particular. She is granted voice, whilst other marginalized groups of stereotypical witches 

remained muted and submissive. Alice who speaks up is also given agency to challenge about gender 
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discriminations in the world of patriarchy and capitalism from a subversive view point which is not to 

be spoken about or represented by the Churchill herself. Alice’s agency overtures Churchill’s 

voice. Indeed, Churchill transmits her feminine voice which condemns these two authorities through 

this subversive character. Alice who has agency is also more impressive for the audience than other 

silent marginalized groups as opposite to other women she struggled for her rights. Her revolutionary 

statements at the end of the play could act as a starting point for women’s revolution aiming at 

restricting the patriarchal-capitalist forces by opposing the society’s oppressive agents. Here we 

conclude that Churchill against de Beauvoir believes that women are subjects rather than “Other” with 

a negative sense. For de Beauvoir “to be the Other is to be the non-subject, the non-person, the non-

agent” (Cassidy, 2002, 4564). However, Churchill proves that women can be subject and can have 

agency. Although the women are regarded as “subordinated, diminished, and belittled” (Cassidy, 

2002, 4564) by patriarchal and capitalist agents, some women like Alice struggle the norms of these 

authorities and demand their rights. 

Neglecting Alice as the “Other” lead us to give her subjectivity. Sahih proposes, “The idea 

that the subject is not a pre-existing, essential entity and that our identities are constructed, means that 

it is possible for identities to be reconstructed in ways that challenge and subvert existing power 

structures” (Salih, 2000, 11). Opposite to some other working class objects (women) of the play, Alice 

is the subject. Her identity as Salih claims is constructed as although she is from working class 

communities “who are routinely marginalized or objectified may come to see themselves as less 

worthy or capable human beings whose role is to support, or even service, men…These forms of 

socialization can prevent women from formulating or embracing any personal system of values. (K 

Abrams, 1999, 819), her identity is constructed somehow to challenge and subvert the existing power 

of patriarchal and capitalist agents. In addition, according to Simone de Beauvoir men are subject and 

women are Other: 

 He is the Subject, he is the Absolute—she is the “Other,” sums up why the self is such an 

important issue for feminism. To be the Other is to be the non-subject, the non-person, the 

non-agent—in short, the mere body…and in cultural stereotypes, women's selfhood has been 
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systematically subordinated, diminished, and belittled, when it has not been outright denied 

(Cassidy, 2002, 4564).  

Cloud Nine and Subversive Gender Identity 

Cloud Nine consists of two Acts with different settings: the play’s first Act presents an 

unconventional, white British family. It is unconventional because there are members in the family 

who are queer, the effects of which remain obvious in their lives as shown in the second Act. On the 

surface, the family of Act One appear to be very strict and conventional whereas in Act Two the 

family is anything but traditional and the members of the family are not under the oppressive forces of 

patriarchy.   

In the play there are different kinds of subversive gender identities. For example, a man plays 

the role of a woman (Betty, the mother of the family, oppressed). A woman plays the role of a man 

(Edward, the son of the family, oppressed). An adult man plays the role of a child (Clive, the father of 

the family of Act One, oppressor). A white man plays the role of a black servant (Joshua, the servant 

of the family, oppressed). A stuffed doll is used to show a baby girl (Victoria, the daughter of the 

family of Act One, oppressor of Act Two). In this regard, the play could be seen to be the story of 

marginalized communities who in common sense are considered as abnormal. One of the abnormal 

subordinate members of family is Betty. In the following sub-section I focus on this most impressive 

character of the play. 

Betty, the Independent Woman  

An obvious point in the character of Betty is that she is doubly casted as she is played by an 

actor in Act One and an actress in Act Two. In Act One Betty, the mother of the family is played by 

an actor in order to hyperbolize the notion of femininity. In this act during the Victorian period, Betty, 

the stereotype mother and the angel in the house lives according to her husband’s norms and desires. 

She is silent and remains within the domestic spheres, raising her children under patriarchal forces. 

The oppression over Betty is showcased in the fact that she was not allowed to live as she likes. 

In contrast, Betty in Act Two is played by a woman. She attempts to free herself from 

traditional norms of domestic sphere and patriarchal agent (Clive) as an oppressor who oppressed her. 
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Hence, the second act shows how Caryl Churchill’s female character tries to overcome patriarchal 

subjugation. “Women now predominate as the males take a back seat, and the children are by no 

means silent spectators” (Godiwala, 2004, 15). Hence, the audiences witness Betty who informs her 

son and daughter that she has left Clive and she has decided to live independently without the 

presence of her husband. Now she goes against the traditional roles of the angel in the house and 

values her own needs above her husband’s needs. She is no longer Clive’s slave and seeks for 

independence. For example, she tells Edward, “I’m going to leave your father and I think I might need 

to get a job” (Plays One 294).  Therefore, she learns to become economically independent in order to 

live autonomously.  

Betty  is Butler’s subject “the subject that Butler is discussing is very much a subject-in 

process. It is never actually completed, rather, the subject is in a state of perpetual constitution…. It is 

precisely the instability of the subject that generates agency” (Lloyd, 2005,98). Considering Butler’s 

argument that “there need not be a “doer behind the deed,” but that the “doer” is variably constructed 

in and through the deed” (1990, 181), Betty as a constituted and unstable subject is culturally 

constructed through Clive’s normative heterosexuality. As such in Act One this doer is not behind the 

deed and consequently, the body does not follow the gender, and hence this subject is not stable. For 

this reason we see the body of a man who plays the role of Betty in Act One. In this act Betty is a 

subject who does not have agency or free will. However,  

Buther contests the claim that having an account of subjects as constituted necessarilly gives 

rise to an account of subject as determined. Insofar as the subject is the site of endless 

transformation and resignification, and insofar as its constituted character is never fixed but in 

process, Butler claims that resistence is always possible. Agency is therefore located by 

Butler in the very instability of the subject (Webster, 2000, 8).  

 
In this sense, in Act Two Betty searches for her freedom and tries to defy the stereotypical 

representation of woman. In this act her voice moves from silence to speech as she struggles to 

change patriarchal norms and consequently is given agency. Lloyd believes that “within feminism the 

dominant way of thinking about agency is where actors are assumed to be independent of the socio-
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political world around them and where agency is construed as the capacity both to envisage particular 

projects and then to implement them according to one’s free will” (Lloyd, 2007, 57). Accordingly, 

Betty in Act Two challenge the hegemonic norms of heterosexuality and concede her subjectivity.  

She is also no longer associated with Clive, the symbol of order in her life. This 

freedom reflects women’s ambition to achieve independence. The reason why she leaves 

Clive is to enable her to live independently without a need for a man and and to be her own 

person. Like the character of Judy in Howard Brenton’s political play Sore Throats (1986), 

Betty “has successfully cast off her old life and has discovered herself” (O’Connor, 2005,7). 

Hence, the role is played by a female actor and now she has subjectivity and  “agency which 

is located by Butler in the very instability of the subject” (Webster, 2000,8) .  

Top Girls and Defusing the Oppressive Forces 

The main theme in the play revolves around the struggle between the two sisters of the play, 

one from upper middle class (Marlene), and one from working class (Joyce). It is in Act Two that we 

are first introduced to Marlene’s “ordinary housewife” (Aston) sister, Joyce, and her niece/illegitimate 

daughter, Angie, who is raised by Joyce. In comparison to Marlene, Joyce and Angie are inferior, 

poor and belong to the lower class.  

From the beginning, Marlene is depicted as a dominant, wealthy, well- known and successful 

middle class woman in comparison to her sister who is a poor working class woman who has to earn a 

living by working for others. Tong’s statement mirrors the situation between the two sisters when she 

states that “there is the class of wealthy, property-owning employers; on the other hand, the class of 

poor, propertyless workers. Whereas the employer lives in luxury, the worker lives in squalor, 

receiving only a subsistence wage for labouring to exhaustion under inhumane factory conditions” 

(Tong, 1994, 42).  

Tong’s claim is evident during Marlene’s visit to her family: she shows her wealthy 

characteristics by bringing gifts, a perfume for her sister and an unfit dreess  for Angie. In relation to 

this, the sub-text as Aston asserts is the inability of Angie to become part of Marlene’s world: “Angie 

in her ill-fitting dress reflects her inability to fit into Marlene’s life and world… Marlene’s 
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inappropriate present buying demonstrates the middle and working class economic and cultural 

clashes” (Tong, 1999, 135). 

In Act Three, we are exposed to the past and present lives of the two sisters. Their 

conversation which leads to a quarrel between the two consists of such topics like their parents, Angie 

and job. It is also through their talk that we begin to understand that they are from a working class 

family with an alcoholic father and a poor mother. In a conversation between the sisters Marlene 

blames their father for their mother’s  wasted, unhappy life. Joyce responds that their father was 

equally oppressed as he worked “in the fields like an animal” (Churchill, 1990, 138). This reminds us 

of Marlilyn Frye’s (2008) argument that oppression can be oppressive to both the oppressed and the 

oppressor. Frye also argues that oppressed people who are faced with oppressed situations every day 

become insensitive to them, that is, the oppression that they face becomes invisible to them.  So, in 

this context, the father is equally oppressed as the mother. 

Marlene could not bear the miserable situation she was in: where both her parents were in an 

oppressed state. So, after giving birth to an illegitimate child, she gives the baby to her sister and 

leaves the family. Given such a circumstance, Marlene had to make a choice between business and 

family. Her choice could be seen as either being typically masculine or typically feminine. In relation 

to this, she enters the patriarchal society and climb the social ladder.  

Marlene’s sister, meanwhile, remained in the same wretched working class situation while 

raising Marlene’s daughter. The relationship between the two, thus, can be also viewed as a husband-

wife relationship, with Marlene dependent on Joyce to take care of the domestic sphere and raising 

her child.  

It must be noted that Joyce censures Marlene for her inconsiderable behaviour towards their 

parents and wonders how Marlene could leave her own child and angrily says: “you didn’t want to 

take her with you” (Churchill, 1990, 133).  

There is also much to be gleaned from Marlene offer of money to her sister during her visit 

which Joyce does not accept. This act -offering money reveals the economic disparity between the 

two sisters and highlights “the relationships between class positions and work” (Ramazanoglu ,1986, 

103) in which Marlene is depicted as belonging to a higher class with a better work situation. 
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Joyce, the Subversive  Sister 
 

Although in the beginning of the play Marlene seems to be the subversive character as she has 

promotion in patriarchal male dominated society, Churchill gives voice and agency to Joyce in order 

to criticize capitalist society. Joyce resists the oppression forces of Marlene over her by not accepting 

her policies and her donated money. Joyce can be Churchill’s voice as a socialist feminist as she 

transmits Churchill’s critical message. Churchill in the guise of her aggressive character expresses 

herself. Joyce’s critique of  Marlene is given agency to challenge about social and economic 

discriminations in capitalist world.  

At first it seems Marlene is more impressive for the audience in comparison to Joyce as 

opposite to her Marlene is successful in business, dominated, wealthy and reputated woman and she 

struggles for her rights in a patriarchal and capitalist society, however as the play proceeds, it is 

obvious that Joyce is more impressive. The character of Joyce shows the ability of Churchill in giving 

voice, superiority and priority to subverted and muted groups and make them subverssive. 

Social Construction of Gender through Cross-Gender Casting, Cross-Dressing and Role 

Reversals 

The idea of social construction of gender is taken from Simone de Beauvoir that we are not 

born women and men but we have to learn how to become women and men by learning what is 

expected of the role of woman or man in our society.  This means that my biological sex as female 

doesn't automatically determine my identity as a woman, since that is something learned.  The 

importance this has for feminist theory is that it suggests that if patterns of interaction between men 

and women are learned as a part of learning one's gender identity and they involve women deferring 

to men and other aspects of male dominance, then this gender inequality is not inevitable, but could be 

changed by teaching children different ideas about what it is to be a man or woman. 

 The three selected plays of this study display social construction of gender through theatrical 

devices such as cross gender casting, cross- dressing and role reversals. In this section, the researcher 

will concentrate on these theatrical devices, which are related to the construction of gender as a focus 

of this study. The cross-dressing device demands men to wear women’s clothes and women to wear 
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men’s clothes. The cross gender-casting device invites men to play the role of women and women to 

play the role of the opposite sex in order to dismantle the notions of gender. In the role-reversals 

device, an actor or an actress plays the role of more than one character.  

Butler wants to show that gender construction is not stable. According to her “drag is a way to 

trouble - subvert- gender norms” (Lloyd, 2007, 55). The technique of drag causes the impersonation 

of gender, that is, the appearance of a gender is not real, but an illusion. “The drag aspect of the [play] 

shows that gender isn’t natural and naturalized” (Carver, 2007, 4). Hence, a character that appears to 

be masculine is actually feminine and vice versa (Butler). This technique dismantles the binary 

oppositions between men and women and emphasizes “the construction of gender” that is, one’s 

gender is not real, but is constructed in special situations.  

Drag or cross- dressing is a technique that explains the performativity and unnatural aspects 

of gender. Gender is performative rather than having a stable identity (Butler, Gender Trouble). This 

is apparent in Vinegar Tom’s two characters, Kramer and Springer, who are in drag and play cross-

gender casting. This technique is also obvious in the characters of Betty and Edward in Cloud Nine. 

Their impersonation reveals that their gender is fictional rather than real.  

  In an attempt to deploy the notion of gender instability to grapple with the performativity of 

gender, Salih asserts that “gender is not just a process, but it is a particular type of process, a set of 

repeated acts within a highly rigid regulatory frame” (Salih,2002, 63) making gender identity 

performative (Salih, 2002, 64). In a similar vein, Butler contends that “gender proves to be 

performative- that is, constituting the identity it is purported to be. In this sense, gender is always a 

doing, though not a doing by a subject who might be said to pre-exist the deed…There is no gender 

identity behind the expressions of gender; that identity is performatively constituted by the very 

“expression” that are said to be its results” (Gender Trouble, 25). 

  The above notion of gender performativity is apparent in the three plays where Churchill 

uses cross gender casting as a theatrical device to deconstruct the conventional norms established in 

the society. Butler suggests that the:   

Impersonation of women implicitly suggests that gender is a kind of persistent impersonation 

that passes as the real. Her/his performance destabilizes the very distinctions between the 
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natural and the artificial, depth and surface, inner and outer through which discourse about 

genders almost always operates (Butler,1990, 8).  

 Similarly, Moya LIoyd asserts “One never is one’s gender, but only in a condition of doing 

it” (Lloyd, 2007, 42). In this regard, an example of gender instability is seen in the outcome of social 

construction of gender, in the last scene of Vinegar Tom whereby Kramer and Springer, two male 

inquisitors (played by female characters) appear on stage and Betty (played by a man) and Edward 

(played by a woman) in Act One emerge on stage. The four characters display Butler’s subversive 

politics. Accordingly, “when Butler advocated a subversive politics predicated upon the parodic (that 

is, imitative) nature of identity, this was taken (by some) to mean that drag- or, more loosely, dressing 

up- symbolized subversion per se” (Lloyd, 2007, 55). Kramer and Springer play the roles of the male 

authors of the book The Hammer of Witches as the representatives of strict patriarchies over women. 

Here, these two characters are played by female actresses because Churchill wants to highlight the 

fact that the victimized women are condemned by those of their own sex. In the researcher’s opinion, 

this brings into focus the exploitation of women by both men and other women. 

 Basically, the above mentioned characters are gender constructions and their gender is not 

the result of their sex. Here, it is females who are made to play the roles of men, and males play the 

roles of women effectively showcasing that gender is not the result of sex divisions. So, in their male/ 

female impersonations (see, Godiwala) they do not denote a “stable notion [and] its meaning is as 

troubled and unfixed as [men consequently] question the primary of identity” (Butler, 1990, 9). In this 

regard, we once again see the manifestation of Butler’s idea that gender is not a stable construct. In 

fact, Kramer and Sprenger  and Edward played by actresses in male clothing depict an aspect of 

identity crisis. 

In Vinegar Tom we also note that the actor who plays the role of Packer, the witch finder 

representing patriarchy also plays the roles of the unnamed man, Doctor and Bellringer, a local man, 

who are the other patriarchal agents in the play. Here, too, the notion of performativity is obvious and 

highlights the notion of gender instability. Similarly, Kramer and Springer are played by the two 

actresses who played the role of two witches Joan, and Ellen. Another example is when two lower-
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class oppressed women also play the roles of two upper-class oppressor women, again suggesting that 

the gender a woman posses, does not have a fixed and stable identity.  

Rabascall (2000) brings a thorough explanation on various multiple roles playing in the 

characters of Top Girls in order to demonstrate that gender and class are socially constructed. For 

example, the same actress acts the roles of Lady Nijo and Win. They are shown to have similar 

charactersitics – neither of them think of herself as an independent woman. Although Nijo belonged 

to the Emperor, she had affairs with two other men. Win also prefers not to get married and spends 

her time with a married man without the awareness of others as she confesses to her colleagues, “I had 

to lie down in the back of the car so the neighbours wouldn’t see me go in.” (Churchill, 1990, 103) 

The double casting of the Pope and Louise draws our attention to the similarity between them. 

Both women had to sacrifice their femininity to gain promotion and prosperity. Joan sacrifices her 

femininity physically and is forced to hide her femininity to be educated and gain promotion to 

become Pope. On the other hand, Louise sacrifices herself mentally in the patriarchal workplace 

situation which leaves her without any prospects for promotion.  

Both these characters also resemble Marlene as she also had to sacrifice her home and family 

in order to be successful in a patriarchal society. However unlike Marlene, both women have 

presumptuous feminine identities which place them as subordinate objects in comparison to men: Joan 

is stoned to death and Louise cannot gain any promotion in the male dominated workplace.  

The waitress in Act Two is a ‘voiceless’ and is waiting for other women to give her orders. 

Like the witches of Vinegar Tom, she is a symbol of oppression of some women over other women. 

All Marlene’s guests give orders to her and indeed, can be seen as oppressing her as she complies and 

brings dinner to the guests without any word. On the other hand, Kit who is also from a lower class 

thinks about the brilliant future of becoming a nuclear physicist. She does not feel humiliated if she is 

a working class girl but thinks of a promotion and a change of class in her future life.  

We also can note some similarities between Angie and Dull Gret who are constructed 

culturally as lower class women and who played by the same actress. Both characters belong to the 

working class and have the same origins. Both hate the situation they live in and want to rebel against 

it. However, they are both unsuccessful.  
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Gret hates those who killed her children and call them bastards and try to take revenge of 

them by encouraging other women to follow her in fighting the devils. Angie also hates her mother 

and wishes to kill her. By attempting to leave Joyce and the gloomy situation of working class people 

in the countryside, she hopes to live with Marlene in the city and ‘defy’ her lower class state.  

Despite these similarities beyween Gret and Angie, we also note a contradiction between 

them. For instance, Gret is, in a way, portrayed as a symbol of femininity who wants to defeat 

masculinity. So, we see the image of a strong and empowered woman in Gret. On the other hand, 

Churchill depicts Angie as a clumsy teenager who cannot cope with her situation and searches for a 

better life but fails in gaining her goal. As she cannot have any protection from either Marlene or 

Joyce, she feels defenceless. So against Gret, Angie is portrayed as dull, defenceless and oppressed. 

In order to show the similarities among characters with different social classes, Churchill uses the 

same actress to play the roles of Joyce (a working class woman), Mrs. Kidd (the dependent middle 

class woman) and Isabella Bird (the ninetieth century independent upper class traveller). Like Mrs. 

Kidd, Joyce is a socially dependent woman. Mrs. Kidd is dependent on her husband as a patriarchal 

agent and the dominator of women while Joyce is dependent on the upper class people for work and 

money. On the other hand, Marlene like Isabella is an upper-middle class independent wealthy 

woman who is not dominated by any forms of patriarchy; instead, it is they who impose their own 

form of “patriarchy” over men and other women. This also highlights the main contradictions between 

the two sisters that is, Joyce and Marlene.            

 According to Rabascal another trebling can be found in the case of the characters of Patient 

Griselda, Nell and Jeanine. Again, “we witness a variety of types: Patient Griselda also suffered a 

slave-like treatment on the hands of her husband, who made her believe he had deprived her of her 

sons just for the sake of exerting oppression over her. Nell, on the other hand, works as a 

contraposition to the previous character, being another of the women executives we come across in 

the play, and behaving in quite a bold way. Finally, Jeanine is a woman who embodies the doubt 

between a professional life and a private life” (Rabascal, 2000, 166). 

 In researcher’s opinion, the reader can associate Churchill’s use of this cross gender casting 

technique, cross-dressing and role reversals to Judith Butler’s assertion on the distinction between sex 
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and gender. To her, gender is a production of cultural construction, not that of sex; thus, capable of 

being changed. So, it can be interpreted that the characters are the result of gender construction, not 

based on sexual divisions and thus, is subject to change. Butler explains: “Originally intended to 

disrupt the biology is destiny formulation, the distinction between sex and gender serves the argument 

that whatever biological intractability sex appears to have, gender is culturally constructed: hence 

gender is neither the causal result of sex nor as seemingly fixed as sex” (Butler in Kirby, 2006, 22). 

In the three selected plays for this study, the researcher explored some subverssive characters 

among other oppresed women that defied the conventional norms and  challenged for their rights. The 

blatant abuse of these women in male dominated societies had resulted in their struggle for equal 

opportunities as they attempted to improve their positions in the society they lived in.  
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Abstract 

This study is dedicated to describe Globalization from a language planning perspective. It also 

discusses how language planning can be used to provide a theoretical framework for Globalization. 

The nature of globalization will be examined in terms of, consequences, problems and solutions, 

among many other factors. In order for these objectives to be achieved, the researcher goes through 

the following definitions: Language planning definitions, globalization definitions, presentation of an 

accounting scheme for the study of language planning. This latter is meant to improve our ability to 

describe, predict and draw generalizations concerning Globalization.example of what 150 words looks 

like.  
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The Study of Globalization from a Language Planning Perspective 

1. Language Planning Definitions 

According to Cooper (1989:29) there is a general disagreement upon to what term should be 

utilized to refer to the policy of language planning, in the sense that some scholars have proposed the 

term language engineering (Miller, 1950 cited in Al-Abed Al-Haq, 1994), others prefer to use 

Language management to describe the activity (Jernudd and Neustupny, 1986 cited in Al-Abed Al-

Haq, 1994), Language standardization, language elaboration and language reform.  

  Language planning is a deliberate effort to influence the function, structure, or acquisition of a 

language or language variety within a speech community. From this follows a tendency to consider 

language planning as an activity which has as its main goal to cause changes in the society concerned.  

Despite its recency as an academic field, language planning has long existed as a sum of activities of 

states or empires. However, in the absence of formal policies, language planning decisions have long 

been outlined in the agendas of powerful individuals, such as modernizers, writers, teachers, 

lexicographers, and stylists. A more pertinent definition of the activity might be that of (Kaplan, R. 

and Baldauf, R., 1997: 3):  

Language planning is a body of ideas, laws and regulations (language policy), change 

rules, beliefs, and practices intended to achieve a planned change (or to stop change from 

happening) in the language use in one or more communities. To put it differently, 

language planning involves deliberate, although not always overt, future oriented change 

in systems of language code and/or speaking in a societal context. 

  
In short, language planning is an attempt by someone to modify the linguistic behaviour of some 

group of people for some reason. The reasons are complex, ranging from a desire to modernize a 

language in order to cope with the technological changes that are undergoing, to a desire to 

standardize a language, often with the political goals to maintain nationalization. Thus language 

planning is rarely unfussy; in the sense that to afford a one exact definition to this policy is not an 

easy task. 

In this way, language planning has been referred to through different definitions by different 
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scholars. However, all the definitions may fall under two salient rubrics as suggested by Quedraogo 

(2000:13):  

   1). A political and/ or administrative activity, also named status planning. 

   2). A linguistic activity, also labelled corpus planning.  

Status planning involves the allocation of languages to different societal domains, such as the official 

status, education, business, mass media…etc. However, corpus planning refers to such activities as 

the production of grammars and dictionaries, the innovation of orthographies, spelling reforms…etc.  

2. An Accounting Scheme for Language Planning  

Any language planning activity is an instance of social change, in the sense that any case of 

language planning ought to tell us at least , “what actors attempted to influence what behaviours, of 

which people,  for what ends, by what means, and with what results” Cooper (1989:97). Each of these 

planning variables is now briefly described in turn. 

1). What actors 

These can be seen as working within four basic areas: 

a. Governmental agencies involved at the highest level, having the largest scope in planning, 

since government generally has the power to incite structures (or disincite structures) to 

enforce planning decisions (Kaplan, R. and Baldauf, R., 1997:5). Briefly speaking, they refer 

to those “who get the most of what there is to get”. Cooper (1989:88). 

b. Education agencies usually acting under the force of higher level structure which often 

extensively receive the entire burden of planning language change. 

c. Other non-governmental organizations: acting according to their own beliefs like national 

and international language academies of great prestige. 

 d. All sorts of groups of influential individuals who create language policy as part of their 

normal activity. They are the people who promise, threaten advice, bug, or bribe but do not 

decide 

2). attempted to influence what behaviours  

a. status: allocation of new norms and functions for a given language, identifying a language 

problem, competition between a national language and a foreign one. 
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b. corpus: lexical elaboration, language modernization, or language revival. 

c. acquisition: teaching-learning processes, language choice as a medium of instruction. 

3). of which people 

        type of target: individual vs organizations.  

         school vs university,  private vs public sector. 

 4). for what ends 

a. overt: generally include making planning decisions and social changes such as language 

shift or linguistic assimilation. These can be classified under the impetus of language 

related behaviours. 

b. latent:  they are non language–related behaviours such as the satisfaction of interests. 

5). by what means 

authority, force, power, persuasion, violence, or bribery. 

6). with what results 

a. Achievement of national unity. 

b. Achievement linguistic assimilation, linguistic pluralism or language shift.    

c. Achievement of educational, economic and political advancement. 

d. Maintenance of power. 

   This above theoretical framework is offered by Cooper (1989:98) as a guide to future 

investigators in order to describe, predict, and explain language planning activity as a driving force of 

change. Perhaps some of the changes that occur in the functional allocation of languages are 

spontaneous. Most, however, are the outcomes of planning. An example of a planning activity would 

be the phenomenon of Globalization. 

3. Globalization Definitions: 

   Globalization is a ubiquitous term but a vague one. It has been referred to through many 

definitions based on varying views of authors.  

Generally speaking, Globalization may be defined as a rapid ongoing phenomenon described as 

inexorable integration of markets, states and technologies so that it enables individuals, corporations 

and states to connect more to one another within  a new and evolving sense of ‘borderlessness’.  
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Examples of such connections could be: the flow of information and money, goods and services that 

were produced in only one part of the world are quickly spread over all parts of the world.  

     In this sense, Globalization is a policy that has shown massive changes (influences) on 

individuals and nation-states at: political, economic, and cultural levels.  

4. Globalization as an Instance of Language Planning Activity 

Globalization is viewed as geared towards a change in the scale of human organization that 

links distant communities and extends the reach of power relations across the world’s areas. This 

definition implies that in a Globalization process, there is an issue of the subject (doer of the action) or 

globalizer versus the object (receiver of an action) or globalized. Agreement (2010:2).Within this 

context, Globalization activity describes  what actors (globalizers) attempted to influence (globalize) 

what behaviours, of which people (globalized),  for what ends, by what means, and with what results .  

Certainly the most powerful states (countries of the North) are the doers of action, i.e.  

globalizers,  whereas the less powerful (countries of the South) become the receivers of action  i. e., 

the globalized. 

Instances of globalizers in the world may be listed as follow:  the UNESCO (the United Nations 

Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization), the IMF (International Monetary Fund), the World 

Bank, the OECD (Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development), GATT (Global 

Agreement on Trade and Tariffs), and WTO (World Trade Organization), ICE (International 

community of education) …and many others.   

The process of globalization now relates not only to physical trade as a target of such activity but also 

other various aspects of life, among which education (the teaching-learning behaviours) is a case in 

point. 

    All over the world, education plays a significant role in promoting individual freedom; only 

through education can a state make progress, disseminate knowledge and get proud of itself in 

struggle for development. Education is often seen as a ‘quick buck’ or as a key condition for economic 

growth; it makes a significant contribution to higher individual productivity and income. However, 

educational institutions are viewed as a site for the production and reproduction of knowledge, 
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ideology, skills, values and behaviours in the global culture, only when education is carried out in a 

context of a good language planning, and good governance. 

     Any successful globalizers’ progress is based on education. The International Community 

composed of United Nations: Hong Kong, South Korea, Ireland and many other European countries 

agreed on a framework for action to implement the world Declaration on education for all. They all 

called for elimination of “gender discrepancy in primary, secondary education, and higher education 

by 2015”. (Bloom, 2005 cited in Sorondo et. al, 2007: 59) 

One of the aims ‘for what ends’ was to afford educational expansion, and educational development. 

For the near future, there will be some economic activities that can be carried out only by people with 

various educational achievements.  

     It is worth mentioning that countries whose population has had a primary education only are 

likely to have economies based on low skilled worker with low productivity; however, countries 

whose population has got higher education are likely to have economies built on high skilled worker 

with relatively high productivity. In this respect, countries that have not afforded girls education are in 

fact harming their economies by limiting the economic contribution that could be made by women. 

Probably, a more interesting point to be deduced from here is that girls who do not attend schools 

have children earlier. Furthermore, uneducated mothers are not able to bring up their children 

accurately and are less able to manage the family finances.  

 Besides, educated women have fewer children than uneducated ones. In this vein, (Bloom, 2005 cited 

in Sorondo et.al, 2007:69-70) reminds us that:  

the former group delay childbearing in order to use their skills in the workplace; they are 

more aware of the contraception and of the economic benefits of smaller families ; and 

their increased knowledge of health care means their children may be more likely to 

survive to adulthood, so they need fewer children to attain their desired family size. 

          Not only does education in a globalized world seek for large gains in enrollment, but also of the 

type of education asked for. A teacher always plays an important role in education; he is not only 

supposed to pass on information to students, but also to show up the inner capabilities of his learners. 

Thus, it is precedent to develop well-trained teachers than ‘plush facilities’. This can be fulfilled 
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through giving teachers autonomy to teach in their own way, which in turn can increase the return on 

the investment in teachers’ trainings and salaries. (Bloom, 2005 cited in Sorondo et.al, 2007: 71).  

5. Conclusion 

          Finally, there are always good and bad news about a given story. The good news about 

Globalization is that there is a birth of the idea of building a homogenized global village inhabited by 

global citizens who are going to live together symbiotically through productivity, competitiveness, 

maximization of profit from economic and knowledge growth. It is saddening, however to mention 

that the relation ship that stands between the globalizer and the globalized can in many ways be 

parasitic, in the sense that many world leaders make of Globalization a strategic tool to consume the 

resources of the South particularly Africa. Within this context, Agreement (2010: 5) bluntly states 

that: “[Globalization] is seen as a capitalist fuelled engine that is driven by the western imperialists”. 

This is clearly an approach that suits the interests of the global neo-capitalist leaders. 

Similar points, no doubt, might be made with language. First of all, it would be untrue to deny the fact 

that the run of western cultural goods does not mean any deep cultural diffusion resulting in western 

dominated cultural homogenization. The more serious problem, however, is rather that with linguistic 

globalization, in the sense that any language represents a way of thinking. Therefore, Arabic or 

Swahili will represent ways of viewing the world, in a manner which is different from any individual 

living in western language communities. If destroyed or lost, one will lose his/her identity. In this 

vein, local languages are also important in the rising of a given state’s informal economy. Bruthiaux 

(2002, cited in Ferguson, 2006: 142) argues that for the poorest sectors of society literacy in local 

languages will contribute to development and poverty reduction. English language education, for 

these people, he adds, is ultimately worthlessness; it should be geared instead towards those who 

“have a realistic chance of participating in international exchanges soon”. 

         The above discussion is leading to the conclusion that any state that desires a national 

development should implement language nationalization, in the educational system and, therefore, 

ensure the people’s national identity. (Dhaouadi 2002, cited in Paolletis, 2006: 408). In countries that 

suffered colonization, it is necessary to adopt policies that allow the use of a native language. The 

implementation of Arabization in North Africa is a case in point. However, this does not appear to say 
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that any policy solution should assume a necessary opposition between English or French and local 

(national) languages and plan to promote one rather than another. For, such policy solutions are faulty 

in the sense that both (English or French and local language) should be used complementarily: 

English (or French) because it offers job opportunities increasingly governed by global leaders; local 

languages because they contribute to effective learning and national development. In education, this 

implies “additive bilingual education”. Ferguson (2006:143).  
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Abstract 

Intelligence plays a great role in one’s life. This study was conducted with the objective to investigate 

the differences between self-perceived multiple intelligences of male and female. Results of the study 

revealed that there is a significant difference between self-perceived verbal/linguistic, 

logical/mathematical, visual/spatial, interpersonal, and intrapersonal intelligence of the male and 

female and there is no significant difference between self-perceived musical, bodily/kinesthetic and 

naturalistic intelligence of the male and female. On the basis of the conclusions it was recommended 

that students should be explicitly trained and they should provided different opportunities so they may 

have equal chance for the development of each intelligence, Female should be encouraged to 

participate in learning activities drawn around logical/mathematical activities, students may be 

provided both for male and female students with appropriate feed back without discrimination 

between male and female, Further researches may be conducted to further investigate difference 

between male and female self-perceived intelligence.   

Keywords: Multiple Intelligence, IQ, verbal/ linguistic, logical/mathematical, visual/spatial, musica 

 bodily/kinesthetic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, natural. 
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Self-Perceived Multiple Intelligences of Male and Female 

Introduction  

According to Gardner (1999a), all human beings possess all different intelligences in 

varying degrees and each individual manifests varying levels of these different intelligences and 

thus each person has a unique “cognitive profile”; that is, a) all human possess all different 

intelligences in varying amounts; b) Each individual has a different composition; c) Different 

intelligences are located in different areas of the brain and can either work independently or 

together; d) By applying Multiple Intelligences Theory we can improve education; and e) These 

intelligences may define human species. 

It has been proved by intelligence tests that intelligence increases and develops when a child 

grows physically or in age. Mental development takes place differently in different people. The time 

at which mental progress stops, is not similar in different individuals. It becomes stable after the age 

of 10 and is fully stabilized during puberty. Intelligence does not grow throughout one’s life and it is 

almost true. The development of intelligence goes in parallel with the development or decline of the 

nervous system because intelligence is a function of neurons and neuralgia.  

A number of researches have been conducted to know whether women are intelligent or men 

are more intelligent. The results of these researches showed, that there is no considerable difference 

between the intelligence of women and men. And on the basis of these results it can be stated that 

difference in gender is not the cause of difference in intelligence (Chauhan, 1991). But Still Great 

diversities in intelligence exist among people. It is fact that no two persons even identical twins or 

persons brought up in the same social and physical conditions are blessed with the same intellectual 

energy. The evaluation of intelligence through different tests has provided sufficient proofs to accept 

as true that not only does intelligence varies from person to person, but it also inclines to show a 

discrepancy in the same person from state to state and time to time.  

 Many of the studies of the early days confined to the measuring overall intelligence or ‘g’ till 

Gardner’s multiple intelligence theory appeared, which opened new vistas for researchers. Gardner 

(1983 a) argued that despite the success of standard IQ in predicting ability in school subjects, it did not 
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highlight the potential/competence of an individual in particular fields of expertise. Gardner’s theory of 

multiple intelligences identifies eight subtypes of intelligence that every normal individual should 

develop to some degree (linguistic, logical/mathematical, spatial, interpersonal, intrapersonal, 

musical, bodily-kinesthetic, and naturalistic (Gardner, 1983b). 

Later, with the merger of cerebral research and cognitive psychology, specific ontological 

tasks were associated with intelligence. Gardner (1999b) came up with two other debatable 

dimensions to multiple intelligences those being existential and spiritual. These together generated 

substantial interest among researchers and educators to demonstrate differences across various types 

of intelligence and in self-estimates of multiple intelligences (Bennett, 1996; Furnham and Baguma, 

1999; Furnham et al., 2001, Furnham et al., 2002). Several of these studies showed that perceptions of 

intelligence differed significantly from objective measures of intelligence and between males and 

females. Research reviews suggest a small and significant gender differences in self-estimates of 

intelligence, and more so on specific skills. Beginning with Anastasi (1958), Tyler (1965), and 

Maccoby (1966), researchers have reported male performance increased with age on tests of 

mathematical reasoning compared to females.  

It has also been observed that within societies having strong kinship and patriarchal systems, 

a distinct bias prevails in favor of higher male self-estimates on the mathematical and kinesthetic 

abilities. Hogan (1978) reported that in a review of 11 studies more than half of the studies 

demonstrated significant differences between male and female self-estimates of IQ levels. Hogan 

argued that women tend to be perceived as less intelligent than men as society may deny intellectual 

equality. In a study of Scottish students, it was noted that women underestimated while men 

overestimated their own intelligence along spatial and logical components (Beloff, 1992). Even the 

estimates of parental, grandparental, and sibling IQ favored males as brothers, fathers, and sons as 

more intelligent than sisters, mothers, and daughters respectively (Byrd and Stacey, 1993; Furnham and 

Rawles, 1995; Furnham et al., 1999c). 

In a review of gender differences on estimates of intelligence, Bennett (1996) observed that 

male respondents self-estimate their intelligence quotient (IQ) higher than females, but males did not 

attribute higher levels of interpersonal intelligence over females. Halpern (1997) wrote that males on 
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average score higher on tasks that require transformations in visual-spatial working memory, motor 

skills involving aiming, spatial-temporal and fluid reasoning, especially in abstract mathematical and 

scientific domains. Whereas males performed better than females on the mathematical reasoning 

and spatial tasks, females were more successful at tasks requiring the use of language, arithmetical 

evaluation, and manual precision (Halpern, 1992; Springer and Deutsch, 1993). Among Zulu 

mothers, Furnham and Mkhize (2003) noted the mathematical and spatial intelligence were the best 

predictor of self-estimates of their children. They observed few significant differences in their 

estimates of sons and daughters on multiple intelligences. Furnham and associates found British 

fathers estimating their overall IQ and the logical and spatial components higher than the mothers, 

and both parents rated their sons more intelligent than daughters (Furnham and Gasson, 1998; Furnham, 

2000). Furnham (2000) speculated that the logical and spatial intelligences lay at the heart of people’s 

conception of intelligence. People may conflate logical and spatial intelligence with overall 

intelligence, leading to overall gender differences in self-estimates. 

  Full scale IQ scores represent an average of heterogeneous subtests, and although on 

average there are no differences between males and females on the IQ scores obtained, there 

are group differences on the subtests, suggesting that females and males differ on at least 

some of the abilities assessed with intelligence tests. The largest differences are found in the 

‘‘tails,’’ or extreme ends, of IQ distributions, with males over-represented in some types of 

mental retardation, learning disabilities, and language disorders (DeFries and Gillis, 1993; 

Henning-Stout and Close-Conoley, 1992).  

Loori (2005) conducted a study in which the differences in intelligences preferences of 

ESL male and female students are investigated. Ninety international students at three American 

universities took part in this study. The results showed that “there were significant differences 

between males’ and females’ preferences of intelligences. Males preferred learning activities 

involving logical and mathematical intelligences, whereas females preferred learning activities 

involving intrapersonal intelligence.” Those intelligences improve which get sufficient training, 

exercise and favorable environment. 
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Statement of the Problem  

The problem understudy was to find out the difference between students’ self- perceived 

multiple intelligences (verbal/linguistic, logical/mathematical, visual/spatial, musical, 

bodily/kinesthetic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, natural) of male and female. 

Objectives of the Study 

1. To investigate the differences between self-perceived multiple intelligences of male and 

female. 

2. To give recommendations and suggestions in the light of the findings of the study. 

Research Question 

1. Is there any difference between self-perceived multiple intelligences of male and female? 

Research Methodology 

Review of relevant literature revealed that numerous studies have been conducted in order to 

explore the relationship of academic achievement with different variables. No specific study was 

found regarding the difference of overall intelligence and multiple intelligences of male and female 

in Pakistan. Therefore researcher was keenly interested to conduct study on this topic. The following 

research methodology was adopted.  

Population  

Students enrolled in 1st year, in all government degree colleges, session 2010, in district 

Bannu constituted population of the study.  

Sample  

There were ten government degree colleges in district Bannu. Four male and three female 

degree colleges were randomly selected. Using convenient sampling techniques 379 male and 335 

female all together 714 students were selected as a sample of the study.  

Instrumentation 

Some psychologists have developed different scales for the measurement of multiple 

intelligences. Multiple intelligence inventory based on Howard Gardner multiple intelligences theory, 

developed by Armstrong (1994) was used to measure students perceived multiple intelligences. This 
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inventory contains 40 items five statement for measuring each intelligence. 

 This inventory was translated in Urdu with the help of English and Urdu expert in order to 

make it easier and understandable to the students. 

For the reliability and validity and to remove language ambiguity the multiple intelligence 

inventory was personally distributed among 50 subjects as a pilot run. The subjects were part of the 

population but were not included in the selected sample of the study. Data was analyzed through 

SPSS–16. The reliability of forty items at Cronbach’s alpha obtained was .784 which is quite 

reasonable. 

Data Analysis 

The collected data was entered in SPSS-16 and was analyzed using appropriate statistical 

tests. The central tendency and variability of the multiple intelligences of the sampled students was 

measured using Mean and SD respectively. Independent Samples t- test was used to compare the 

mean scores of multiple intelligences of the male and female students. 

Findings of the Study 

Mean score of the male self-perceived verbal/linguistic intelligence is M= 3.08 and female M= 

3.41, SD=.75, .65, P value is .00 which is less than α 0.01 which means that there is a significant 

difference between male and female self-perceived verbal/linguistic intelligence in favour of females. 

Mean score of the male self-perceived logical/mathematical intelligence is M= 3.12 and 

female M= 2.94, SD=.89, .84, P value is .00 which is less than α 0.01 which means that there is a 

significant difference between male and female self-perceived logical/mathematical intelligence in 

favour of males. 

Mean score of the male self-perceived visual/spatial intelligence is M= 3.05 and female 

M=3.24, SD=.73, .63, P value is .00 which is less than α 0.01 which means that there is a significant 

difference between male and female self-perceived visual/spatial intelligence in favour of females. 

Mean score of the male self-perceived musical intelligence is M= 2.05 and female M= 2.13, 

SD=.68, .79, P value is .11 which is greater then than α .01 which means that there is a no significant 

difference between male and female self-perceived musical intelligence.  
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Mean score of the male self-perceived bodily/kinesthetic intelligence is M= 3.60 and female 

M= 3.61,SD=.77, .65, P value is .84 which is greater then than α .01 which means that there is a no 

significant difference between male and female self-perceived bodily/kinesthetic intelligence. 

Mean score of the male self-perceived interpersonal intelligence is M= 3.27 and female M= 

3.53, SD=.69, .65, P value is .00 which is less then than α 0.01 which means that there is a significant 

difference between male and female self-perceived interpersonal intelligence. 

Mean score of the male self-perceived intrapersonal intelligence is M= 3.26 and female M= 

3.57, SD=.64, .55, P value is .00 which is less then than α 0.01 which means that there is a significant 

difference between male and female self-perceived intrapersonal intelligence. 

Mean score of the male self-perceived naturalistic intelligence is M= 3.23 and female M= 

3.28, SD=.71, .65, P value is .37 which is greater than α 0.01 which means that there is no significant 

difference between male and female self-perceived naturalistic intelligence. 

Conclusions 

Researcher found that female students rated themselves higher than male students in term of 

over all perceived intelligence. 

Female students considered themselves higher than male students in term of perceived verbal/ 

linguistics intelligence. 

Researcher found that male students estimated themselves higher than female students in term 

of perceived logical/mathematical intelligence.  

Result of the study showed that female students rated higher themselves than male students in 

term of perceived visual/special intelligence. 

Researcher found that female students rated themselves higher than male students in term of 

perceived interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligence. 

Recommendations 

1. Students should be explicitly trained and they should be provided different opportunities so 

they may have equal chance for the development of each intelligence. 

2. Female should be encouraged to participate in learning activities drawn around 
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logical/mathematical activities. 

3. Students may be provided both for male and female students with appropriate feed back 

without discrimination between male and female. 

4. Further researches may be conducted to further investigate difference between male and 

female perceived intelligence.  
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Tables 

Table1. Mean Comparison of Male and Female Self- Perceived Multiple Intelligences.  
(Male =379 Female=335) 
  

Intelligence Variable M SD t p 

Verbal/Linguistic Male 3.08 .75 -6.23 .00 

 
 

Female 3.41 .65  
 

 
 

Logical/Mathematical Male 3.12 .89 2.74 .00 

 
 

Female 2.94 .84  
 

 
 

Visual/spatial Male 3.05 .73 -3.65 .00 

 
 

Female 3.24 .63  
 

 
 

Musical Male 2.05 .68 -1.56 .11 

 
 

Female 2.13 .79  
 

 
 

Bodily/kinesthetic Male 3.60 .77 -.20 .84 

 
 

Female 3.61 .65  
 

 
 

Interpersonal Male 3.27 .69 -5.02 .00 

 
 

Female 3.53 .65  
 

 
 

Intrapersonal Male 3.26 .64 -6.71 .00 

 
 

Female 3.57 .55  
 

 
 

Naturalistic Male 3.23 .71 -.88 .37 

 
 

Female 3.28  .65  
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Abstract 

The audit committee’s responsibility to effectively oversee the integrity of the financial reporting 

process has become a mandate of the capital markets in the aftermath of the sweeping changes affect 

corporate governance. However, in Iran it is not mandatory to Iranian corporation to conducting audit 

committee. The results of current study shows that the major reason for non-existing audit committees 

is individualism culture among the Iranian audit practitioners, centralization trend of Iranian 

managers, and lack of legal force respectively.   
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Audit Committee Non-Existing Reasons’: Evidence of Iran 

 One of the best mechanisms that have been widely used in worldwide corporate organizations 

to monitor the financial reporting process and corporate governance is the establishment of an audit 

committee comprising a majority of independent directors. The existence of an audit committee could 

improve the monitoring of corporate financial reporting and internal control. Now a days’ audit 

committee serves a significant role in corporate governance. Traditionally, the effectiveness of the 

audit committee has been measured through the dimensions of independence, financial expertise and 

diligence (Salehi, 2007). A company’s audit committee is appointed by the Board of Directors and is 

responsible for recommending the selection of external auditors to the Board, receiving, reviewing, 

and forwarding to the Board the annual financial report of the external auditors, and generally dealing 

with other financial matters that arise. In summary, the primary responsibility of the audit committee 

is the oversight of the firm’s financial reporting process (BRC, 1999, p. 7). 

The audit committee is one of the main corporate governance mechanisms upon which are predicated 

stakeholders hopes in constraining the behavior of corporate managers. Stakeholders generally view 

the effectiveness of the audit committee as an area that is to a significant extent manageable through 

regulatory or self-regulatory approaches. However, in Iran, the Iranian legislators did not mandate 

listed companies to have audit committees overseeing their financial reporting process. It mean the 

Iranian accounting bodies does not moving with crew around the world. It will cause some problems 

to Iranian accounting environment.   

Audit Committee 

 Audit committees originated around over 50 years ago (Goddara and Masters, 2000). The 

audit committee represents a standing committee of the board of directors which is charged with 

dealing with audit-related concerns. Audit committees per se have existed for many years. The 

emergence of theoretically more activist audit committees can be traced to the mid-1960s. In part, 

growth may be attributed to unrelenting and endlessly. Repeated exhortations of leaders of the 

accounting profession and of auditors, both external and internal, who sought to expand the 

committees’ existence and role. As noted, the efforts were founded in the hope that the committees 
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would improve the balance of power in auditor-management disputes. 

 Nevertheless, no organization has mandated specific committee duties, responsibilities, or 

activities. However, in 1987, the National Commission on Fraudulent Financial Reporting (Treadway 

Commission) issued a paper on recommended audit committee activities which has become standard 

for many audit committees (Harrison and Lanier, 1995) The Treadway list represents a good starting 

point; it requires development through the addition of requirements that arose subsequent to the 

issuance of the Treadway report. Moreover, numerous committees, as well as individuals, have 

published normative prescriptions, amounting to virtual job descriptions for audit committees. The 

urge to authorship was not emulated by the committees themselves, which, by and large, failed to 

define their responsibilities. Indeed, many corporations did not take the trouble to draft a charter, i.e. a 

formal statement of the charge, or to acknowledge the existence of the audit committee in the 

corporate bylaws. In the 229 largest publicly held corporations other than banks, the specific functions 

assigned to the audit committee by the full board varied widely (Verschoor, 1993). In addition to the 

committees’ responsibilities, the preferred quality of committee members’ independence has remained 

uncertain. Even the prescribed number of independent directors has varied on the basis of a 

corporation’s listing status. As noted by Jensen and Meckling, the primary burden to ensure that 

companies are managed efficiently and effectively is placed on the internal control system. While 

pushing for systems improvement, they argue that substantial data support the proposition that the 

internal control systems of publicly held corporations have generally failed. However, it is believed 

that systems response capacity would be fostered by enhancing the board’s ability to govern: that 

ability is likely to be strengthened by adjustments in the balance of power between the directors and 

the chief executive. Moreover, the board should be able to achieve more independent decision making 

without building an antagonistic and confrontational atmosphere (Firstenberg and Malkiel, 1994). The 

broader issue is how to organize and manage corporations to adapt to inevitable change in a 

continuous, evolutionary manner (Firstenberg and Malkiel, 1994). For example, directors should be 

concerned with the adequacy of the systems through which salient information concerning the 

conduct of a corporation’s business flows to the board; they would also be responsible for following 

up on information that raises cause for concern (English, 1994, Salehi and Mansoury, 2009).  
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 Governance questions are currently being addressed by the American Law Institute (ALI), a 

professional organization of practicing attorneys, judges, law school deans and professors. This effort 

represents a comprehensive, far-reaching project to define the principles of corporate governance 

(Verschoor, 1993). The project includes a body of “best practice” recommendations for audit 

committees. 

 Development was encouraged by the incidence of litigation involving auditors and directors. 

Since the middle of 1978 US companies seeking a listing are required to have an audit committee. 

The Cadbury Code in 1992 which provided the impetus for many companies to establish an audit 

committee; the Cadbury Code states “The board should establish an audit committee of at least three 

non-executive directors with written terms of reference which deal clearly with its authority and 

duties”. Further recommendations on the structure and functions of the committee were included in an 

appendix. Under Stock Exchange regulations listed companies must state whether they comply with 

the code, giving details of any non-compliance. Companies have a choice about whether they form an 

audit committee, and whether it conforms to the Cadbury Code. Agency theory (Jensen and Meckling, 

1976) provides a rigorous framework for examining the economic rationale for this choice. Audit 

committees are one of the monitoring devices for which the principals (or their representatives, the 

board) are prepared to pay to assist the use of financial reports in evaluating managers' performance. 

Principals have an incentive to choose corporate governance structures, including audit committees, 

which maximize total surplus.  

 The Blue Ribbon Committee (BRC) on Improving the Effectiveness of Audit Committees 

(1999, p.20) considered an audit committee a catalyst for effective financial reporting. 

Among other things, the BRC recommended that the audit committee of every listed company should: 

(1) Have members who are “independent”; 

(2) Have members each of whom is “financially literate”; 

(3) Have a formal charter approved by the Board of Directors; and 

(4) disclose in the proxy statement whether the committee has adopted a formal charter and fulfilled 

its responsibilities under that charter. 
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 The recent financial failures of companies such as Enron and WorldCom and the sheer 

magnitude of those scandals caused Congress to focus its attention on audit committees that are 

supposed to act as watch-dogs and supervise the overall corporate financial reporting process 

followed by the reporting companies. In 2002, Congress passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), 

which now demands much higher responsibilities for the audit committees of publicly traded 

companies (Buchalter and Yokomoto, 2003). Among other things, the SOX (2002) amended section 

10A of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to make the auditor of a reporting company report 

directly to the audit committee about certain critical matters pertaining to the financial reporting 

process of that company and significantly enhanced the oversight responsibilities of the audit 

committee. Section 301 of the SOX (2002) is devoted to audit committees and their responsibilities. 

Specifically, the SOX (2002) modified and/or added the following responsibilities for audit 

committees of public corporations: 

 (1) According to paragraph 2 of section 301, the audit committee of each issuer, i.e. the 

reporting company shall be directly responsible for the appointment, compensation and oversight of 

the work of the issuer’s auditor, who in turn shall report directly to the audit committee. Also the audit 

committee shall be directly responsible for the resolution of any disagreements between management 

and the auditor. 

 (2) Paragraph 3 of section 301 discusses the independence requirement for the audit 

committee members clearly stating that each committee member shall be independent as defined in 

the act. 

 (3) Paragraph 4 requires the audit committees to establish procedures for the receipt, retention 

and treatment of and confidential handling of complaints received by the issuer company regarding 

accounting and auditing related matters. 

 (4) Paragraph 5 allows the audit committees the authority to engage independent counsel and 

other advisers as may be necessary in carrying out its duties. 

In addition to the above, section 202 of the SOX (2002) requires that all auditing services and most 

non-auditing services be pre-approved by the audit committee. Also, section 407 of the SOX (2002) 
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requires the SEC to issue rules asking the reporting companies to disclose if at least one member of 

their audit committee is a “financial expert” as defined by the US SEC (2003a). 

Accordingly, the audit committee must state in its report whether it: 

 (1) Has reviewed and discussed the audited financial statements with management; 

 (2) Has discussed with the independent auditors the matters required to be discussed by 

Statement on Auditing Standards No. 61, as may be modified or supplemented; 

 (3) Has received from the auditors disclosures regarding the auditors’ independence required 

by Independence Standards Board Standard No. 1, as may be modified or supplemented, and 

discussed with the auditors the latter’s independence; and 

 (4) Based on the review and discussions noted above, recommends to the Board of Directors 

that the audited financial statements be included in the company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for 

the last fiscal year for filing with the Commission. 

Benefits of Audit Committee 

 Audit committee could enhance auditor independence (Salehi, 2008; 2009a, b, Barzegar and 

Salehi, 2008, Salehi and Abdedini, 2008). Knapp (1987) discovered that an audit committee is more 

likely to support the auditor rather than management in audit disputes and the level of support is 

consistent across members of the committee, regardless of whether the member is in a full-time or 

part-time position, such as corporate managers, academicians and retired partners of CPA firms. 

 In addition, audit committees could play a role in selecting auditors, determining their 

remuneration and in the dismissal/retention of auditors (Salehi, and Nanjegowda 2006, Salehi et al. 

2009). Goldman and Barlev (1974) pointed out that audit committees could observe the financial 

reporting process and provide recommendations in the selection of auditors, negotiation of fees and 

termination of external auditors, which would ultimately diminish management’s power over the 

auditor. An audit committee is anticipated to ensure that a business organisation has sufficient internal 

controls, proper accounting policies, and independent external auditors that will prevent the incidence 

of fraud and promote high quality and timely financial statements. 

 Furthermore, the formation of an audit committee would improve the credibility and 

reliability of financial statements through providing an assurance of the objectivity of financial 
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statements to shareholders (Auerbach, 1973, Salehi, and Azary, 2008). 

Audit Committee and Earning Management 

Several researchers have examined the effectiveness of audit committees in limiting earnings 

management (Abbott et al., 2004; Xie et al., 2003). While various definitions exist for “earnings 

management” (Healy and Wahlen, 1999), earnings management is inherently unobservable. Thus, 

these studies, with the exception of Abbott et al. (2004), use various measures of discretionary 

(abnormal) accruals as proxies for earnings management. Discretionary accruals involve assumptions 

and estimates of the non-discretionary portion of the total accruals. Therefore, the reliability of 

estimated discretionary accruals as a measure of earnings management decreases as the magnitude of 

estimation errors increases (Dechow and Dichev, 2002). Guay et al. (1996) contend that accruals 

derived from alternative models involve considerable imprecision. Bernard and Skinner (1996) 

present similar argument that abnormal accruals derived using the Jones-type models reflect 

measurement errors partly because of the misclassification of normal as abnormal accruals. All these 

studies use data for fiscal periods prior to fiscal year 2000 when the SEC regulations incorporating 

BRC’s recommendations became effective. Therefore, the empirical question on whether the BRC 

recommendations and the related regulatory changes have helped improve audit committee 

effectiveness in limiting the likelihood of earnings management remains to be answered. 

 The issues related to earnings restatement are of particular interests because of the 

consequences and increasing occurrences of earnings restatement as discussed later in the prior 

research section. Also, this study is the first to include several variables related to audit quality that 

have been shown to have a strong effect on the quality of reported earnings (Frankel et al., 2002; Li 

and Lin, 2006). 

 Further, while there are increasing concerns that compensating audit committee members with 

stock and stock options may impair their independence (Millstein, 2002), the empirical evidence is 

very limited.  

Audit Committee, Audit Quality and Corporate Governance 

It is well recognized that the audit committee should play a key role in verifying and 

safeguarding the integrity of the firm’s financial statements and its internal control systems (Klein, 
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2003;; Abbott et al., 2000; PricewaterhouseCoopers, 1999). Incorporated in this role is the 

responsibility to ensure the independence and competence of the external auditors. The SOX 

legislates that the audit committee is directly responsible for the appointment of the auditor and that 

the committee must oversee the work done by the auditor in relation to the company’s external 

financial reporting. According to the Smith Report (2003) the audit committee should review the 

engagement letter at the commencement of the audit and consider the scope of the audit and the 

adequacy of the work being planned. At the conclusion of the audit, the committee should review the 

findings of the audit, the management representation letter, and the auditor’s letter to management and 

management’s response to the auditor’s recommendations. It is recommended that the committee 

should meet at least annually with the external auditors, without the presence of management, to 

discuss matters arising from the audit. Further, the audit partner is expected to be invited regularly to 

attend other committee meetings held during the year (Smith Report, 2003). There has been 

surprisingly little research examining auditors’ perceptions of the impact of audit committees on the 

external audit. Cohen et al. (2002) conducted structured interviews with auditors and found that they 

considered the audit committee to play a less important role in the audit process than either senior 

management or the board as a whole. Interviewees indicated that they typically met with the audit 

committee two to three times per year but these meetings tended to involve the auditor reporting to the 

committee, with the committee playing a passive role rather than acting proactively. However, 

discussions with the audit committee or the board were reported to have an important impact on audit 

risk assessments and audit planning. Cohen & Hanno (2000) conducted a study on the effect of 

corporate governance and management control philosophy on auditors’ pre-planning and planning 

judgements. While not focusing specifically on audit committees, their manipulation of corporate 

governance included the presence of a strong audit committee versus a weak committee. They found 

that corporate governance structure affects both pre-planning and planning judgements, including the 

level of substantive testing undertaken. A more recent experimental study by Sharma et al. (2007) 

manipulated corporate governance strength as strong, moderate and weak to test the impact on risk, 

audit planning and testing. The manipulations related to both board and audit committee 

characteristics, the latter including audit committee composition, meeting frequency and interaction 
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with the external auditors. The study found that the client’s corporate governance structure influences 

auditors’ assessments of both control risk and audit risk, planned audit hours and the level of 

substantive testing. Again, however, audit committee characteristics were varied along with other 

governance mechanisms so that the separate impact of the audit committee could not be determined. 

An important area where audit committees can play a positive role in the audit process is the 

resolution of disputes between the auditor and management (Turley & Zaman, 2004). Beattie et al. 

(2000) found that audit committees appear to reduce the confrontational intensity of interactions 

between the auditor and management by increasing the level of discussion and reducing the need for 

negotiation. Other studies have examined factors that influence the audit committee’s decision to 

support the auditor rather than management in a dispute (DeZoort et al., 2003; DeZoort & Salterio, 

2001). These studies find that the expertise and experience of committee members, the nature of the 

dispute, the persistence of the auditor and the client’s financial condition may all affect audit 

committee support for the auditor. However, some studies indicate that auditors are sometimes 

sceptical of the role that audit committees play in resolving disputes with management. For example, 

Cohen et al. (2002) report that auditors believe that audit committees is ineffective and lack sufficient 

power to withstand pressure from management. both Gibbins et al. (2001) and Gibbins et al. (2005) 

found that audit committees only occasionally play an important role in the auditor–client negotiation 

process while Beattie et al. (2004) report that in-depth interviews with auditors indicate that support 

from the audit committee is not always forthcoming.  

The Impact of Audit Committees on Audit Services and Audit Fees  

A number of studies have found an association between audit fees and the existence of an 

audit committee (Goodwin-Stewart & Kent, 2006; Coulton et al., 2001). A plausible explanation for 

this finding is that the presence of an audit committee leads to an increase in the demand for audit 

services (Sharma, 2003). This is because an important role of audit committees is to ensure that audit 

hours are not reduced to a level that compromises the quality of the audit (Cadbury Committee, 1992). 

The Smith Report (2003), for example, recommends that, if the audit committee is not satisfied with 

the scope of the audit, then additional work should be requested. Further, the audit committee should 

satisfy itself that the audit fee is appropriate and that an effective audit can be performed for the fee 
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charged. If audit committee members fail to carry out their responsibilities adequately, they may 

suffer from a loss of reputation and/or face the possibility of litigation in the event of audit failure 

(Abbott et al., 2003). As a result, committee members have strong incentives to demand a high quality 

audit. However, audit fees are driven not only by the client’s demand for audit services but also by the 

audit firm’s supply of those services. The incumbent auditor, while no doubt welcoming any increase 

in audit fees, should have negotiated the initial fees based on the performance of a quality audit. 

Hence we would not expect the auditor to believe that an increase in the level of testing is necessary. 

Furthermore, the audit committee’s involvement in the strengthening of internal controls could lead to 

a reduction in the auditor’s assessment of control risk (Sharma et al., 2007), and hence the need for 

less substantive testing (Cohen & Hanno, 2000). A reduction in testing suggests lower audit fees, but 

this could be more than offset by an increase in hours associated with partner involvement with the 

audit committee, such as regular communication, responding to queries from the committee and 

attendance at audit committee meetings. While this may lead to an improvement in the quality of the 

audit, the reasons are different from those suggested in earlier studies that link quality to the level of 

substantive testing required by the audit committee.  

Audit Committee and Audit Independence 

 One main benefit of having an audit committee is that they could enhance auditor 

independence (Beattie et al., 1999; Collier, 1992; Fearnley and Beattie, 2004; Jackson-Heard, 1987). 

Knapp (1987) discovered that an audit committee is more likely to support the auditor instead of 

management in audit disputes and the level of support is consistent across members of the audit 

committee, regardless of whether the member is in a full time or part time position, such as corporate 

managers, academicians and retired partners of CPA firms. Pearson (1980) and Dockweiler et al. 

(1986) found a similar result, in that auditors’ reliance on management is reduced due to the direct 

communication with the audit committee. Beattie et al. (1999) reported that audit partners, finance 

directors and financial journalists believed that audit committee that consist of non-executive directors 

that also independent could strongly encourage auditor independence.  

 Also, audit committees could play a role in selecting auditors, determining their remuneration 

and dismissal/retention of auditors. Braiotta (1999) and Goldmanand Barlev (1974) maintained that 
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audit committees could monitor the financial reporting process and provide recommendations in the 

selection of auditors, negotiation of fees and termination of external auditors, which would ultimately 

diminish management’s power over the auditor. Thus, the audit committee is anticipated to ensure 

that the firm has sufficient internal controls, proper accounting policies, and independent external 

auditors that will prevent the incidence of fraud and promote high quality and timely financial 

statements. 

Audit Committee and Financial Reporting Quality 

Prior research concerning corporate governance and financial reporting quality has tended to 

focus on board characteristics rather than audit committee characteristics. For example, Beasley 

(1996) finds that firms committing financial statement fraud have a significantly lower percentage of 

outside board directors (independent and gray combined) than comparable firms not committing 

financial statement fraud. Vafeas (2000) shows that the informativeness of earnings, as proxied by the 

earnings-return relationship, is unrelated to the proportion of outside board members, and inversely 

related to board size. However, he does not investigate whether audit committee characteristics affect 

the informativeness of earnings. 

 Pincus, et al. (1989) show that before audit committees were required, larger firms, firms with 

a Big Eight auditor, firms with lower managerial equity ownership and firms with a greater proportion 

of outside directors were more likely to form audit committees. Wild (1996) shows that the 

informativeness of a firm's earnings reports increases after the formation of an audit committee. 

McMullen (1996) and Dechow et al. (1996) both find evidence that firms committing financial fraud 

are less likely to have audit committees at the time of the fraud than are other firms. While these 

studies suggest that the existence of an audit committee impacts financial reporting quality, they do 

not investigate whether audit committee characteristics impact financial reporting quality.  

 Some researches explore whether or not audit committee characteristics affects different 

aspects of the financial reporting process. Collectively, the evidence documented in these studies 

suggests that independent audit committees and audit committees with some level of 

accounting/financial expertise are more likely to take steps (such as hiring industry specialist auditors 

or monitoring the firm’s internal audit process) that help to ensure credible financial statements. For 
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example, Vicknair, et al. (1993) show that many NYSE firms have "gray" directors on their audit 

committees and suggest that this could affect the financial reporting process. Abbott and Parker 

(2000) find that active and independent audit committees are more likely to hire an industry specialist 

external auditor. Raghunandan et al. (2001) show that audit committees comprised solely of 

independent directors and having at least one member with an accounting or finance background are 

more likely to have longer meetings with the chief internal auditor, meet privately with the chief 

internal auditor, review the internal auditing program and results, and review management’s 

interaction with internal auditing. DeZoort and Salterio (2001) use actual audit committee members in 

an experimental study. They document that independent audit committee members having relatively 

high audit knowledge are more likely to support the auditor in auditor-management disputes over 

accounting policy. Carcello and Neal (2000) find a significant, negative relationship between the 

percentage of affiliated (gray and inside) directors on the audit committee and the likelihood of 

financially distressed firms receiving a going-concern audit report. Beasley et al. (2000) investigate 

fraudulent financial reporting in the technology, health care and financial services industries. They 

find that in all three industries, firms committing fraud have less independent audit committees and 

boards than do other firms. This suggests that audit committee independence and expertise are both 

important factors in ensuring financial reporting quality. 

Research Problem and Objectives of the Study 

 Due to globalization of business and financial markets, there has been a strong demand for 

quality information from firms across countries so that investors can conduct comparative evaluation 

of risk and return of firms from different countries. Consequently, regulators in several countries 

outside the USA also started paying increased attention to corporate governance to improve the 

quality of reported information. The committees appointed by the majority of the countries around the 

world and have adopted and mandated audit committees in corporate sectors. Because it gives 

strength to company and will definitely improves corporate financial reporting. In a lot of countries 

the audit committee is very formal as well as full of power (Salehi, 2008); however, such a committee 

is not conducted in Iran, it means so far, the Iranian corporate sector had lost the benefits of audit 

committee, Therefore, main research question in this study is: 
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Why audit committee is not conduct in Iran? 

Since the main objective of this study is identifying reason(s) and barrier(s) of conducting audit 

committee in Iran the primary and secondary useful data for this study were collected from various 

reports, textbooks, journals as well as questionnaire.      

Research Methodology 

In this research at firs step the important factor that affects on holding audit committee were 

detected by studying technical contexts. Then the validity of detected title assessed by Delphi group 

including Iranian Association of Certified Public Accountants (IACPA) member, financial managers 

and general managers and financial experts. Using gained viewpoints the elementary group requested 

to determine the relation and importance of   detected index in Iran Environment that affects on 

auditing committee nonbeing. Then in second step we procured questionnaire by their viewpoint 

hence we can say, those factors that conducts research hypotheses is completely compatible to Iran 

environment. Then we documented questionnaire and distributed among our population sample. The 

questionnaire designed to the bases of Likert spectrum and all  participants were requested to 

determine degree of agreement or disagreement to each question for  assessing degree of  

disagreement and agreement by Likert spectrum  we used the range of integer number from 2-   to 2  

which -2 represents highly disagreement and 2 represents highly agreement to the  hypotheses while 

zero represents none of them (They graded corneal staining using a -2 to 2 scale where -2 =highly  

agreeing, -1= agreeing , 0 = none, 1 =disagreeing  and 2 = highly this agreeing). 

The Cronbach's Alpha coefficient was used to assess reliability of questionnaire there was 0.936 for 

final questionnaire.   

To the bases of the important factors we conducted three hypotheses including: 

H1: lack awareness of financial reports’ users from audit committee advantages has caused this 

committee not to hold in Iran.  

H2: lack awareness of professional accounting and auditing associations from audit committee 

advantages has caused this committee not to hold in Iran.  

H3: lack awareness of legislators from audit committee advantages has caused this committee not to 

hold in Iran. 
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 H4: Individualism culture of Iranian accounting profession has caused audit committee not to hold in 

Iran. 

H5: centralization of Iranian managers has caused audit committee not to hold in Iran. 

H6: lack of legal force has caused audit committee not to hold in Iran. 

Results of the Study 

 Results in total, 150 respondents were completed the questionnaire. Among these 150 

participants, 101 were had degrees in accounting filed (67.30 per cent), the rest 15 (23.70 per cent) 

were had management backgrounds.  

 The majority of participants had sufficient auditing knowledge. 100 of participants were had 

accountants degrees (66.70 per cent), in which 20 were auditors (13.20 per cent), rest 15 financial 

managers (10.0 per cent), 10 were financial experts (6.60 per cent) and 5 were stockholders. 

Demographic characteristics of participants are summarized in Table 1. 

 The Binomial Test was first conducted to assess how many per cent of participants accept the 

effects of lack of awareness of financial reports’ users from audit committee advantages in not to 

holding this committee in Iran. For this purpose we divided participants into the two groups including 

agreeing and disagreeing with hypothesis. The results revealed that only 40 participants (30.00 per 

cent) were agreeing to this hypothesis then this hypothesis significantly rejected. Mean degree of   

agreement for this hypothesis was -1.044 (Sd= 0.907, 95 per cent of confidence interval from -1.240 

to -0.731). 

Regarding to the second hypothesis  21 of participants (14 per cent) were agree to effects of lack of 

awareness of accounting and auditing professional from audit committee on not to holding in Iran. 

Therefore this hypothesis significantly rejected (H2) and mean degree of agreement for this hypothesis 

was -1.332 (SD= 1.043, 95 per cent of confidence interval from -1.473 to -1.191). 

 About the third hypothesis, minority of participants confirmed the effects of lack of awareness 

of legislators from audit committee advantages not to holding of audit committee in Iran (19 per cent). 

Thus this hypothesis were significantly rejected and mean degree of agreement was -1.185 (sd= 0.965, 

95 per cent of confidence interval from -1.021 to -1.355). 
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about the fourth  hypothesis, almost 71 per cent(106 respondents) of participants confirmed the effects 

of Iranian Individualism culture to not  holding audit committee in Iran; therefore this  hypothesis 

were significantly confirmed (p<0.05 ) and mean degree of agreement was 1.184 (Sd= 1.133, 95 per 

cent of confidence interval  from 0.996 to 1.416). 

Regarding to the fifth hypothesis, almost 62 per cents (93 respondents) of participants 

confirmed  the effects of centralization of Iranian  managers  on not  holding of  audit committee in 

Iran; then this hypothesis was significantly confirmed (p<0.05 ) and mean degree of agreement was 

0.484 (Sd=1.231, 95 per cent of confidence interval from  0.276  to  0.671). 

finally about the sixth hypothesis, the majority of participants (92 per cent) confirmed the effects of 

lack of legal force on not holding of audit committee in Iran; then this hypothesis were significantly 

confirmed too.(p<0.05 ) and mean degree of agreement was 1.486 (Sd= 0.841, 95 per cent of 

confidence interval  from 1.337 to 1.621). The results of testing hypotheses by binomial test are 

showed in Table 2. 

The participants were requested to determine degree of agreement or disagreement to the question by 

Likert spectrum. Table 3 represents mean degree of agreement or disagreement according to their idea 

and other statistics. As shown in Table 3, the three latter of six defined factors effects on not holding 

of auditing committee in Iran confirmed by participants. 

 The effects of these three factors was compared and prioritized in their effects by non 

parametric two way ANOVA (Friedman) test. The results showed that lack of legal force for holding 

auditing committee is the most important factor and centralization of Iranian managers is weakness 

factor. The result is demonstrated in figure 1.   

As is seen in upon figure while management concentration has the least effect on holding of audit 

committee the lack of legal force is the most important factors that must take attention. 

Conclusion 

 An audit committee is as a delegate body of the Board of directors charged with safeguarding 

and advancing the interests of shareholders (see Wolnizer, 1995; Klein, 1998; García et al., 2003). 

The audit committee is thus viewed as a monitoring mechanism intended to reduce information 

asymmetries between insider and outsider (management and non-management) board members 
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(Eichenseher and Shields, 1985; Pincus et al., 1989), since its key functions are to review financial 

information and control management’s conduct of affairs. The benefits of creating an AC have been 

demonstrated by, among others, Kunitake (1983), DeFond and Jiambalvo (1991) and Archambeault 

and DeZoort (2001). In terms of accounting, the creation of ACs would thus improve the quality and 

accuracy of financial information (DeFond and Jiambalvo, 1991; McMullen, 1996), ensuring that the 

officers responsible for reporting and disclosure are more closely monitored and controlled. The 

results of this study revealed that the majority of participants are aware of potential benefits of audit 

committee in Iran with reference to hypotheses No. 1, 2 and 3. The authors have come to this point 

that the participants of this study strongly believe that holding audit committee leads improvement in 

audit practice in Iran. However, according to the results of hypothesis No.4 showed that the 

individualism culture is one of the most influential reasons for not holding audit committee in Iran. 

Also, centralization attitudes of Iranian managers are another reason for not holding audit committee. 

Last but not the least the critical reason found in which in this study of not holding audit committee in 

Iran is the lack of legal force for holding audit committee in Iran. The authors believe that these three 

crucial reasons are the main barrier of conducting audit committee in Iran, which they should be 

solved in Iranian environment as early as possible. To solving those barriers, the Iranian managers 

views’ toward the audit committee should changed which Iranian accounting legislators can inform 

various benefits of audit committee from the various ways, further the Iranian accounting regulators 

should intact the rules for mandatory audit committee in Iranian corporations.          
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Tables 

Table  1.  Frequency table of participants 

 
Case  Label Frequency Percent 

Accounting 101 67.30 
Other 49 22.70 

Educational  
filed 

Total 150 1.00 
Accountant 100 66.70 

Auditor 20 13.30 

Financial Manager 15 10.00 

Financial expert 10 6.70 

Stockholder 5 3.30 

Job Position  

Total 95 1.00 
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Table 2. Audit Committee effects on in dependent variables   
 
Hypothesis Category  Frequency Observed 

prop. 
Test 
prop. 

Asymp.sig. 
 

Result 
 

Agreeing 40 0.30 
Disagreeing 110 0.70 

H1(lack of 
awareness in 
financial  reports 
users) Total 150 1 

0.5 0.000 Rejected 

Agreeing 21 0.14 
Disagreeing 129 0.86 

H2(lack of 
awareness in 
professional  
associations) 

Total 150 1 
0.5 0.000 Rejected 

Agreeing 29 0.19 
Disagreeing 121 0.81 

H3(lack of 
awareness in  
lawgiver  
associations) 

Total 150 a 1 
0.5 0.000 Rejected 

Agreeing 106 0.71 
Disagreeing 44 0.29 

H4 (Individualism 
culture) 

Total 150  
0.5 0.000 Confirmed 

Agreeing 93 0.62 
Disagreeing 57 0.88 

H5 (centralization 
of Iranian  
managers ) Total 150 1 

0.5 0.004 Confirmed 

Agreeing 138 0.92 
Disagreeing 12 0.08 

H6 (Lack of legal 
force) 

Total 150 1 
0.5 0.000 Confirmed 

 
a. because of binomial test characteristic we divided respondent into two group including agreeing and disagreeing and 
eliminate those of respondent that haven’t idea.  
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Table3. Mean degree of participants’ agreement or disagreement to the effects of independents factor 
 on not holding audit committee and other statistics. 

 
Independent variable Mean 

degree 
Standard 
deviation 

95 percent of 
confidence interval 

lack of awareness in 
financial  reports users 

-1.044 0.907 -1.240   -0.731 

lack of awareness in 
professional  
associations 

-1.332 1. 043 -1.473    -1.191 

lack of awareness in  
lawgiver  associations    

-1.185 0.956 -1.021     -1.355 

Individualism culture 1.184 1.133 0.996     1.416 

centralization of Iranian  
managers   

0.484 1.231 0.276       0.671 

 Lack of legal force    1.486 0.841 1.337       1.621 
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Figures 

Figure 1.Friedman mean rank of effective factors on holding audit committee. 
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  Il prossimo anniversario del cento cinquantenario 

dell’Unità d’Italia rappresenta un’importante occasione 

per riscoprire le radici della nostra identità, offrendo la 

possibilità di uno sguardo nuovo, una nuova attenzione 

che sappia andare oltre la celebrazione retorica, per 

ripensare il Risorgimento e individuarne quegli 

elementi fondativi di un comune “senso di 

appartenenza nazionale e popolare”. La ricchezza e la 

complessità del moto risorgimentale italiano si 

sviluppano all’interno di una rivoluzione libertaria che attraversa tutta l’Europa ed è solo nel 

quadro più generalmente europeo che se ne coglie il duplice carattere di movimento 

nazionale e insieme questione internazionale.  

Il volume “Contro l’Unità d’Italia” raccoglie tre articoli scritti da Pierre-Joseph 

Proudhon tra il luglio del 1862 e il dicembre del 1864, proprio sul tema dell’Unità Italiana e 

mette a nudo le motivazioni del filosofo francese, tese a lamentare l’inevitabile esito 
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disastroso celato dietro le scelta della soluzione monarchico unitaria. Un ripensamento storico 

è necessario: l’anno da poco conclusosi ha risentito fortemente del riflesso della crisi 

economica e finanziaria mondiale  che ha drammaticamente posto l’accento sulla necessità di 

ridefinire e ancor meglio, riconsiderare l’ambito d’appartenenza e i punti di riferimento della 

nostra identità comune. Emerge oggi più che mai la necessità di tracciare i contenuti di una 

identità che sia insieme culturale, storica e civile, in una parola nazionale. Gli articoli scelti e 

tradotti per la prima volta in Italiano da Paola Goglio, sono preceduti da un’introduzione 

storica curata dal Prof. Antonello Biagini (Università di Roma “La Sapienza”) e dal Prof. 

Andrea Carteny (Università di Teramo) che, ripercorrendo i momenti edificativi del nostro 

Risorgimento, ne evidenzia il carattere complesso di moto per la libertà con le sue diverse 

ripercussioni e l’intimo legame con il contesto europeo e balcanico, esaminando altresì la 

contrapposizione tra democratico-mazziniani e  moderati neoguelfi. Vero è che il 

Risorgimento non può essere sintetizzato in un semplice riproporsi di contrapposizioni 

inconciliabili, restando innegabile il suo carattere di “grande movimento libertario e liberale 

che diventa un modello per altre regioni d’Europa”. I  poli che cementano la lotta per 

l’indipendenza sono da rinvenire nel comune bagaglio linguistico e culturale nonché 

nell’elemento religioso che, tuttavia, una volta fatta l’Unità tarderanno a tradursi in una vera e 

propria coscienza politica unitaria, così come ci insegna la storia e come saprà sintetizzare 

emblematicamente Massimo D’Azeglio, “Fatta l'Italia, bisogna fare gli Italiani”. L’assunto 

comune ai tre articoli di Proudhon, trova la sua ratio nella constatazione che la scelta unitaria 

ha tradito lo spirito repubblicano e democratico più autenticamente italiano che risiede nelle 

municipalità, nei particolarismi e nelle cittadinanze, forze dinamiche, anime vive di un intero 

popolo. Il tema viene sviluppato in tre diversi articoli, Mazzini e l’unità italiana, Garibaldi e 

l’unità italiana e Nuove osservazioni sull’unità italiana. 

Il primo, pubblicato il 13 luglio del 1862, viene scritto da Proudhon in seguito al ritiro 
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di Mazzini dal paese, preannunciato da una circolare del fondatore della Giovine Italia datata 

6 giugno 1862. Mazzini, deluso dall’esito della lotta per l’indipendenza, considera 

fondamentale proseguire il moto per la liberazione di Roma e di Venezia e si concede 

totalmente all’attività cospiratoria. La dura critica proudhoniana si scaglia proprio contro la 

mancanza di lungimiranza politica di Mazzini e contro la divulgazione di un falso ideale di 

unità italiana. Proudhon condanna la sua decisione di pervenire ad un compromesso con i 

Savoia per poi distaccarsene nuovamente, dimostrando ingenuità non solo nel prevedere le 

iniziative di Vittorio Emanuele, ma anche per quel che concerne l’analisi degli elementi 

chiave della questione italiana: la guerra all’Austria mossa da Napoleone III, l’Unità d’Italia e 

il Papato. Mazzini finisce così per tradire la causa repubblicana e democratica pronto a 

sacrificare le tante nazionalità della penisola in nome di una monarchia costituzionale 

borghese e dispotica, disattendendo così l’aspettativa di una palingenesi sociale ed 

economica.  

Garibaldi e l’unità italiana è invece datato 7 settembre 1862, dieci giorni dopo la 

disfatta sull’Aspromonte e sebbene l’autore sottolinei  qui  ammirazione e stima verso 

Garibaldi e il suo carattere eroico, diventa doveroso, trattandosi di un “capo di partito”, 

separare l’uomo dall’ideologia. In nome del principio di nazionalità si è conseguito in realtà 

solo “l’egoismo nazionale”, a discapito della solidarietà e della fratellanza tra i popoli 

europei. E’ per questo che l’Eroe dei due Mondi ha mancato l’appuntamento e l’accordo con 

la rivoluzione europea ostentandosi nel perseguimento di un falso ideale di unità e 

centralizzazione, quando “L’Italia, per natura e configurazione, è federalista”. La miopia 

politica di Mazzini e Garibaldi trova conferma poi nella volontà di liberare Roma e di farne 

capitale della nuova nazione, una e indipendente, ma Roma non è nient’altro che un “un 

museo, una chiesa” e privata del suo prestigio pontificio si ridurrà a mera “necropoli”. 

L’Italia sembra rimanere intrappolata nel dualismo Papa-Imperatore e, se è possibile 
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comprendere le ragioni che spingono gli italiani a desiderare una potenza unitaria e militare, 

Proudhon riserva feroci critiche alla stampa francese ”sedicente democratica”.  

Nell’ultimo articolo, Nuove osservazioni sull’unità italiana del dicembre 1864, 

vengono annoverate motivazioni geografiche ma anche di natura politica, etnografica e 

storica per dimostrare che “l’Italia è antiunitaria”. La storia dello stivale è storia di tradizioni 

municipalistiche e locali dove la libertà spontanea e indigena si è formata nel tempo come 

dono del mare, della natura e della storia. Risultato  dell’indipendenza e della vicinanza delle 

tante piccole entità cittadine, l’Italia risulta divisa nelle sue particolari libertà e la sua realtà 

storica si contrappone alla centralità intesa come autocrazia. Per non tener conto poi 

dell’inconciliabilità estrema nel contesto italiano “di coscienza religiosa e costituzione 

politica”. Insomma, “si tratta solo di aprire gli occhi”. Il filosofo e politico francese persegue 

in questi articoli l’obiettivo di pervenire a “conclusioni pratiche” consone alle necessità 

editoriali giornalistiche. A tal fine, argomenta le riflessione sull’unità italiana e 

sull’organizzazione politica francese ed europea, attraverso l’ampio ricorso ad esempi storici, 

paralleli tra sistemi politici diversi e ricostruzioni geografiche, economiche ed etnografiche. 

Due grandi protagonisti della vicenda risorgimentale italiana, Mazzini e Garibaldi, offrono a 

Proudhon lo spunto per individuare gli elementi critici e contraddittori della lotta che, a suo 

parere, è stata tradita sino a mistificare l’ideale di unità. Sebbene l’autorevole giudizio di 

Proudhon si mostri polemico e  impietosamente avverso la questione dell’Unità, il volume 

“Contro l’Unità d’Italia” offre un’interessante spunto di riflessione in un contesto come 

quello attuale, dove le valutazioni sul Risorgimento italiano sono tutt’altro che esaurite. La 

contingenza dell’odierno dibattito sul federalismo, sul significato del legame con il nostro 

passato risorgimentale ed unitario e sulla necessità di definire i tratti di un’identità nazionale 

autenticamente italiana, estendono l’ambito della riflessione e rimandano ad una nuova ed 

eterogenea analisi quanto è ricca e complessa la nostra storia risorgimentale.  
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